O sing a song of Christmas merry
... very!

And give a thought to gifties
... nifty!

Find herein all ye need to know
... ho!

On being smart and thrifty
... Dollars, 1 to 50
"Now I know why everybody wants CALLAWAY TOWELS this Christmas!"

No gift could be more colorful, yet more practical than towels of such unbelievable softness and beauty... harmonized with luxurious Callaway mats, rugs, lid-covers. You can even include matching shower curtains and window drapes if you wish. So if you want to be a Super-Santa and make your gifts say "Merrier Christmas," ask for Callaway Ensembles by name at the finer stores in your city.

CALLAWAY TOWELS ARE
ABSORBEnized
Independent laboratory tests show this treatment increases by 71% the amount of water a new towel will soak up.

Richly quilted, gayly be-ribboned, Rayon Satin Troussou Box, decorative as well as useful. A gift of luxury. What woman wouldn't be thrilled with this smart transparent hat box, loaded with lovely Callaway Towels?

Two Callaway bath towels of matchless beauty, two guest towels, and two cloths, in a gay Orchid Box! Gift within a gift! A dainty basket for her boudoir—Callaway Towels and mat to glorify her bathroom!

Write for names of stores in your city that carry Callaway Towels, Ensembles and Callaway Draperies.
Ideas for Christmas in Towle Sterling

MOTHER — who always wants salad forks or butter spreaders to add to the Towle pattern of her choice.

SUE — who's just engaged, and can't wait to start her Towle Sterling set now, so she will have the basic pieces after she is married.

MARY ELLEN — little sister, turning 14... who would feel all of 21 if she could begin her Sterling set this Christmas!

LINDA — the girl you like... the girl who should have everything in the world. For her, a gift of Sterling is the perfect gift.

No matter who she is, she will welcome Sterling. And if it is Towle Sterling it will mean that much more to her, because of its authentic beauty and traditional craftsmanship.

So be sure to include Sterling (solid silver) on your Christmas list... especially Towle Sterling. A "Place Setting" of six essential pieces: knife, fork, teaspoon, salad fork, cream soup spoon and butter spreader costs about $18.50; a sixteen-piece set, four each: knife, fork, teaspoon, salad fork, about $50. Prices include Federal Tax. Remember, for better gifts... visit your jeweler.

Write for pictures and prices of all Towle patterns with chart of engraving suggestions.

NEW BOOK FOR BRIDES — "How to Plan Your Wedding and Your Silver." Twenty-four fascinating pages. Very practical and a priceless record.

TOWLE SILVERSMITHS — Department G-12 — Newburyport, Massachusetts

I enclose 10 cents for new book.

Name and Address...
Now it is easy to give Crane's Personalized Papers for Christmas

Giving Crane's Papers for Christmas is the happiest of exercises in friendship and remembrance; and no gift of finer quality can be made. To the excellence of these papers—in themselves a joy to give and to receive—your stationer now makes available to you the opportunity to include with your gift of Crane’s Kid Finish—and other fine papers by Crane—a certificate that entitles the recipient to select the die and to have the paper engraved in the style and color of his or her choosing. This simple scheme enhances your gift, makes it more personal, and relieves you of chance in the choice of the engraving. You will enjoy giving these personalized papers this Christmas, for it is luxury giving at modest cost.

For your personal Greetings you will find the colorful, correct answer in Crane’s Christmas Notes and Crane’s Christmas Cards: the former with space for friendly words in your own hand; the latter with the appropriate message engraved.

Gaily Boxed Papers by CRANE

are also being featured by your stationer, affording you a wide choice in selecting gifts for friends and family. All are of Crane’s fine quality, beautifully packaged to bespeak your good taste and thoughtfulness. Priced from one to fifteen dollars.

Crane's FINE PAPERS

MADE IN DALTON, MASSACHUSETTS
SINCE 1801
Superb Crystal
to brighten thoughts of you on Christmas morn

Not only on Christmas day, but for decades to come, glowing memories will attend your gift of Libbey Modern American Crystal. Resplendent with color and sparkle inherent only in truly fine crystal, each piece is wrought by time-skilled hands. Reflecting today's trends, it is the Americana of tomorrow. Exquisite table appointments and magnificent decorative pieces are now on display in fine stores throughout the country. $5 to $30. An early selection is recommended. Libbey Glass Company, Toledo, Ohio.

ibbey
MODERN AMERICAN GLASSWARE

ASH TRAY  TORTE PLATE  FOOTED BOWL  MT VERNON STEMWARE  DECANTER
An exciting twin bill, coming next in

January HOUSE & GARDEN

PLANNING A DEFENSE GARDEN FOR 1942

Food to speed up defense, food to win the war—House & Garden's new Defense Gardening Guide tells you how to grow the essential vegetables and fruits. Here, in this special section of the January Double Number, you'll find mistake-proof advice and step-by-step sketches for successful gardening from seed packet to finished product.

You'll learn where to place your garden for greatest soil fertility (without spoiling your landscaping) . . . how to grow important vitamin-content vegetables, and when to re-plant them . . . how much seed to plant in order to satisfy the food needs of a family of five. You'll be introduced to the newest methods of preparing soil . . . the do's and don'ts of caring for garden tools which steel priorities may make it impossible to replace. And in addition, you'll discover tips on flowers which you can grow with a minimum of time and effort, leaving you free to cultivate your defense garden.

DESIGN TRENDS OF THE AMERICAN TROPICS

January House & Garden whisks you down to sun-washed Florida and the Caribbean—on the first of a new 1942 series of guided excursions to famous and colorful locales. In a brilliant section packed with photographs, you'll see House & Garden's selection of houses that are artistically (and climatically) perfect for the Florida and Caribbean scenes.

You'll look at exteriors and interiors of charming Florida homes . . . preview new furnishings and accessories with a Florida motif as the basis of their design. You'll bask in the Florida "atmosphere" . . . understand why this balmy-temperatured state is slated, in 1942, to have the best year in its history as a center of winter home life for smart Americans.

Names of the Winners of House & Garden's
AWARDS IN ARCHITECTURE for 1941
Will be published in the January Double Number, together with photographs of prize-winning houses.

HOUSE & GARDEN

JANUARY DOUBLE NUMBER • ON SALE DECEMBER 19 • 35¢
Prize gift of the generous-hearted . . . sterling silver. A wise gift, this year, with long-lasting pleasure-value. Surprise your young-marrieds with dream-come-true silver for their doll's-house. Fill in the gaps in your own family service. Gorham offers a choice of thirty active patterns averaging $18.50* per place setting of six pieces . . . and a wealth of hollow-ware and occasional silver priced from $1 to $1,000. Put a priority order in at your jeweler's today!

Send for free folders giving full details and prices of patterns illustrated here.

*FEDERAL TAX INCLUDED
The Smooth, Red

**Tri. Int. Champion**

**Dimas Earthstopper**

*(English, American, Canadian)*

The Best in Show Winning Dachshund—At Stud

**ELLENBERT FARM KENNELS**

Puppies Occasionally for Sale

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bertrand, Owners

L. L. Romine, Agent

R.F.D. 1, Greenwich, Connecticut

The Dachshund is by nature a gentleman. Clean, loyal, obedient, affectionate. A good watchdog and a good companion. Adaptable to city apartment, country estate or farm. Puppies like these occasionally for sale at Ellenbert Farm.

**DOBERMAN PINSDCHERS**

Reich Selger and American Champion

Ferry v. Rauhfeisen of Giralda

At Stud.

For the purchase of a Doberman for guard, breeding or showing consult one of America's leading kennels.

**RANDAHOF KENNELS**

826 Pacific Blvd., San Francisco, Cal.

Phone Sutter 8607

German Shepherd Dogs

Puppies ready for delivery

Also older dogs. Fine condition, shepherds, bassets, ear, body trained. All dogs of excellent character and temperament. (All blacks also available.)

**VILLOSA KENNELS (Reg.)**

Tel. 3286 Marion, Ohio

Beagles make excellent home pets and excellent hunters abroad. We have some strong, healthy puppies and grown dogs.

**WALNUT HALL KENNELS**

Mr. and Mrs. A. Wells Pook

Litchfield, Conn.

Norwegian Elkhounds

For owner or hunter, a dog that makes an outstanding hunter. Popular dogs. Puppies available, fine adult dogs.

**PITCH ROAD KENNELS**

Litchfield, Conn.

Mr. and Mrs. A. Wells Pook

Why Guess About a Dog?

Specializing in high class trained dogs

**WILSONA KENNELS**

Ben H. Wilson, owner

Rushville, Ind.

**DOBERMANS**

- New, larger, and stouter kennels will soon be ready—then more puppies of championship quality. Home of Int. Champion Court von der Schwarzwaldporle, Sch.H.P.H., and Champion Lawrence of Combermere, Great Pyrenees, owned by Dr. and Mrs. F. W. Seward.

**THE DOG MART**

House & Garden's gallery of pure-bred dogs

The Dachshund is fine with children. With them he is extremely patient. He likes to play and ramp, but if a child handles him too roughly like any dog his protest is a dignified withdrawal. Parents should supervise children with animals. These Dachshunds from Ellenbert Farm Kennels

One of California's best known breeders of Great Danes, M. S. D. Wall, with Ch. Brenda of Brae Tarn and Ch. Planetree's Cyrus of Riviera, both "best in show" winners. The Dane has developed in popularity more steadily than almost any other breed of dog in spite of his immense size

Sometimes described as "animated snowdrifts of the Pyrenees Mountains." Large as bears; gentle as babes in arms, the kind of dog that is never in the way, but is always on hand when needed. This is Champion Lawrence of Combermere, Great Pyrenees, owned by Dr. and Mrs. F. W. Seward.

As a watch-dog, the Cairn has the quick ear and the sharp bark of all terriers. He is not easy to quiet if an intruder is about, but he is quick to recognize a friend of the household, or the daily delivery boy. Ch. Fiery Rob and Int. Ch. Nicolette of Crockshed. Owner, Miss Elizabeth M. Braun.

**BEAGLES**

Breeders make excellent pets and excellent hunters abroad. We have some strong, healthy puppies and grown dogs.

**WALNUT HALL KENNELS**

Mr. and Mrs. Barry Roberts, R.D. 17, Indianapolis

**WILSONA KENNELS**

Ben H. Wilson, owner

Rushville, Ind.
1. Fawn Great Dane puppies sired by Ch. Fabian of Warrendane.

2. Mrs. William O. Bagshaw with her famous Great Dane Champion, Fabian of Warrendane, before the fireplace at the Bagshaw home, North Hollywood, Calif.

3. Ann and Norman Bagshaw with Ch. Fabian of Warrendane.

4. Russell Zimmerman, Manager of Canyon Crest Kennels, with Ch. Fabian of Warrendane.


Canyon Crest
Kennels
Great Danes • Miniature Pinschers

MR. and MRS. WILLIAM O. BAGSHAW, Owners • 7240 COLDWATER CANYON, N. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

These Advertisers Will Give Special Consideration to Letters from Readers Who Mention House & Garden's Name
Dalmations
Chow Chows

Golden Retrievers

For more than 15 years we have been breeding and exhibiting some of the best Boston Terriers in America. Consult us for the selection of your Boston Terrier for Christmas.

COMEROCK KENNELS
Pianculty, Enfield, Montvale, N. J.

CH. COYNET

Kerrin Kennels
RR2 Box 477, Indianapolis, Ind. Phone: County 277

MARRAKI E. E. S.

BULL TERRIER PUPPIES

A Boxer's trim, square-built, balanced muscular figure can be found in no other breed. He alone combines the agility of the Terrier with the strength of the Bulldog. His beautiful, chiselled head depicts great strength of character. Piccolo von der Stuttgarter. Mr. and Mrs. R. Kettles, N. Y.

FARNLEY BULLTERRIERS

AMERICA'S POINTERS

Stamford, Conn.

Faruol's Pointer

These Advertisers Will Give Special Consideration to Letters from Readers Who Mention House & Garden's Name

THE DOG

House & Garden's gallery

A splendid long list of babies available. We do not publish a catalogue. Both breeds. Young stock occasionally for sale. We do not publish a catalogue.

Dogs may be seen by appointment only.

P. O. BOX 219
OYSTER BAY, L. I., N. Y.

MRS. L. W. BONNEY, OWNER

DONALD SUTHERLAND, MANAGER

Kennel Telephone: Oyster Bay 1344

Golden Retrievers

For more than 15 years we have been breeding and exhibiting some of the best Boston Terriers in America. Consult us for the selection of your Boston Terrier for Christmas.

COMEROCK KENNELS
Pianculty, Enfield, Montvale, N. J.

CH. COYNET

BULL TERRIER PUPPIES

A Boxer's trim, square-built, balanced muscular figure can be found in no other breed. He alone combines the agility of the Terrier with the strength of the Bulldog. His beautiful, chiselled head depicts great strength of character. Piccolo von der Stuttgarter. Mr. and Mrs. R. Kettles, N. Y.

FARNLEY BULLTERRIERS

AMERICA'S POINTERS

Stamford, Conn.

These Advertisers Will Give Special Consideration to Letters from Readers Who Mention House & Garden's Name
The German Shepherd is becoming appreciated for what he really is: an animal of strength, grace, agility, smooth and harmonious in movement, and stamped indelibly with that nobility of carriage and expression which marks the dog of high lineage. Baron v.d. Bararossa-grufl, B. H. Wilson

Sixteen years ago, Mrs. M. Hartley Dodge and her husband founded the Morris and Essex Kennel Club, at Giralda Farms, N. J., and staged its first show with large purses, impressive trophies, judging of the highest quality. Now it's the world's largest dog show. 16th annual show will be held May 23.

Shetland Sheepdog puppies are tiny replicas of fuzzy teddy bears of orange, sable, black or blue, with their little bright eyes constantly questioning the movements of things about them. They will play for hours together. Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Nichols of the Walnut Hall Kennels bred these puppies.

The Welsh Terrier, though game, is not quarrelsome. In fact, he is one of the best mannered of terriers, and probably his outstanding virtue is his wonderful ability to make friends. The Welsh are especially devoted to children. Ch. Bodie's Tiny Tim, Owners, Mr. & Mrs. G. Bodenstein

While the Boxer is of the Bulldog family, he is not an English Bulldog and can not be judged on anything resembling the English Bulldog standard. Nearly everything correct in the Bulldog standard is wrong in the Boxer. Ch. Utz v. Dom of Mazeline, Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Wagner, Wisconsin

These Advertisers Will Give Special Consideration to Letters from Readers Who Mention House & Garden's Name
Airedale Terriers

Quality Puppies & Young Stock Shipped on Approval.

BEX KENNELS
RR 7, Box 500 St. Louis, Mo.

Whose Stockings Will We Be In?

"Buy Something British!"

A few choice puppies from outstanding English kennels of the famous "Walking" Kennel now available at the American Branch, and direct from our own Tam Linn kennel.

 Satisfaction or your money back.

R. D. LINTON
947 Linwood Ave. Ridgewood, N. J.

SPHINX:

Puppies and show dogs available.

AFTON FARM KENNELS

Some healthy sound puppies. Reserve now for Christmas.

MARBUCK KENNELS
Mr. & Mrs. Wm. E. Buckley Huntington, L. I., N. Y.

Some healthy puppies ready for Christmas delivery. Puppies and show dog we can supply it.

Mrs. Wm. E. Buckley

MARBUCK KENNELS
Huntington, L. I., N. Y.

STAFFORDSHIRE BULL TERRIERS

For City Apartment

FOR THE COUNTRY

MENT AND BRED BITCHES

BODIE KENNELS
Staatsburg, N. Y.

DOR-EL KENNELS
PROSPECT OHIO

SCOTTISH TERRIERS

WELSH TERRIERS

AIREDALES

Some healthy sound puppies. Reserve now for Christmas.

MARBUCK KENNELS
Mr. & Mrs. Wm. E. Buckley Huntington, L. I., N. Y.

Some healthy puppies ready for Christmas delivery. Puppies and show dog we can supply it.

Mrs. Wm. E. Buckley

MARBUCK KENNELS
Huntington, L. I., N. Y.

STAFFORDSHIRE BULL TERRIERS

For City Apartment

FOR THE COUNTRY

MENT AND BRED BITCHES

BODIE KENNELS
Staatsburg, N. Y.

The dog that makes the best pet, in the long run, comes from the finest show and breeding stock. The show record of our home-bred dogs speaks for itself. Whether you want a pal or show dog we can supply it.

Puppies ready for Christmas delivery

MRS. JOHN WINANT, owner
Concord, N. H.

WELSH TERRIERS

For all dogs, adding to the vitality of the race is most important.

Cockers Spaniel, Champion My Own Brucie, about to receive award for best dog in show.

HALCYON KENNELS
Geasen, N. Y.

Tel. Gooben 154

The dog that makes the best pet, in the long run, comes from the finest show and breeding stock. The show record of our home-bred dogs speaks for itself. Whether you want a pal or show dog we can supply it.

Puppies ready for Christmas delivery

MRS. JOHN WINANT, owner
Concord, N. H.

CAIRN TERRIERS

For the Country!

Hardy, Intelligent, affectionate. An excellent farm or country dog.

For City Apartment

Small, easy to train and feed. Quiet, unobtrusive, obedient.

MADELLON F. KEYS
7 Prentice Street
Holliston, Mass.

SEALYHAM TERRIERS

Puppies of quality, carefully bred from the best bloodlines. Wire, Intelligentsia, personality.

Tana Cairns
Miss M. Le Page
Falmouth, Country Club
Falmouth, Mass.

Cairn Terriers have definitely held their own in competition in Obedience Training Classes. A few have been standouts in demonstrating their fitness for working with dogs of several breeds in group demonstration. Shagbark Sparkle, six months old. Breeder-owner, Miss H. Hunt.

We find in the Shetland Sheepdog the ideal combination of the guard-dog, the obedience and intelligence of the sheepdog and the loyalty and affection of both. Beauty of form and high intelligence are outstanding qualities. We present Davey of Bagaduce, owner, J. Whiting.

No stream-lines and no stand-up ears, but as a bright, companionable, smart little dog, you can't go wrong with a Welsh Terrier with the black and tan coat. We present the leading winning Welsh Terrier for 1941, Champion Hotpot Harbory of Halcyon, owner, Mrs. E. T. Clark, P. Roberts, Handler.

Cockers Spaniel, Champion My Own Brucie, about to receive award for best dog in show. Some breeds, Westminster K. C. show, Madison Square Garden, New York City, February 12, 1941, for second consecutive year. L.R: Dr. S. Milbank, H. E. Melbourn (owner), G. Remick, Judge J. P. Sims.

Cairn Terriers.

THE DOG

House & Garden's gallery
of pure bred dogs

The Minnie House, Kitty's playhouse, one of fifteen things made for cats by a man in Seattle. Built of plywood and paper board, sturdy and durable. The cat gets more exercise and the family will receive an amusing entertainment well worth the cost of the very attractive Minnie House.

At dog shows on the West Coast from Mexico to Canada few breeds have accounted for as many top honors as have Doberman Pinschers. One of the leading exhibitors and breeders has been L. A. Randle whose Ch. Ferry v. Ruidheim, best in show many times, including Westminster, N.Y., 1939.

The West Highland White Terrier doesn't wear his heart on his sleeve, but he does wear well. As you get to know him, new traits appear—the ones you are looking for. He's got substance, depth to his character. Ch. Wolley Of Edgestones, Mrs. John C. Winant is the owner.

The Dachshund's alertness, inquisitiveness, and courage make him a good watchdog. He is keen in sensing danger and sounding an alarm; he will pick up strange sounds at night that are not caught by the human ear. From the Middle West come these puppies bred by Mr. and Mrs. Dan R. Hanna.

**Walnut Hall Kennels**

*Shetland Sheepdogs*

- A good dog makes a Christmas present which will be loved, used and appreciated for years.

**Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Nichols, Jr., Indian Hill Road, Cincinnati, Ohio**

**SHELTAND SHEEPDOGS**

- **Bagaduce Kennels**
  - Healthy, healthy puppies, head for intelligence, temperament and beauty. From championship and superiority trained stock. Blue merline, tri-colors and white-face, all sexes. Will champion at least.

- **Pocono Kennels**
  - Elizabeth B. White, Fairview Village, Pa. Phone Nanticoke 2782-W

**SHETLAND SHEEPDOGS**

- **Collies**
  - Choice puppies. "The kind that satisfy." Beech Tree Farm, R. R. 1, Toytown, Falls Church, Va.

**Old English Sheepdogs**

Puppies for Sale

Three litters—two sired by Noble King, one by Shipton Blue Prince of Round Table. These males also at stud—Fee $50.

**Round Table Kennels**

Mrs. J. H. Hughes, R. D. 1, Middletown, Del.

**Norwich Terriers**

- **Ideal house dog**
  - No trampling. Handsome, loyal, one family dog.

**Kedron Kennels**

North East, Mass. Tel. East 421

**Standard Poodles**

Puppies and youngsters by famous sires and dams. Good show prospects and companion dogs. Reservations accepted for Christmas delivery.

**Lowmont Kennels**

Mls. H. McNally

Bayberry Lane

Greenwich

Conn.

**We suggest a**

Puppy for Christmas

**Laurelridge Kennels**

Mrs. B. B. Cooley

Hillsboro, Oregon

**Great Pyrenees**

"Attractive, affectionate puppies of the finest type available for Christmas delivery."

Cote de Neige Kennels, Reg. West Brook, Bridgewater, Mass. Tel. 41

**Great Pyrenees**

"Attractive, affectionate puppies of the finest type available for Christmas delivery."

Cote de Neige Kennels, Reg. West Brook, Bridgewater, Mass. Tel. 41

**Puppies**

- **For New I**
  - **Send 6c Today I**

**Kennes**

**Portables**

**Buffalo**

- **Fencing**

**Enrollment**

**Newcomb Training**

**Buffalo, N.Y.**

**Western Specialty Clubs Assn' Combined Dog Shows**

World's Largest Specialty Show

**Coliseum, Chicago, Ill.**

November 29th and 30th, 1941.

**Enter Your Dog**

**Cash—rHrophies—Ribbons.**

A. Wilson Row, Supt.

2806 Twelfth Street

Detroit, Mich.
Prevent Cat Damage

"PUSSY SCAT" protects chairs, beds, curtains, table legs, etc.

Just sprinkle Pussy Scat lightly wherever your cat sheds hairs or does damage with his claws. Practically odorless and invisible to humans—but Pussy doesn’t like it, and learns to stay away. SEND NO MONEY. Order Pussy Scat C. O. D., $1 plus postage, several months’ supply. (Or send $1, we pay postage.) Sudbury Laboratory, Box 915, South Sudbury, Mass.

THE PROMENADER ARISTOCRAT OF DOG LEASHES

The ideal leash for the dog owner who cares.
Ten feet of leash that reels in and out automatically from a beautifully carved plastic case gives your dog the human freedom he needs while still under the protection of a lead. Cannot drag or tangle and can be instantly locked at any desired length. Comes in red, blue, green, black, marble tone and combinations of these colors.
The only leash with the "Natural Grip" handle.
Price $3.00
If your dealer cannot supply you write to
INVENTORS PRODUCTS CORP.,
8038 S. Racine Ave., Dept. II, Chicago, III.

Will Santa Remember?

Many nice things for cats—such as a thin handwoven Cat Linen complete with Matress and Cush. P. P. $6.75.
Kitty’s Delight—Porcelain catnap fixture—can help himself—filled with the finest catnip herb. Postpaid $1.00.
Kitten Tree—Scratching Posts for "mounting" kitty’s claws. Postpaid $1.75 small, $3.50 small, $5.00 size.
Musie House—for fun and exercise. P. P. $1.75.
Kitty Cafe—Feeding Tray. Two dishes on base with convenient metal base. P. P. $3.00, $5.00.
10 Nice Things for Cats Send for free booklet FELIX
1210 Western Ave. Seattle

Ask the Dog Mart

Whether your dog is just a bit of an animal or with all his soul in his eyes, or a cheerful six-footer who knocks you over with joy every time he sees you— you will need to consult the Dog Mart at home or on your next trip.

Perhaps it’s about the proper feeding ... or hunting and grooming ... or how to train your dog ... or what to do when he hopes about the house and won’t eat. Whatever it is, why not write to this Department?
The manager of The Dog Mart will gladly share with you his wide knowledge of dogs gleaned from years of experience. Just write him about your problem ... and he will help you, without obligation, of course.

THE DOG MART

HOUSE & GARDEN

1210 Western Ave.

DECK CHASER

CUPID CHASER to Keep Down While Females are in Season. Harmless, Simple, Successful. Wash off before mating. Satisfaction or money refunded. No return necessary. Ask your dealer, or send $1.00 for bottle, PIERPONT PRODUCTS CO., Dept. J
312 Blum Street
Baltimore, Maryland

KEEP YOUR DOGS

WORM CAPSULES

NEMA WORM CAPSULES Use Nema Capsules to remove large roundworms and hookworms. Effective—Dependable. Send for Nema booklet No. 652.

FREE to HORSE OWNERS

Why pay fancy prices for saddle? Write for Free booklet that has saved money for thousands of horse owners. Canvass over 1000 entries in English Saddles. 1 step authority on approval. Write today.
Little Joe" W. T. Stables Co., Dept. J
312 W. North Ave., Baltimore, Md.

FREE from Worms

NEMчат WORM CAPSULES Use Nema Capsules to remove large roundworms and hookworms. Effective—Dependable. Send for Nema booklet No. 652.

FREE to HORSE OWNERS

Why pay fancy prices for saddle? Write for Free booklet that has saved money for thousands of horse owners. Canvass over 1000 entries in English Saddles. 1 step authority on approval. Write today.
Little Joe" W. T. Stables Co., Dept. J
312 W. North Ave., Baltimore, Md.

FREE from Worms

NEMA WORM CAPSULES Use Nema Capsules to remove large roundworms and hookworms. Effective—Dependable. Send for Nema booklet No. 652.
NEW KELLOGG GIFT CATALOG
pictures are set forth with great suggestions. You'll find more than 250 for less than $25. Attractively wrapped to give the assurance of quality. Robert W. Kellogg, Inc., 117 Hillman Street, Springfield, Massachusetts.

FOR ORIGINAL GIVERS
Lewis & Conner's now 35-page Christmas book is available. It includes the dressing and bath shop, the coffee, wine, and liquor shop, the selection of gadgets which have made this store famous. Lewis & Conner, 515 Fifth Ave., 6th Avenue and 6th Street, New York City.

GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
are illustrated, described and priced in a compact portfolio. Over 70 attractive lines including a wide selection of gifts that will please. The Jewelry Exchange, 217 Newbury St., Boston, Massachusetts.

GIFTS FROM SWEDEN HOUSE
Your 12-page Christmas catalogue features many distinct pieces of glassware, china, toys and textiles. A convenient order form is included. Sweden House, 12 P. R. Firth Ave., New York City.

GEORG JENSEN
offers its 1941 Christmas book—planned to show you that really fine gifts are not always expensive. Included are conveniences of 1941, Dept. HG-12, 601 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

YAMANAKA
famous for Oriental imports, has a 12-page Christmas catalogue from which you can select a wide choice of gifts. The Far East, Yamamaka & Co., Inc., Dept. HG-12, 128 West 57th St., New York City.

CHRISTMAS BOOKLET
from one of New York's finest stores, tells how to give both wise and well. It's loaded with fascinating gift ideas. Write for Catalog 6-A, Hammacher Schlemmer, 13 East 57th St., New York City.

CHRISTMAS GIFT CATALOG
In these 28 pages you'll find many exclusive gift items for home decoration and use. Write to Modernage, Dept. HG-12, 108 East 57th St., New York City.

THE LENNOX SHOP
has a booklet presenting gifts of unusual interest. Many are made by one of all members of the family. In addition to offering items for home decoration, The LENNOX SHOP, 115-117 Broadway, New York City.

THE OLD PRINT COLLECTOR
describes textile designs, wood prints, copper, steel etchings, particularly for Christmas gifts. Prices and descriptions are included. The Old Print Collector, 128 East 11th St., New York City.

F. A. O. SCHWARZ TOY CATALOG
Illustrating hundreds of unusual items, mass merchandise is now available. This famous house is a child's mecca. Give yours a visit this Christmas. F. A. O. Schwarz, Dept. HG-12, 128 West 57th St., New York City.

THE GERLOU GUIDE
for Christmas is a 16-page catalogue containing over 400 pictures. It includes china, crystal, crystal, china, flatware, crystal, china, flatware, and silver gift ideas. Prices from $1 to $200. Gerlof, Dept. HG-12, 75th St. & Broadway, N. Y. C.

101 GIFT SUGGESTIONS
In this year's catalogue containing some bright ideas for smart Christmas gifts. Prices and descriptions are included. Roycroft, 215 East 57th Avenue, New York City.

GIFTS IN CHINA AND GLASS.
both of these famous houses are, are displayed in a 16-page book now available. Famous original in modern or antique china and glass are illustrated in this Christmas gift catalogue. Armstrong, Dept. HG-12, 128 West 57th Street, New York City.

AGNESTRONG has prepared a Christmas booklet of less-expensive gifts in good taste. Feature are handcrafted items made by nationally famous artists. Armstrong, Dept. HG-12, 128 West 57th Street, New York City.

THE TIPPLER
is a 44-page beautiful gift catalogue of bar gadgets, portable bars, recipes and unusual bar and wine items. Write to Bar Mart, Dept. HG-12, 56 West 57th St., New York City.

1D01 DECORATIVE IDEAS
Here's a helpful 46-page booklet of home decoration and gifts accessories in mottled, antiques and reproductions. Check full of unusual ideas, Send 10c to B. Palmerwick, Dept. HG-12, 27 Allen St., New York City.

GIFTS IN LEATHER
Many useful and smart gift items made of leather are described and illustrated. Leather gift ideas are featured. Send full page booklet. Write to Movi, Inc., Dept. HG-12, 60 Lexington Avenue, New York City.

REITS GLASSWARE
Ideal for sparkling gifts on every occasion. A 32-page complete folder, Reits, Dept. HG-12, 86 Lexington Avenue, New York City.

CHINA, SILVER, GLASS
THE BRIDE'S FAVORITE
silverware patterns—Coronation, Lady Hamilton, Milford and Forrester are shown in this brochure. Included are convenient order forms and distinctive holloware. Ondria Ltd., Dept. HG-12, Gresham, New York.

ALVIN
offers folders on the newest patterns in sterling, with a price list to help you plan your wedding registry. Send for signature booklet. Write to Alvin, Inc., Dept. HG-12, 107 Fifth Ave., New York City.

STERLING 15
This booklet briefly illustrates the fifteen most popular sterling patterns designed and produced by the well-known silversmiths. Included is a comprehensive price list of every piece of sterling. Recommended for wedding registries. Write to Alvin, Dept. HG-12, Wallingford, Connecticut.

HOBNAIL GLASS,
the perennial favorite of early Americans. A fascinating study of the process of manufacturing included. D. & R. Duncan, Dept. HG-12, 128 West 57th St., New York City.

DECORATIVE ART POTTERY
is a subject of a beautifully illustrated, 24-page booklet which stresses decorative settings and points to outstanding examples of ancient and modern pottery. Get 10c to Roseville Pottery, Inc., Dept. HG-12, Grapeville, Pennsylvania.

EARLY AMERICAN GLASS
came into being at Sandwich, Mass. in 1818. For many years the Sandwich Glass Co. was the leading factory in the country. In 1880, two years after the Sandwich factory closed, the Westmorland Glass Co., began making beautiful reproductions and have been as its factory. Send your selection. Write to S. H. Westmorland, PA. DECORATIVE GLASS POTTERY
is shown in a 20-page booklet containing descriptive settings and instructions to outstanding examples of ancient and modern glassware. Send 10c to Roseville Pottery, Inc., Grapeville, Pennsylvania.

ROYAL DOULTON
is a distinguished English china, offers a flock of leaflets to help you select your dinner service. Each piece carries lovely pattern, with a brief descriptive history of the design and artist. More than 200 dinnerware patterns with a travel of available pieces, and with a list of available gowns, and many special dinnerware patterns. Send 10c to The Torquay Silversmithsm, G-12 Northbampstead, Pennsylvania.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR WEDDING
are those 100 beautifully illustrated pamphlets which reveal their skill. Westmorland Glass Co., Dept. HG-12, Grapeville, Pennsylvania.

THE WELL-SET TABLE
In Georgette's authoritative text on "how to set a table," you will find many interesting ideas for smart table settings. Besides the latest table settings—tables with menus, diagrams, photographs, and information on how to order and serve send for the book. Department, HG-12, 111 No. Springfield, Mass.

VERLYS GLASS
This brochure introduces an exclusive selection of Verlys glassware, priced from $1 to $20. Picture is a family name, featuring the outstanding American sculptor. Verlys of America, Dept. HG-12, 252 Madison Ave., New York City.

THE MAKING OF FINE CHINA
is a book the buying public, china, illustrates many processes in the making of fine china, prices, and describes various decorative motifs used in china. Write to Geo. H. Hall, Inc., Dept. HG-12, Trenton, New Jersey.

WINES & FOODS
PARTY BOOK
Here are 10 pages of helpful hints on how to plan a successful party. You'll find many pages of useful recipes, for appetizers, sandwiches and cocktails; also garnishing and serving. Order form are included. Write to Roseville Pottery, Inc., Dept. HG-12, Roseville, California.

RARE RECIPES
are selected from old Virginia are "Leaf's Cookbook," "Tahitian George and Martha Washington," "American Cookbook," and "Cooking the Taylor Wine Book.

BOOK OF GAMES & PARTIES
contains ideas and suggestions for countless party entertainments. It also reveals the secrets of giving tasteful parties for folks of all ages. Written by such famous names as decorations, decorations, decorations, and decorations, for every occasion, arranged by Robert Low. Bradford Co., Dept. HG-12, Springfield, Massachusetts.

THE BRIDE'S FAVORITE
In this brochure, the bridal guide, a guide to smart wedding presents in choice china and silver. Emphasis is placed on the right china and silver for every occasion illustrated and priced. Carborundum Co., Dept. HG-12, 111 No. Springfield, Mass.

GOOD WINES
For the wine connoisseur. A 10-page booklet which describes useful and pleasant wines to suit every occasion, arranged by Robert Low. Chelsea Cloak Co., Dept. HG-12, 144 Meade Blvd., Minnestoa.

KATNIP TREE COMPANY BOOKLET,
clearly written, contains helpful information on how to grow and cultivate the Katnipp for use at all times of the year. katnips. You'll find how to grow your own catnip in your own garden. Grows supplier, Dept. HG-12, 1252 Everett Ave., Chelsea, Massachusetts.

THE WINE COOK BOOK
A 12-page booklet containing home-tested recipes for making good food taste better. You'll find many helpful hints for using wines in cooking. Good flavors in meat, fish and vegetables. Also desserts. Write for free information. loftton, Dept. HG-12, 439 Madison Avenue, New York City.

OTHER USEFUL BOOKLETS
Hammonton Times
This book is a reference source of real interest to all music lovers. Every issue contains information on important music, reviews, and numeres, new notes on concerts and performances. Write to the Hammonton Times, 300 East Main St., Hammonton, New Jersey.

VENDONE.
recognized candle specialists, offer a catalogue of candles of all sizes and shapes and a tempting selection of gift baskets. Vendone Co., Catalog A, 15 E. 47th St., N.Y.C.

NEW WAYS TO DELIGHT YOUR GUESTS
This folder suggests 27 "epicure tested" recipes for cocktails and hors d'oeuvres, for making entertaining an extremely tasty delight. Finsdale Farm Tobacco Smoked Turkey, Dept. HG-12, Route 7, Ossining, New York.

GUESTS DESERVE THE BEST

BOOK OF GAMES & PARTIES
contains ideas and suggestions for countless party entertainments. It also reveals the secrets of giving tasteful parties for folks of all ages. Written by such famous names as decorations, decorations, decorations, and decorations, for every occasion, arranged by Robert Low. Bradford Co., Dept. HG-12, Springfield, Massachusetts.

WINE WISDOM
is a booklet for connoisseurs, describes the history of Good Choice Champaignes and Still Wines, as well as their acquired usages. Included are recipes for cooking with wine and hints on serving wine. Urbana Wine Co., Dept. HG-12, 152 Madison Ave., New York City.

BADGEMASSEL DECORATIONS
almost every kind you can imagine—are to be found in this new catalogue. Casual Design Inc., Catalog A 13 E. 47th St., N.Y.C.
Some of the Representative Stores Featuring Verlys:

- Albany, N.Y. Van Heusen Charles Co.
- Austin, Texas. E. M. Scarbrough & Son
- Baltimore, Md. H. & S. Foyce Co.
- Bentonville, Tex., White House D. G. Co.
- Beverly Hills, Calif. H. L. Geary
- Boston, Mass. Wm. Filene's Sons Co.
- Boston, Mass. N. H. Sears Co.
- Brooklyn, N. Y. Abraham & Straus
- Brooklyn, N. Y. Frederick Loesser & Co.
- Burlington, Vt. Boler's
- Cincinnati, Ohio J. L. Hudson Co.
- Detroit, Mich. Tuttell & Clark
- Elizabeth, N. J. Levy Bros.
- Everett, Wash. Grand Leader D. G. Co.
- Chicago, Ill. D'Oyley Galleries
- Indianapolis, Ind. Chase, Meyer & Co.
- Jersey City, N. J. Annu Decorators
- Lincoln, Neb. Miller & Feine
- Little Rock, Ark. Cave Jewelry Co.
- Long Beach, Calif. Parmelea Dohrmann Co.
- Long Beach, Calif. Scott's Gift Shop
- Longview, Wash. Schneider Bros.
- Los Angeles, Calif. Barker Bros.
- Los Angeles, Calif. B'way Dept. Store
- Los Angeles, Calif. Bullock's
- Los Angeles, Calif. The May Co.
- Los Angeles, Parmelea Dohrmann Co.
- Los Angeles, Calif. J. W. Robinson Co.
- Louisville, Ky. Kauffman-Sieg Co.
- Lynn, Mass. W. F. Newhall & Son Inc.
- Memphis, Tenn. George T. Braddock Co.
- Milwaukee, Wis. J. T. Chapman Co.
- New Haven, Conn. Wylie's
- New York, N. Y. B. Altman & Co.
- New York, N. Y. Bloomingdale Bros.
- New York, N. Y. Ovington's Gift Shop
- New York, N. Y. Stern Bros.
- Newark, N. J. Krege Dept. Store
- Oakland, Calif. H. C. Capwell Co.
- Oakland, Calif. Kohn Dept. Stores
- Oakland, Calif. Maxwell's
- Oklahoma City, Okla. Halliburton's
- Pittsburgh, Pa. Harrison J. Kays
- Portland, Ore. Meier & Frank Co.
- Portland, Ore. Odes, Wastman & King
- Providence, R. I. Tilden-Thorber Corp.
- Sacramento, Calif. John Brewer Co.
- St. Louis, Mo. Site, Sear & Fuller Co.
- Salt Lake City, Utah, Layton-Peckell Co.
- San Bernadino, Calif. The Harris Co.
- San Diego, Calif. Parmelea Dohrmann Co.
- San Francisco, Calif. City of Paris
- San Francisco, Calif. The Emporium
- San Francisco, Calif. Gump's
- San Francisco, Calif. Nathan Dohrmann Co.
- San Francisco, Calif. The White House
- San Jose, Calif. Nathan Dohrmann Co.
- Scottsbluff, Neb. Hunt's China Shop
- Seattle, Wash. The Ben Marche
- Seattle, Wash. Frederick & Nelson
- Springfield, Mass. The Red Lion Shop
- Stockton, Calif. Nathan Dohrmann Co.
- Tacoma, Wash. Fraser's
- Toledo, Ohio. Bower-Freeman Co.
- Tulsa, Okla. Miss Jackson's Shop
- Utica, N. Y. Frederic W. Reddel
- Vancouver, Wash. Spark's
- Washington, D. C. Woodward & Larkshop
- Wichita, Kansas Geo. Irms Co.
- Wichita Falls, Tex. Perkins Timberslce
- Winsted, Conn. Elinor Franklin's Shop

A present a gift of Verlys is to contribute a really important addition to the most cherished possessions of someone highly esteemed. Each Verlys creation represents high achievement in glass craftsmanship . . . brilliantly conceived, faultlessly hand-molded and distinguished by a classic beauty that never loses its charm . . . Above are some of the newest pieces designed and hand-signed by Carl Schmitz, eminent American sculptor. Characteristic of the heirloom loveliness of Verlys they also indicate its really modest cost.

Featured in the illustration above are:

- The Oval Simpled Americana Bowl, Length 12 3/4", width 9 5/8", $10.00
- The Eagle Candlesticks, diameter 3 1/4", 85 pair. $3.50
- Greek Horse Ash Tray - 4 1/2" Long, $1.50
- Cigarette Box to match, 5" Long, $3.50. These are exquisitely rendered with motifs etched against clear crystal.

Other Verlys pieces are now on display for Holiday selection at Gift Departments, from $1.00 to $12.50. Write for interesting new booklet, sent without charge, featuring newest Verlys creations. If unobtainable locally, please write us.

VERLYS OF AMERICA, Inc. 342 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK
**CHILDREN’S GIFTS**

Achievement toy .............. 18
Army camp .................. 19
Balls ..................... 16, 31
Boat ...................... 18
Bombers Alobe ............. 19
Carriage set ............... 19
Carriage robe ............ 17, 18
Craddle ................... 18
Craddle companion ...... 17, 18
Dolls ...................... 17-19, 30, 31, 43
Dollhouses ................. 19
Games ..................... 18, 19
Guess Book ................ 18
Mailbox ................... 18
Nursery accessories ...... 18, 27, 43
Plan-a-Room ............... 19
Puzzle .................... 18, 19
Service station .......... 19
Teething ring .......... ... 18
Toy animals ............... 17, 30, 43
Train ..................... 43
Travel Caravan .......... 10

**MEN’S GIFTS**

Bar accessories 23, 24, 41, 42, 44
Barbecues ................. 23
Books ..................... 23
Bootjack .................. 22
Chair, collapsible .......... 22
Flashlight ................. 22
Games ..................... 20, 22, 23, 44, 45
Gloves .................... 41, 44
Humidor ................... 42
Knife ....................... 20
Insignia .................. 23
Jewelry ................... 23
Luggage tag ................ 22
Money belt ................ 22
Radio-phonograph ......... 22
Radio ....................... 20, 23
Service sewing kit .. 20
Slippers ................... 41
Smoking accessories ....... 20, 22, 23, 41, 42, 44
Snapshot holder ........... 22, 23
Toilet kits ................. 20, 22, 23
Traveling kits ............. 20, 22, 23
Traveling clock .......... 22
Typewriter ................. 44
Watch ...................... 22
Writing accessories ....... 20

**WOMEN’S GIFTS**

Bath salts .......................... 43

**Index to gifts shown in this section**

Bath soap .................. 43
Billfold ..................... 21
Beaver accessories ....... 21
Cards ..................... 21
Clock ...................... 21
Desk set ................... 21
Jewel roll .................. 21
Knitting stand ............ 40
Poncho ...................... 21
Sewing box .................. 21
Smocking accessories ....... 21
Toilet water ................ 43
Train box ................... 21
Writing paper ............. 42

**GIFTS FOR THE HOUSE**

Andirons ..................... 29
Apothecary jars ........... 31
Ashtrays 25, 26, 40-45
Back-rest .................. 46
Bar butler .................. 42
Bathroom accessories ..... 43
Bed table ................... 46
Bell pull .................... 41
Blankets .................... 45
Bondin dishes ............. 27, 31
Bookends ................... 42
Bowls ...................... 25, 27, 30
Breakfast set .......... 21, 27
Candles ..................... 24
Candlesticks 25, 33, 42, 45
Cabinet ................... 42
Carving set ................ 25
Casseroles ................ 47
Chairs 24, 40-45
Chests ..................... 42
Cigarette holders ......... 25
Cigarette box .............. 44
Clocks ...................... 30, 42, 45
Coasters ................... 47
Cocktail shaker .......... 26, 27
Coffeeeet ................ 47
Commode .................... 44
Crnets ..................... 26
Decanters 25, 41
Desks ....................... 42
Doorstep ................... 31
Dressing table .......... 43
Etagere ...................... 41
Fabrics 24, 30, 31, 48-45
Figurines 24, 30, 31, 48-45
Files ....................... 46
Fire screen ................ 29
Floor covering 29, 40-45
Footstool ................... 40
Frying kettle .............. 30
Glasses 24, 26, 40
Gravy bowls ................ 27
Hassock ..................... 44
Holloware .................. 27, 40
Hanging shelves .......... 41, 45
Jewelry cleaner ........... 47
Jugs ........................ 30
Knitting stand .......... 40
Lamps 27, 29, 30, 40-44
Love seat .................. 45
Linen cabinet .............. 45
Linem chest ................ 45
Luncheon mays ......... 25
Luggage rack ............... 46
Mirror ...................... 40, 42
Middles .................... 47
Napkins .................... 24, 26
Pictures .................... 40-45
Pillow ...................... 43
Pitcher ..................... 35
Plates 24, 25, 30, 31, 42, 46
Punch bowls ................ 46
Record cabinet ............ 41
Record holder ............. 41
Relish dish ................. 26, 46
Roasting rack ............. 47
Salad bowl .................. 30, 42, 46
Salt & pepper .............. 26, 27, 46
Sewing table ................ 24
Sheets ..................... 45
Shower curtain ............. 43
Silver flatware ............ 40
Soup plates ................ 24, 26
Step stool ................... 46
Tables ...................... 30-45
Table clothes ............. 24, 26
Table lighter .............. 25, 40
Tea cups .................... 25, 42
Teapots .................... 31, 42, 47
Tea robot ................... 47
Tea tiles .......................... 47
Tea leaves .................. 47
Turners ...................... 26, 31
Towels ..................... 43, 45
Tray .......................... 31, 41, 42
Tray cloth .................. 26
Trivet ....................... 42
Valet stand ................ 46
Vase ....................... 30
Vegetable dish ............ 27, 40
Wallpaper .................. 29, 40-45
Warming pad ................ 46
Wastepaper baskets ....... 41, 43

**GARDENER’S GIFTS**

Garden scrapbook .......... 39
Gloves ...................... 39
Knife ....................... 39
Label embosser ............ 39
Seed starter ................ 39
Silt testing kit ........... 39
Sprinkler ................... 39
Tools ....................... 39
Weeder ..................... 39
Window greenhouse ....... 39

**GOURMET GIFTS**

Appetizers ................. 23, 54, 55
Candies .................... 51, 55
Cheeses ..................... 54, 55
Cocktail kit ................ 28
Cordials .................... 28
Coffees ..................... 54, 55
Fruits ....................... 28
Liquors .................... 26, 54, 55
Meats ....................... 26, 54, 55
Nuts ......................... 26
Preserves ................... 28
Sauces ....................... 54, 55
Soup ......................... 39
Wines ....................... 28, 53, 54, 55

**CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS**

Bell spray .................. 48
Candles ..................... 25, 48
Candle holder ............... 48
Gréche ....................... 48
Figurines ................... 48
Place cards ................. 48
Trees 24, 31, 32, 37, 48
Tree ornaments ........... 37, 48
Wrappings ................... 34, 35
Wreaths .................... 32, 36

**SPECIAL HOUSE GIFTS**

Built-in bureau ........... 38
Floodlight .................. 38
Fuse box ..................... 38
Glass block ................ 38
Grill ....................... 38
Humidifier .................. 38
Powder room mirror ...... 38

---
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Christmas wonderland for a modern Alice
It's a bright Santa who knows his own mind—when it comes to settling on the super gift for everyone on The List. To help you settle satisfactorily with the minimum of time and trouble, we have conjured up the next 31 pages of gifts. The roster is complete from tiny stocking stuffers to glamorous packets for under the tree—from gay and waggish mementoes to gifts that will last a lifetime.

It's a wise Santa who knows his own strength. To save yours for Christmas enjoyment, we give you the three tips here and the summary of ideas below. First, settle back in a deep comfy armchair and relax with this issue in hand. Second, hum a Christmas carol to get in the spirit of things. And third, read carefully through these pages. Thereupon shop early, wrap gaily, and mail them off—your Christmas chores are done! In fact, HOUSE & GARDEN is second only to Santa in helping you to a Christmas merry—very! The editors have taken pains to make shopping painless for you who will read before you run.

Flip the pages over. See the bedazzling toys and exciting games for the young fry. We've grouped them by ages so that uncertain maiden aunts won't present three-year-old Johnny with an expensive carpentry set; or conversely—thirteen-year-old Susan, who feels she is practically senile, with a sweet little doll baby. Even experienced parents have been known to run out of ideas—our toy pages are crammed with good ones.

Since the purely frivolous seems out of keeping in these times, we've tried to assemble presents for men and women which are useful—but not utilitarian to the point of being disappointing. (Remember that heavy wool sweater you got when you really wanted a party dress?) All the masculine gifts had a thorough going-over by the editors (male gender); similarly the women's presents had the benefit of severe criticism by the editors (feminine persuasion).

For the services, we got our information straight from headquarters. We asked service men themselves what was wanted by men in the service. No sailor receiving these gifts will quietly drop them overboard with a groan. No soldier or aviator will discard them as excess baggage.

We remembered the enthusiastic gardener, the fastidious gourmet, the sportsman, the student, the woman who "has everything," the career girl who—just starting out—has "nothing." You'll find something for all of these and for many other problem names on your shopping list.

So go through these pages with a fine tooth comb. Much of the wear and tear can be eliminated if you'll plan very early, shop early, and then let Uncle Sam's postal service do much of the leg work for you. 

R FOR A WISE SANTA

Coal black mammy is really a music box at heart, 19½" long, $8.95; Schwarz. Natural wood music box cradle, $10; Bamberger's

British bull dog plays "God Save The King", $7.95; fox with real head, paws, brush, in hunting pink coat, $10; both Young Books

These little piggies stayed home and tended to their knitting. The smaller one is $2.50; the larger, $5; both Saks 5th Avenue
Bright eyes will greet these gifts

1. **Bang a Ball.** Let your young hopeful take out his high spirits on this sturdy wooden toy. Red ball in cage, hammer, $1. Mail box is educational; has 12 odd-shaped blocks to go in different slots, $2. Both from Macy's.

2. **Cradle Companion.** Four plastic balls on frame to hang above crib, $1. From Macy's.

3. **Achievement toy:** Gaily colored plastic nuts screw on and off a spindle. Above it, a nest of three rounded wood bowls which wobble delightfully. Finally, three plastic jingles on rubber collar; won't distort the mouth. Each toy is $1, at R. H. Macy.

4. **Recognition** is fun. Guess book shows familiar object to be identified; $1 plus postage; The Block Shop, New Haven. Travel kit: an oilcloth bag holding small toys, games, to amuse child, $1.25; Young Books.

5. **Meal time joys:** A plastic hot water plate, milk jug and fork, $1.75, Hammacher Schlemmer. Luxurious, handwoven carriage robe, pink with brown, blue with navy, $6.25. Ada, Inc., N.Y.C. Doll in cradle has soap head, washcloth cap, blanket, $2; Saks 5th Ave.

6. **Pull toys for toddlers.** Six removable wooden sailors in boat, $1.50. Roly-ride has off-center axles, $1. Both found at Macy's.

---

1. **Puzzles for little fingers.** Figures come out in sections and are fitted in again. $1 each, plus postage, The Block Shop, New Haven.

2. **Music box cradle,** 20" long, with feather bed, puff, pillow; pale blue or pink with Swedish decoration to enchant your young daughter; $15 from Young Ages, Dallas. Katy in her pinafore and Micky in his overalls are 13½" long and cost $3 each, Wanamaker's.

3. **Tôle nursery set** with gay hand-painted design in pastel colors on white, pink, or blue. Hamper, $7; basket, $2.50; utility box, $4.95; glass, $1; cup, 75c; Hammacher Schlemmer.

4. **American freighter** for the young mariner, 22" long, painted gray, has cranes, hold. Goes happily into tub, $6; Young Books.
1. Beguiling Mary Jane is 42" tall and proportioned just like a three-year-old child. Her body is soft and her expression appealing. She wears real children's clothes, a cotton print dress and panties, and costs $10. Saks 5th Ave. Behind her is the Jiffy doll house made of fabric to fit over a bridge table. It folds into chimney when not in use, $1.50, plus postage; at The Block House, New Haven.

2. Rainy day boon to harassed mothers. A box of old-fashioned puzzles, $5; Schwarz.

3. Army camp complete with mess hall, Sentry box, barracks, trucks, tanks, guns, metal soldiers; base 36" sq.; $10.95; Schwarz.

4. Up to the minute service station with two sets of double gas pumps, workable grease rack behind glass-enclosed office, rest rooms. In white with red, $6, at Bleazby's in Detroit.

5. Spell-It. Spin dial and test both your spelling and arithmetic, $.1. Flag game has two frames and colored sticks to make the flags of many nations, $.2. Both Schwarz.

6. Modern doll house for today's doll stands on base 20" by 36". Has six rooms with roof deck and porch. In blue and white, open at back. Each room may be lighted when plugged in house current; $25, at Schwarz.

1. Plan-A-Room kit. You'll probably snatch it for yourself when you see what fun your daughter has with this. Walls, doors, mantel and furniture symbols, all are in scale and all are movable. Schwarz has it for $5.

2. The budding aviator will enjoy "Bombers Aloft." Each plane is suspended above board, its maneuvers governed by numbers on dial, $.2. Macy's carries this.

3. Learn geography and like it with map game called "Topography," $.2; Schwarz.

4. Give the embryo carpenter a plastic set with which he can make colorful boxes, trays, etc. Give the embryo dressmaker this 8" rubber doll with patterns and fabrics for modern and period dresses, $3 each; Schwarz.
Masculine gifts with no nonsense about 'em

Does he travel by air? Unfitted, saddle leather kit with Koroseal lining and pocket will hold his toilet things, $8; Wanamaker's. Really swanky Wiss manicure-pedicure set of cowhide lined alligator, $20; at B. Altman

Does he play games? He'll like this compact leather game set: cylindrical case, roll-up board for checkers or backgammon, plastic markers, dice cups, 2 pairs of dice and 1 doubling die, $5.95; Hammacher Schlemmer

Does he write a lot? Give him a big desk set of hand tooled cowhide, $20; Hammacher Schlemmer. Fine Crane stationery, 48 sheets, envs., $3; Altman. Leather Merriam-Webster dictionary, $8.50; Putnam's Bookstore.

Does he like music wherever he goes? He can have it if you decide on this tiny travelling radio in cowhide case, only 5" by 5 1/4" by 5 1/4". Runs on batteries and electricity, $35.50. The Liberty Music Shops have this

Does he like fine leather? This kit of smooth top grain cowhide, plaid lined, will delight him. It is exceptionally well-fitted, zipper closed, $10; McCrery's. Box of Shulton pine bath soap, $1; at Lord & Taylor

Does he like conviviality? Then give him these handsome Cambridge glass decanters, $2 and $2.50; Stern's. Pigskin traveling set has 4 flasks, 4 cups, shaker, bottle opener, corkscrew, mixing spoon, $35; Hammacher's

Does he smoke? Then a generous ashtray will please him. This one has a 6" leather base with Pittsburgh glass liner, $7.50; at Dunhill. Big matchbox, $1.75; Bonwit Teller. Key paperweight, $1 plus postage; Altman

Does he fish? This knife will do everything but catch fish, $10.95; Hammacher Schlemmer. He'll take with him the double measuring cup, corkscrew-bottle opener and muddler in leather case, $5; from Saks 5th Ave.
Feminine gifts—smart and functional

*Is she a bridge fiend?* Give her Western cards backed with copies of Dale Nichols' works; 2 decks in a box, $2.50; Macy's. If she smokes, cigarette holders will preserve lips and hands, $1.50 a box; Orlik's.

*Is she mad about color?* Delight her with an Indian woolen poncho; could be made into a jacket; about $35; designs vary. Silver metal pins, for letter openers, $5.50 ea. All plus postage; Good Neighbor Imports.

*Is she a traveler?* Make her packing easy with a smart 16" maroon canvas train box from Hartman with off-white leather binding, $17.50; Charles Wolf, Inc. Collapsible beige suede jewel roll, $10; at M. T. Bird, Boston.

*Is she a purse scrabbler? tardy?* Kill two bad habits with one black leather billfold which conceals a luminous-dial watch, $6.95; Malcolm's, Baltimore. Silver metal pillbox, $6, all plus postage; Good Neighbor Imports.

*Is she industrious?* She can cram lots of sewing into this capacious Wiss box of morocco leather, lined with Celanese. It's fitted with everything she needs. Wine, tan, navy, 8¼" by 10¼", $15.95; Saks 5th Ave.

*Is she luxury-loving?* Give a Means-weave wool throw, velvet-bound and monogrammed, in all colors, $29.25, Carlin. For her closet, a Kerk Guild chintz set: bag, $7.95; set of hangers and 2 boxes $1.25 ea.; Lord & Taylor.

*Is she frivolous?* Flatter her with a delicate Dresden china clock, made in U.S.A., $18.50, cut crystal bottles, $15 each, all plus postage; Orlik's. She'll love tiny pillows filled with pot pourri, $1; from The Smiling Cow.

*Is she a traveler?* Make her packing easy with a smart 16" maroon canvas train box from Hartman with off-white leather binding, $17.50; Charles Wolf, Inc. Collapsible beige suede jewel roll, $10; at M. T. Bird, Boston.

*Is she a letter writer?* The most pen-shy damsel would be thrilled if she found a Lucite set like this under her Christmas tree. Blotter ends, paper holder, pen stand, paper knife, $32.50. Sold at Hammacher Schlemmer.
Merry Christmas on land.

He'll write more often if you pave the way with a writing case in tan gabardine, pigskin trimmed; has blotter, calendar, address book, space for paper, $10.50; at Mark Cross.

A whole pack of cigarettes will go in this plastic case, only 75c. To light them in a wind, a pocket lighter with army insignia, $2.75, plain, $2. All from Lewis & Conger.

Traveling clock with luminous dial folds inside pigskin stud box, $12. Dale Luggage has it. Nickel-plated luggage tag, $1.50. Engraving 5¢ a letter extra; Lewis & Conger.

Swivel-head flashlight has a thousand uses, $2. Zipper coin purse holds quarters, dimes, nickels, pennies in slots, with pocket for bills, $1.50. Money belt, $2; Lewis & Conger.

Cavalrymen will bless you for a folding bootjack in case, $5.95; Lewis & Conger. Gabardine sewing kit holds all necessities for one far from home; $3.75; Mark Cross.

For his hours of relaxation, a traveling set of Chinese checkers in a morocco case, $13.50 plus postage; Mark Cross. Dominoes, in a small flat case, $3.75; Lewis & Conger.

Life in the field will be pleasanter with a collapsible khaki chair, $4.50 at Lewis & Conger, and a portable phonograph in airplane case, $29.95 A.C.; Liberty Music Shops.

Wonderfully useful is this compact metal toilet kit in a leather case. All shaving materials fit under lid in top, bottom is brush, comb slides in slot, $5.95; Lewis & Conger.

Life at sea has its hours of relaxation but a limited number of activities. This little backgammon set, for acesy-deucy, will be a godsend, $4.95. Sold at Lewis & Conger.

A good watch is a "must". This chronograph has telemeter and tachometer scales, 17 jewel movement, chrome case with steel back, stop watch, $48; E. B. Meyrowitz.

He'll want snapshots of family and friends in a compact case; this easel-type frame holds 16, $1.50; Hammacher's Eversharp pen and pencil set, $8.75; Lewis & Conger.
On the sea and in the air

For a touch of swank, a pair of 14 karat gold oval cuff links, $37.50; cushion-shaped ones, $30. Heavy sterling identification bracelet, $3.50. All Black, Starr & Gorham.

Lightness and compactness are of first importance in the air. This R. A. F. hang-up service kit in gabardine and pigskin has zipper, oil silk lining, $10; Mark Cross.

For his studs and insignia: a combination stud and manicure set of saddle leather with everything he needs for his nails, $7.50, plus postage. Saks Fifth Avenue carries it.

For a really ‘super’ present, and one which will be endlessly appreciated, consider a pair of eight-power binoculars in a leather case, $65, exp. collect, E. B. Meyrowitz.

Gin rummy, poker and bridge are punishing but Kem plastic playing cards can take it. Give him two packs in case, $6; catalin cribbage board, pegs, $1.50; Lewis & Conger.

For his studies and insignia: a combination stud and manicure set of saddle leather with everything he needs for his nails, $7.50, plus postage. Saks Fifth Avenue carries it.

Fine insignia: rolled gold and sterling cap device, $7.50; sword knot of gilt wire lace, $5; gold-plated buttons, $1; Senior Lieutenant shoulder marks, $4; H. V. Allien.

Practical thought: sun glasses with optical glass lenses, gold-filled frame, $7.75; E. B. Meyrowitz. Sterling identification bracelet with wings, $7.75; Black, Starr & Gorham.

Lightness and compactness are of first importance in the air. This R. A. F. hang-up service kit in gabardine and pigskin has zipper, oil silk lining, $10; Mark Cross.

He can get the weather before going to the field with a traveling sending-and-receiving radio; it has an extra band for range reception, $44.95 f.o.b.; Lear Avia, Inc., Piqua, O.

Technically reliable are these three books by Assen Jordenoff, $7.75 boxed, at your own bookstore. Give subscription “Army, Navy Journal.” $4; their office, Washington.

For the hull session: chromium vacuum bucket, $8.95; numbered highballs, $8.50 doz., monogrammed ditto, $13 doz. plus postage; valve jigger, $2.50. All Hammacher’s.

Pipes and the Navy are like gin and bitters but did you ever see a man who could keep one alight? A Lektrolite pipe-lighter with fluid will do the trick, $2; Lewis & Conger.
Christmas concerto in white and gold

Make your Christmas table as shining and gay as the spun sugar angel atop your tree—a challenge to forget for one day the cares of these times. Its ingredients: fine Minton plates, wreathed in mimosa; a sheer mousseline cloth embroidered with snowbirds and scrolls; porcelain deer 'round a translucent tree. Crystal glasses for water, wine, are rimmed with gold. For each guest, individual boutonnieres of white-scalloped Oregon holly.
Table accessories in holiday mood

Delight the hostess in every woman with gifts to give her parties more sparkle

1. American eagle soars on either side of this oval Verlys crystal fruit bowl, studded with stars. Eagle and stars are frosted and etched. Bowl is $10, the matching candlesticks, $5 a pr. Sold at Ovington's

2. Yule candles: pine-scented candle, 13", white, blue, green, with taper, gift card, $2.50 a pr.; gracefully branching tree, 10", white, red, blue, green, $4.50; Ajello. Tree, 17", $2.50, exp. collect; Can-Die-Luxe

3. Christmas roses in shades of pink and green are embroidered in chain stitch on a white, grass-linen set. Colorful for holiday luncheon tables. Runner, eight mats, eight napkins, $29.50. At Jas. McCutcheon

4. Queen Anne Rosson table lighter of silver plate, finely detailed, $7.50. Sterling individual cigarette cup, fluted rim, $3. Gadroon-edged, silver plated ashray, $4. All are sold at Neiman-Marcus, Dallas

5. "Collector's items" are these fine Grosvenor china cups and saucers. Left, Pagoda motif, $1.95; right, floral design in natural color, gold bands, $2.60; top, mauve design on white, $2.60; Wm. H. Plummer

6. Like golden beads are the stems of this crystal glassware; edges, too, are touched with gold. Water goblets, champagne, deep wine and liqueur glasses are $15 a doz. At Onondaga Pottery Retail Store, Syracuse

7. That welcome moment when Father poises the carving set above the golden-brown bird will be enhanced by this handsome pair in Heirloom silver plate, Château pattern, with 7" blade. Wanamaker's has them for $11.50

8. Lucky the woman who receives this Lenox symphony in china. Service plate has Chinoiserie design, border of dusty blue, $58 a dozen. Dinner plate has same design, matching floral border, and is $33 a dozen
Heigho to Santa's favorite hostess

1. Salute to Good Neighbors—this South American Way cloth by Dinkel-spiel blazoned with palms and tropical blossoms. White on clear blue, 54 inches square, $1.19. Napkins each 18c, Macy, Fred Leighton’s complementary and colorful pottery plate, $1.75.


3. Merry as your Christmas wishes—gaily stenciled adjuncts to Sunday suppers, informal luncheons. Eggshell pottery with bright fruits and flowers. Bottles for oil, vinegar, each $1. Salt and pepper jugs, 75c pr. Relish dish $2.25. All of these come from Neiman-Marcus in Dallas, Texas.

4. Jeeves in silver plate. Smart and handy butler, keeps ashtrays tidy through long evenings of talk. Reed & Barton’s bright idea for just $15.

5. Tea-for-two linens, Dainty tray cloth, napkins—crisp and sheer. White with shell pink “Iris” appliqué. Three-piece set by Marghab, $6.50; Jensen.


7. Favorite pitcher, in Community Plate, the distinguished “Old English Melon” pattern. Guard over lip prevents ice from splashing. Ideal for brides, or live-alones, $20, Altman.

8. Victorian roses, modern restraint, in an eggshell pottery breakfast set. Twelve pieces, complete service for one, $4; Neiman-Marcus, Dallas, Tex.

Entertaining choices in sterling

1. Born to a silver spoon. Start baby off right with his own special knife, fork and spoon; three pieces in the “Symphony” pattern, for a mere $6.75. His own mug, too. All by Towle.


3. Handsome hurricane lamps to deck mantel ends or dining table—comely offspring of an old Colonial pattern. Sterling base with clear-cut crystal chimney. The pair: 12½” tall, $23.50; 10¾” tall, $15. By Gorham.

4. Graceful Baroque scrolls form the border of this simple, handsome bowl, endlessly useful for desserts, fresh fruit or flower arrangements. 9” across, priced at $22.50. R. Wallace.

5. Standby for brides and hostesses—a double dish for vegetables. This one by Manchester has especially graceful handles, nice scale. A find at $25.

6. For sweets or sours, bonbons or relishes, a fluted silver leaf neatly subdivided into separate compartments. $10 is its modest price. This original design is at Frank W. Smith.

7. Nice touch with modern, this squareish sterling dish. Useful size, about 10” across, adaptable for everything from popcorn to fruits. $25, by Alvin.

8. Inspired by Colonial smiths—open dish for salt after an early porringer by Boston’s Edward Winslow; pepper caster after old design by Connecticut’s John Benjamin. Each is $2.50; Lunt.

9. Sauces in tandem. Twin bowls for gravies, dressings, sauce specialties of the home, each $5.50. Tray fluted to match, $14. “Paul Revere” ladles, each $2.50. All from Reed & Barton.

Gourmet's galaxy

Gifts for connoisseurs of every age — popcorn balls to fine champagne

Best foot forward: (the six gifts shown at left) For any gourmet on your list, a bottle of Pink Champagne, medium sweet, delicately pink, blended from selected red and white wines under the aegis of an expert brought from France. Do it up as we have in a pink satin bow spattered with sequins. New York State’s Gold Seal Champagne Rosé, under $3 for a fifth (in N. Y. C.). . . . For the special, must-be-just-right gift consider: a Succulent Ham, done up festively in a wicker hamper with a good sharp slicing knife, and a booklet on meat cookery. It weighs about twelve lbs., complete. $6.50 delivered. Order before December 14th from Kroger Gift Service, Cincinnati. They have a nice idea, too (not shown), for your snowbound friends—Tree-Ripened Oranges and grapefruit from sunny groves along the Rio Grande. Colorful half-bushel hampers shipped out on the day the fruit is picked, $2.75. . . . Gesture for your pet hostess—a 34 oz. tin of clear green turtle soup with plenty of fresh turtle meat afloat in it and a generous lacing of sherry; two 14 oz. tins of Terrapin Baltimore. Enough of each for four people. All three, complete in a gift box, $6 express collect from Maison Glass. . . .

For an international bibber, the heady new Brandy, “Good Hope” imported from Africa, around $3.50 the fifth currently in N. Y. C. . . . American-made Liqueurs, perhaps “Forbidden Fruit”, as fresh and unusual as its bottle. Try the tiny 2 oz. size as a stocking stuffer, well under $1; the larger 12½ oz. size for under-the-tree, $2.50. . . . Jumbo Pecans—huge plump pecan halves toasted in their natural oil to bring out the rich nutty flavor—to go with your eggnog or Christmas punch, two 7 oz. tins, or one lb. tin, $1; write to Princess Pecans, Camilla, Ga.

To the Ladies. . . . For her breakfast tray, Yummy Preserves concocted from wild sweet Oregon fruit—peach and almond, wild blackberry, greengage, and such. Six 5½ oz. jars, bedded in fragrant mountain moss with little sprays of pine cones and hemlock, $1.95, express prepaid. From Jane Amherst, Portland, Oregon. . . . If she is given to serving fancy mixtures, reform her gently with a man-made Cocktail Kit equipped with bitters, cherries, olives, and the like—plus four old-fashioned glasses, tray, and a Professional Mixing Guide, $3.95 at Altman. . . . If she lives in New York and likes whimsy, you might send her a real Wild Strawberry Plant packed with a bottle of Fresh Country Cream, $3.25 will see it delivered on Christmas morning from Ann Hagan Flowers. . . . For hard-to-please hosts. Send him a Cape Cod Chest like an old seacaptain’s, stuffed with an array of 5 o’clock appetite sharpeners: button mushrooms, tiny smoked turkey sausages, chicken paté, cherry tomatoes, smoked cheese—18 in all for a mere $10. B. Altman has it . . . Bear Creek Orchards, Medford, Oregon, will send you a box of their famous royal Riviera Pears, so tender you can eat them with a spoon. Box of 10 to 14 pears is $1.98, postpaid. Or they’ll do up a super gift basket with preserves and fruit candies, pears, grapes and huge red apples that look as if polished for teacher, 18 lb. basket, $6.98 prepaid anywhere in U. S. . . . A postcard to Pinesbridge Farms, Ossining, N. Y., will conjure up for you or your favorite Captain of Industry a Whole Turkey of a deliciousness—smoke-cooked over applewood embers to mouth-watering tenderness. Smoked weight, about 7 to 16 lbs. per bird, $1.35 per lb. . . .

Stocking stuffers: Amusing, unexpected. East India Poppadums, classic allies to curvy, delicious heated in butter to double for potato chips, tin of 50 for $1.15. Wine Tea (otherwise known as Temple of Heaven) a delicate, fragrant blend, sure to please the connois— (Continued on page 54)
The season's magic in small compass

Don't deny yourself a Christmas tree because it cramps the living room. Snip off the branches on one side and fasten it above your fireplace to fill the air with its evocative fragrance. With drawn curtains, a brisk fire and holly in a low bowl, this small drawing room breathes a sense of contentment and holiday mirth. Fine 18th Century mahogany furniture complements the Chinoiserie wallpaper, modern fabrics, sculptured rug and tall column lamps.
Musical angels, center, by Cybis, of pastel plaster; violin, 14 1/2", cello, 11 1/2", $25 ea.; C. Stupell

Portrait doll with childlike face, red hair, 22", $8 undressed; coat, hat, $10; from Velvalee Dickinson

1. Chinaware decoration on a green jug, one of three; $50 for the set; James Pendleton has them

2. Appealing fuzzy white monkey with bright pink felt hands and feet, $3.75; Madolin Mapelden

3. Painted wood plate, Pennsylvania Dutch motif, $4.50; Agnestrong. Box, $3.75; America House

4. Pear-shaped glass salad bowl, fork and spoon. Filled with assorted goodies, $7.50; Schrafft's

5. Graceful white and gold vase. Victorian French style, painted decoration, $65; Amster & Lamb

6. Big, soft rubber ball for the littlest member of the family, $1.25. F. A. O. Schwarz has it

7. Tole hurricane lamp after an old coach lantern; by Frances Martin; $9.25 at B. Altman & Co.

8. Stunning white Venetian clock of carved wood, Baroque design; $80 will buy it; James Pendleton

9. Unusual clock plate in two shades of blue enamed by Accessory Timepieces, $95, at Sloane's

10. Mexican ceremonial candlestick; plaster painted in gay high colors, $20; from Fred Leighton
11. *For the collector,* opaline glass plate in blue with gold decoration; $20 from James Pendleton

12. *White wire* Christmas tree, red balls, on separate plateau with green cornucopias, $10; at Gerard

13. *Pearly sandwich tray,* $4.50, and bronze pineapple bonbon dish, $5, of Peacock Plate; Ovington's

14. *Apothecary jars* in blue, rust, green or white, copies of old ones, $17 a pair at Mayfair Gifts, Ltd.

15. *Handsome* Spode soup tureen in famous "Pink Tower" pattern, 9" size; $21.10 from Plummer

16. *Gaily painted* wood circus wagon cage with animals and driver, (offstage horses) $5, Alice Marks

17. *American wine—* California Pinot Noir, $1.19 in N.Y.; Sherry Wine & Spirits. Cradle, extra

18. *Susan Ann* is a fetching rag doll, $2.95; Young Books. Sleigh, hand painted, 9 1/2"; $6.40; Bendel

19. *Charming,* old-fashioned teapot and stand of green French porcelain, $75; James Pendleton

20. *Country cousin* doorstop; perky speckled rooster with red comb, splendid tail, $5; Saks 5th Avenue

Angelic musicians, center, like opposite. Guitar player, 111/4"; saxophone, 141/2"; $25 ea.; Stupell

Another portrait doll, same price as opposite. Custom made wardrobes from $2.50; V. Dickinson
1. Two of these would be handsome on your mantel

2. Festive white turlatan tree for your centerpiece

3. Upside down tree to save space in a small apartment

4. Bright red scented wax camellias are a new note

5. Blanchard never dreamed of a balloon like this

6. Use the gayest toy horns you can find as candlesticks

7. Sophisticated scrolls of greens for your mantelpiece

8. Miniature Yule greens for miniature enthusiasts

9. Angelic wings above a wreath for the front door

10. Dress up an extra big wreath with amusing toys

Use a light touch with the Holiday greens
DESCRIPTIONS OF IDEAS ON THESE PAGES

Here are many non-traditional ways to deck the house for that most traditional of all occasions—Christmas. Let the ideas on these pages serve as a springboard for your own creative imagination.

1. Wire boughs of long-leaf pine to a stick and thrust them in a tall urn with candelabra brackets at the sides; suggested by William Pahlmann
2. Cover a wire Christmas tree frame with tarlatan, top it with a red mushroom darning egg and tie it with perky red bows and red tarlatan stockings filled with bonbons as Ted Weidhaus does
3. Topsy-turvy space-saver which would strike an amusing note anywhere. Hang with baubles and tip with a star. Edward Steichen thought this up
4. Wax camellias at the ends of festooned greens which swoop down from a tall red candle make nice favors, too; this was suggested by Alban Conway
5. A novel way to hang mistletoe devised by Ted Weidhaus. Put it in a basket hung by red cotton cord from a big red ball attached to the ceiling
6. Intersperse toy horns with colorful toys on a mantel; scatter stars on the mirror festooned with garlands and festive red bows, John Gerald advises
7. Wire frames to make scrolls used by William Pahlmann with tiny colored baubles on wires to nestle in the curves exactly like holly berries
8. Lovers of the minuscule will adore this tiny wreath set with baby pine cones and a little Spode cup filled with greens devised by Judith's Garden
9. Take an ordinary wreath, wire on Christmas tree balls, and add a pair of cardboard wings painted to look like feathers as Ted Weidhaus does here
10. An enormous wreath dressed up with toys from the dime store and a big bow, House & Garden
11. Make a “bulletin board” of wallboard painted bright red or blue and framed in striped paper; mount prettiest cards with colored pushpins
12. To hang from your knocker, Ted Weidhaus ties packages in gay oilcloth with a giddy bow
13. Decoration for a long table: make low hills of white sand with the Wise Men riding over them. Ring with sprays of holly and surround with sanctuary lights. Hang a gold star from the ceiling
14. Gigantic white candles festooned with iridescent swags and blue Christmas tree baubles as a table centerpiece, Nessa Gaulois of Miami Beach
15. Little cow and “bambino” in pink plaster with holes for candle and greens, designed by Edith Serrell, from the Nat. Alliance of Art in Industry
16. Carnation Christmas tree of moss with white and red carnations thrust in; top with a star
17. Make a cover of red felt or flannelette edged with moss fringe for your coffee table; pile up the presents on it, attach colored ribbons to each and gather up in a big rosette fastened to the ceiling
18. Mount your prettiest cards on a bulletin board.
19. Hang gay Xmas packages on door.
20. Effective decorations for the long table.
22. Christmas figurine for wall bracket.
23. Your florist can makethiscenterpiece.
24. Pyramid of presents on your coffee table.
Wrap it merrily,
Here are 19 tips

Half the fun of a present is its hint of mystery, its spell of surprise. And it is easy enough to make your packages gay and surprising once you grasp these tricks. First, don't make your decoration hold the package together—get its underpinnings firmly fixed with Scotch tape, then apply your decorative ribbon, bows, etc., purely for eye-appeal. Two, don't give its contents away at a glance, even if it's an umbrella or a necktie—use wrappings to conceal shapes cleverly. Three, enjoy yourself as you wrap—your packages will turn out better if you do.

1. **You need these.** Big, sharp scissors; Scotch tape (transparent for behind-the-scenes duty, red or green for fancy barber pole stripes); plain, dull knife for folding even corners; for holding bows, wire thin enough to clip with the scissors; shredded Cellophane for packing.

2(a-b). **To wrap neatly.** Make sure that paper is wide enough to go round the box with a slight overlap for sealing, and long enough to cover the ends. Place box upside down in center of sheet, fold paper over and affix seams with Scotch tape. Fold in the ends with a knife; then miter and seal the corners.

3(a). **Make bows separately.** First, shape ribbon loop between your fingers, then balance with another loop. Repeat until bow is as fat as desired. Pinch together in center and bind tight with wire. To finish, snip ribbon ends diagonally.

4(a). **Rosettes are easy.** Make as you would bows, using narrowish ribbon, many loops. Fluff into a flat circle—the tighter you pull the wire, the jauntier the rosette. For a special effect, make two rosettes, one of large, one of slightly smaller loops, and tie them together.

5. **Pompons are easy, too.** Fold square piece of paper in half, and make parallel cuts all along the folded edge, leaving a cuff about 3/4" deep. Now roll the paper, jelly-roll fashion; fix end with Scotch tape. Fluff up the loops.

6. **Non-crush bows.** If a fancy bow has to travel a long way, pack gift in an outside carton and cut a little collar out of shirt cardboard to fit around the bow.

7. **To pack for mailing,** stuff with red or green shredded Cellophane instead of usual straw or brown paper. It weighs no more, looks gala.

8. **How to curl ribbon.** Cellophane or paper ribbon is best choice for this. Scrape a sharp knife (or fingernail) along one edge—and the ribbon will roll into tight little corkscrew curls.
Gift-wrapping won't grow monotonous if you have a goodly variety of colors and textures with which to work. Try one of the charming assortments of papers, ribbons and stickers in related colors. Also decorative single sheets, in combinations of your favorite color; and a full range of ribbons—Cellophane, gauze, satin, metallics —so you can experiment to your heart's content. Don't forget plenty of extra cards, seals, stickers.

1. **Unusual addenda.** Beside your basic papers and ribbons, lay in a store of unexpected fripperies—lace paper doilies, big gold Sunday school stars, signal dots, bright-colored tatters, shredded Cellophane. Then you can improvise.

2. **In related colors.** A handy box of assorted papers with harmonizing ribbons and stickers. Tie-Tie Gift Chest; Chicago Printed String Co.

3. **Tree ornaments and greens.** Pull out a branch of holly, a few snippings of pine, some glitter balls that were meant for the tree. Any of these would add a nice festive note to a package.

4. **Disguise a bottle as a lamp.** Wrap first in white tissue with barber pole stripes of Scotch tape. Then add a dime store lamp shade with your Christmas greeting scrawled across.

5. **A Christmas sock.** Find these at dime store in bright red or green cotton. Holds a smallish gift nicely plus hard candies, nuts, a candy cane.

6. **For the Armed Forces.** Do a neat, simple wrapping without too much fuss. Stick to the tri-colors, and top off with a toy boat, plane or gun—appropriate to his branch of the service.

7. **For a feminine gift,** this giddy double cornucopia contrived of Cellophane lace doilies. Line with sky blue paper, tie with little cherry ribbon bows. Fine formula for a soft gift.

8. **For a round, flat box** create a Christmas pie effect. First wrap package flat. Then edge with pleated paper lace shelving; add a central doily of paper lace to set off a real holly sprig.

9. **For a man's small gift.** Dime store shaving mug, striped with crimson Scotch tape and inscribed with your Christmas blessing. Tuck the gift inside; cover with fake cotton suds.

10. **For a sailing enthusiast.** A nautical paper covered with salty motifs. Tie up with bright wool rope and knot an anchor through its bow.

11. **Party-snapper roll.** Any soft gift of too-simple shape can be rolled up to make a gala package like this. Wrap in three tiers of fringed paper, add a jaunty ribbon rosette for the center.
How to make your Christmas wreath

1. **Sturdy wire frame** is the foundation for the wreath. Use a hoop from a small basket or make your own from a heavy piece of wire. A frame can also be made from several strands of light wire wrapped together. Cover frame with tape.

2. **Wire pine cones and berries** separately. Large cones are wired by placing a wire about the base of the cone and twisting it tight. Berries are fastened together in clusters. Small cones are wired individually and then fastened in groups.

3. **Cut off evergreen tips**, using only the soft, pliable ends. By using only the soft parts you avoid the trouble of wiring in heavy woody pieces which will make your wreath bulky and heavy.

4. **Fasten greens to hoop** as the first step in laying the foundation for the wreath. Small ends are used and they are fastened firmly in place by wrapping with string that is unwound from a spool.

5. **Tie in berries** after several branches of green have been put in place. These berries have been wired and the long wire can be fastened in the same as a stem. Small cones go in the same way.

6. **Place large pine cone** so that it stands almost upright. Here again the cone is secured firmly by the long wire that was attached to its base.

7. **Greens around the pine cone** should be put in on a slant. This way you will be able to get them at the sides of the cone without hiding it.

8. **Berries surround the cone** to set it off and add color. These are laid about the cone on top of the greens and secured with the string.

9. **Measure between cones**. If you are using large cones as shown here, figure out the spacing, leaving room at the top for the spray.

10. **Separate spray for the top** is needed, for only three-quarters of the wreath is made as outlined in preceding steps. To cover space at top separate sprays are made of greens, cones and berries.

11. **Fasten sprays together** with wire so that a full spray is made. This is then secured to the open space at the top of the wreath. This spray should fill the space and balance the wreath.

12. **The completed wreath** can be further decorated by wiring small sprays of holly to pointed sticks and sticking them into the finished wreath.
Have an old-fashioned Christmas tree

This is the year for a homespun tree, decked out in all the familiar trappings of childhood—a tree friendly and secure as the memories it will set in store. Let the children help—the materials are safe, these methods easy:

1. **Finished tree** is topped by mammoth star cut from gold paper. Glue it to a cardboard back.

2. **Candy canes** are a Christmas “must”. Give them a touch of glamor with gay crimson bows.

3. **Real candles** for Christmas morning only, set in little tin holders that clip on tree. Replace later with safer strings of colored lights.

4. **From crimson tarlatan** make tiny stockings and bags to stuff with peppermints and home-made gum drops. Edge with white tape, trim with seals.

5. **Make paper lanterns.** Fold an oblong sheet of paper in half; make parallel incisions with scissors—leaving a border of about an inch; unfold, paste into cylinder. To make medallion, leave wider cuff, cut lantern in half.

6. **Christmas cookies** flavored with ginger and spices. Attach little string handles before baking.

7. **Paper chains.** Cut strips of shiny coated paper about six to eight inches long. Loop into an oval. Loop through each other to form chain.

8. **Popcorn balls.** Simmer together ½ cup molasses, ½ cup corn syrup, ½ tablespoon vinegar till it is thick enough to form a hard ball in cold water. Remove from flame, add heaping tablespoon of butter, pour over the salted popcorn. Allow to cool enough to handle, attach ribbon loops, mold into balls. Cool further on greased cookie sheets or waxed paper. Fun for a party.

9. **Cranberry chain.** String berries necklace-wise on heavy thread, being careful to pierce through exact center. Small Fry adore doing this.

10. **Gold nuggets.** Gild large walnuts; allow to dry for several hours before attempting to hang. Attach loops of gold string with plastic glue.

11. **Cornucopias** to fill with nuts or candies. Cut 9” squares from heavy metallic paper or Celophane in bright colors. Finish with Scotch tape.

12. **Popcorn chains.** Use slender needle and ordinary cotton thread, as the fluffy grains are light and will tend to split if you use too much force.
Practical presents for the house

1. A floodlight is not only an extremely useful accessory but in many cases may be a positive safety factor. Mounted, for example, at the corner of the house as shown in the drawing opposite, the light supplies illumination for the garage doors and the rear entrance of the house.

2. Winter humidifying is sometimes a problem in artificially heated homes. An inexpensive, electrically operated humidifier will give ample moisture vapor for a large room. The benefits are obvious, not only in the health of members of the family but in the condition of book-bindings, flowers and any other objects which are adversely affected by air which is too dry.

3. Wasted closet space can be used to the full by attaching one of these ingenious little bureaus to the back of the closet door. Entirely invisible when the closet door is closed, this accessory affords adequate essential storage space and relieves the bedroom of a bulky piece of furniture. Also available with a variety of fittings as a bar, kitchen cabinet, medicine and linen closet, etc.

4. Dress up the powder room with a really glamorous mirror which is also one of the most efficient designs yet perfected. Light bulbs are concealed behind the side sections and the light is radiated softly through frosted glass panels.

5. A half partition of glass blocks brings new life to the combination living-dining room. This little suggestion of separation between the two will make your furnishing problem considerably simpler and add interest to the room.

6. Fuse box trouble is gone forever when you install one of these load centers. A flip of the switch restores the current in cases where lightning or an otherwise overloaded circuit has automatically turned off the current.

7. The ever-popular grill for outdoor use is never any better than it works. A prefabricated unit shown at left can be built into any form of surrounding masonry and insures perfect combustion of fuel and proper control of cooking temperatures.

Where to get them. Write to our Readers Service Department for the names of manufacturers of the products shown on this page.
19 special Christmas gifts for gardeners

1. **Window greenhouse** by Lord & Burnham is a happy gift for always. This well-built little flower home will solve the problem, once and for all, of how to keep house plants. Comes ready to fit over window frame, $59.50; Lewis & Conger.

2. **Two weed getters** that will brighten any real gardener's day. Getrum weed er forces oil into the heart of the weed and kills it pronto, $1.75; Alfred Field. Rife weed er pulls the weed and shoots it in a basket, $2.85; Carl Giessler, Inc.

3. **Stocking gifts**: Sudbury Soil Testing Club Kit for successful gardeners, $4.75; Kremeskin gloves, $1 pr.; Stumpp & Walter. Greenskeeper's knife, $1.75; A. Field.

4. **Workmanlike tools** that simplify that most bothersome of garden tasks—spraying. Myers Kwikfill sprayer that operates on pressure, $7.50; Smith dustmaster for roses, $1.60; Budwig Pump-a-sprayer for house plants, $2.65. All from Max Schling.

5. **My Garden Scrapbook**, indexed for notes and clippings, $2; Julia Latimer. Gift of roses for next year's garden announced by a rose packaged in Cellophane. Certificate says roses will be sent at planting time. From $1.50; Jackson & Perkins.

6. **Garden label embosser** for the plant enthusiast who likes to refer to each thing in his garden by name. This little machine stamps out the labels, $15; Roover Bros.

7. **A sprinkler that really walks** and waters as it goes. This machine has cut out more hard work than anything we've found. With shut off valve, $24.40; Alfred Field.

8. **Good pruning tools** are always welcome. 6" Seymour Smith lady's pruner and flower gathering shears, $1.25 and $1.50, from Peter Henderson. Porter pruner, $4.75; Wiss lady's shears, $1.50; Vaughan's.

9. **Dennison seed starter** for rushing seedlings along. Only 50c, from Peter Henderson. Cobb miniature greenhouse for forcing and growing specially fine plants, 23 units cover 27' row, $12.75; Max Schling.
Come for a stroll down this pleasant avenue. Its big Christmas bells are ringing with ideas for gift-giving.

This year, Americans are realizing with a feeling of deep thankfulness how fortunate they are in still being able to celebrate Christmas in the hearty, old-fashioned way. Family ties, so tragically broken elsewhere, are here drawn closer; brilliantly lighted Christmas trees shine out freely through unshaded windows; the age-old hush of excited expectancy spreads through the house; and the spirit of the season is expressed in generous giving.

Generous, yes. but not frivolous. With the realization that many of our luxuries must be curtailed during the coming year, HOUSE & GARDEN believes that Americans want to give useful presents of lasting worth this year no matter how little or how much they may cost.

We have approached the question of Christmas giving from a new angle. What do you do when you make your own Christmas list? Don't you just make a list of names, at first, with a large row of question marks marching down the page opposite them? And, alas, the question marks often remain to haunt your dreams almost up to Christmas eve! We, too, started with a list of names, real, American names, names for imagined people, to be sure, but people with very real personalities and problems. We believe that they represent thousands of typical Americans. For each name on our list we have assembled a group of worth-while, individual gifts to suit that personality.

These gifts are presented in the form of a fanciful “Avenue of Ideas” down which you can wander on our pages to find the perfect gift for husband, mother, sister or son. And you can stroll down this avenue in reality too, for our “Avenue of Ideas” is not a mere figure of speech. In many stores throughout the country you will find groups like those we show here, set up, ready for you to choose from. There is sure to be one or more of these stores near you. When your list is ready, go to the store and you will find gay. old-fashioned lamp posts like the one above identifying this merchandise and lighting your way to an aisle of gifts which will make your Christmas shopping pleasant and easy. Turn to page 60 for a complete list of such stores, and to page 58 for the prices and sources of the presents we illustrate.

For stores featuring Avenue of Ideas merchandise see page 60.
For young swing addicts or anyone with a record collection, a blond maple cabinet with flap shelf to hold open albums; a portable, cylindrical record container of simulated leather with separate wire rack and index; a mahogany frame record holder; bamboo design lamp; fiddle tray; against a gay background of gray-blue and green

Hobby, hobby, who hasn’t got a friend with a hobby? Whether it's a collection of ivories, miniatures, or antique shaving mugs, a mahogany bibelot table or wall cabinet will display it charmingly. The Chinoiserie wallpaper makes a sophisticated décor for a mahogany fire screen, bird prints and pottery bird figures after Audubon

Does the “man of your house” like to read, work puzzles, or contribute questions to “Information Please”? This tiered mahogany table will hold reference books, a reading lamp, cigarette box and big ashtray, with room to spare for a brandy decanter and snifter. With his toes in fur slippers and a globe of the world, what more can he ask?

For Sally who “collects”, this unusual black lacquer étagère, Victorian poodles fill it here, but any small objets d’art would adorn it. Against warm gray walls and a Victorian floral carpet we show a black tip-top table with flower decorations, an iridescent green fig-urine lamp, octagonal sewing table, silhouettes, bell pull, plaque

Other photographs on pages 49-53. For list of prices see page 58
Dad will love to play host with this bar buffet of blond mahogany as modern as the ombre fabric and the wide-striped wallpaper behind it. With it, a textured cotton rug and sturdy masculine accessories: hunting scene and wooden duck lamps, dog picture, wooden trays, plates, salad bowl, a man-sized humidor and huge ashtrays.

For Grandmother's tea parties consider a barrel chair in gray antique satin against a Williamsburg design wallpaper and a sculptured broadloom. A graceful mahogany tea table holds a rose-patterned tea service. Beside it, an electric teapot and a Federal brass trivet. On the wall, a Federal bull's-eye mirror reflects black-framed engravings.

Any popular hostess would be thrilled with this long mahogany coffee table which nests two smaller ones—perfect for buffet suppers. The black tôle trays hold an entire place setting while the useful mahogany tray on legs may be used for passing cigarettes. Sterling silver dishes, crystal highball glasses, fine china plates are always welcome.

Give Aunt Jane's living-dining room a lift with a Federal mahogany corner cabinet to hold silver and linens. Its upper shelves may be filled with "show" pieces. The curtain fabric repeats the eagle finial and harmonizes with the subtle-toned wallpaper. For dining, a pair of crystal candelabra; for the walls, old, colored engravings.

For stores featuring Avenue of Ideas merchandise see page 60.
Bathing booty. Your luxury-loving wife will bless you if you have the cupboard rejuvenated with paint and decoupage roses; if you are generous with pink fleecy towels and wash cloths; if you are lavish with bath salts, toilet water and soap; if you give her a bath-tub beauty tray, a tôle hamper set, a shower curtain, scale and rug.

Any baby whose first Christmas produces this 18th century high chair is a lucky child, for it's an heirloom in the making. The separate base may be used as a table. Calico print paper, a child's design fabric and a washable cotton rug make a cheerful nursery. The toy chest on wheels teaches order; a variety of toys will give delight.

For your own long-neglected guest room, a double-purpose dressing table. Closed, it's a Chippendale side table; open, it has everything you need. Spruce up the walls with red roses on white, the windows with red and white striped fabric, add a Victorian flower holder, a gay needlework pillow, gold and white lamp and accessories.

Just like Mother's. Any small daughter would adore the miniature breakaway love seat in blue, and the patriotic red, white and blue rug and plaid curtain fabric. The barnyard party wallpaper repeats these colors. Hamper and wastebasket have toy zoo decorations; the woolly dog with red paws and the calico giraffe are very huggable.
Teenage Trudy has homework to do, so give her an American provincial bleached oak desk and bench, two Pennsylvania Dutch pictures to gaze at while she day-dreams, a banjo clock to get her to school on time, and a russet leather box hassock to hold her treasures. Continue the sturdy, informal note with hooked type rug, plaid curtains.

For the career girl on your list, a cedar-lined, multi-purpose mahogany chest that locks; good for one-room apartment, bedroom, or foyer. The Federal design blue toile repeats the French blue of the polka dot wallpaper. Accessories are in keeping: Staffordshire figurines, bird and flower prints, tole trays and a fine electric clock.

For your husband, a mahogany commode for his prized possessions. And if he's anglophile, a wallpaper showing English castles, a "beefeater" lamp and the British lion sejant. At the windows a sophisticated plaid. "Stag Hunt" print has mirror panel, pickled pine frame; mahogany cigarette box has inlaid Prince of Wales feathers.

Since your kid brother likes Modern things, give him a "bisque" mahogany veneer desk and matching side chair. And since he also likes things military, nautical and aeronautical, present him with a "Coldstream guard" figurine, a ship's wheel barometer and pictures of airplanes. For his walls he'll love a bold red, white and blue plaid.
Brother's bachelor apartment sees a lot of entertaining, so do him proud. For an evening of games; a mahogany card table with leather top and reversible drawer, backgammon one side, checkers the other, and black and gold Regency chairs. Against the exotic blue and white wallpaper, a shelf for his first editions and bibelots.

Virginia likes formal decoration. Play up to her with a delicate damask-covered love seat, printed faille in swagged ribbon pattern, and a needlepoint textured rug in rosy copper tones to harmonize with the ombre wallpaper. Accessories are: an imposing octagonal clock, French prints, eagle bracket and classic heads.

Fireside group for Harriet who has an off-center fireplace. Her difficulty is delightfully solved with these 19th century mahogany chairs made exactly to half scale. The early Victorian flavor is carried out in the mahogany tier table, floral carpet, antique satin-and-taffeta striped fabric, shaggy fur hearth rug and the accessories.

Daughter, who'll be a January bride, has her Christmas mixed with trousseau. Thick, warm blankets; fine, hemstitched, percale sheets and pillowcases; flecy bath towels, of course. Then, for frills, sachets for her lingerie, delicious pomander balls for her closets, potpourri and a decorative blanket box for her treasured blankets.

Other photographs on pages 49-53. For list of prices see page 58.
Practically perfect housekeeping gifts

Good Wood for Informal Tables
1. Two sturdy stylized pineapples, 4½" high, hand-carved in very blond wood are actually a salt-shaker and pepper-grinder, French style but American-made. $4.50 a pair at The Waldrons.
2. Deep dark mahogany makes a supper service of rich simplicity. The very large punch bowl, alcohol-proofed, is $8, and the ladle $2.50. Serving plate is $7, supper plates $3 each, big salad bowl $10, servers $2, small bowls $1, Altman.

To the Budget-Boss
Making both ends meet is serious business for housekeepers today and these attractive record files will be especially welcome. The large file keeps rent, tax, insurance receipts, etc. in order, $2.50. Extra-long card index file holds the menu-planner’s recipe collection, $1.25. Decorative accordion file $1.25. Carlo

Lie-Abed Luxuries
1. A simple back-rest set behind the pillows provides the adjustable comfort of a hospital bed. 4 heights, pastel finish, $3.74, Macy.
2. New light-weight bed table in pastel finished wood folds very flat for easy storage. Completely adjustable for right or left use. $3.74, Macy.
3. Electric warming pad zips open to form a long narrow pad or V-shape for around-the-shoulder use. Westinghouse 3-in-1, $8.95 at Hammacher’s

Self-Service for Guests
1. Valet-stand for the guest room is a twice-welcome gift, pleasing the hostess and her guests. Space-saver for small rooms. Walnut finish $9.85.
2. With this sturdy and attractive step-stool in the closet, extra blankets, pillows etc. on top shelf are easily reached; rubber tread pad; $4.95.
3. A luggage rack that takes anything from a week-end case to portmanteau. Good design, simple straps, walnut finish, $5.95. These three gifts are found at Hammacher-Schlemmer.
For the Cook—New Pots & Pans

1. Enjoy the crusty goodness of a joint roasted and turned on a spit. This Roto-Roast rack provides for turning, raising and lowering meat in a modern oven or broiler, $1.39; pan to fit rack, 64c. Both at Macy.

2. Pyrex’s perfect pot for serious tea-drinkers, designed in collaboration with the Tea Institute. The flame-proof glass retains no odors or stains, an extra wide top allows for thorough cleaning, lid locks on for safe pouring, well-shaped handle stays cool. Pot will hold six cups, $1.75; Macy.

3. Deep-fat fryer for a small family. This fat black iron kettle makes just enough French-fried potatoes, fritters or croquettes for three or four people. Heavy wire frying basket. With lid it doubles for stews, soup. Griswold, $1.95; Lewis & Conger.

4. Earthenware pots in the French tradition, rough tan with brown glazed interiors. Not brittle and less liable to crack than imported ware, these American-made casseroles range in price from 59c to $3.76 for marmites. Provincial Ware from R. H. Macy.

For Tea and Coffee Lovers

1. Pleasant, leisurely afternoon tea can be served single-handed with the electric Tea Robot which boils water, shuts off, but stays hot. Lift tea ball chain when the brew is strong enough. Good, simple design. Pot is $11.75, complete set $20.25; Lewis & Conger.


Assorted Quick Tricks

1. Clear, gleaming Plexiglas makes these smartly turned accessories fun to hold and look at. Ice tongs, Martini spoon, $1 each; swizzle sticks, muddlers 30c each at Stern’s.

2. Saddle-stitched leather coasters especially treated so they will not stick to wet glasses. Set of eight fitted neatly into a compact box-rack for storage in rack $3.95; Lewis & Conger.

3. Pottery tea tiles with charming flower designs done in very interesting colors. American-made with felt backing. Handy to use under plants, flowers, a find at $1 each; Altman.

4. Good jewelry cleaner makes an unusual, useful small gift for a woman who “has everything”. Simpson’s is effective, reliable for all metals, precious stones. $2.50; Lewis & Conger.
Festive array of holiday trimmings

Xmas Pokes in Felt
Left: Tempting tree gifts for toddlers to take home. Fill them with goodies! Santa, the jolly red stocking, or star-studded bag, 50c each; sold by Young Books

Tree Full of Tunes
Right: This tinkling tree plays “First Noël” and “Jingle Bells”, about $7.95. Bedeck it with a set of 12 assorted felt animals, $6.95 a set; all from Jas. McCulcheon

Chorus of Angels
Left: Black-faced crystal seraph, saintly singer or jovial red Santa angel, $1.00 each. Crystal tree, 7½” high, $3.00; 4” high, $1.50. Both at Kaufmann’s Pittsburgh

More Xmas Cheer
Right: Fat red candle for the newel post with snow white drip; $3 at Dennison’s. Hand-painted sleigh filled with white-tipped holly, $6.50; Judith’s Garden.

Plastic Tree Ornaments
Left: Fireproof finery for the modern tree. These colorful spangles will scintillate when spot-lighted. Priced from 10c to $1.00; Marshall Field, Chicago

Radiant Bell Spray
Right: Make merry and light with this decorative spray of simulated spruce and red cellophane bells with concealed bulbs, $3.50; F.A.O. Schwarz.

Musical Crèche
Left: To hang on a door or bless your mantel, the singing angel inside symbolizes Yuletide peace. Price $6; wired for sound about $7; Ruth Richards carries this

Whimsical Carolers
Right: Trio of white plaster figures with bright-hued hats, $1.50 a set; guest souvenir on dinner table, lapel pin place card, $1.80 a doz.; Dennison’s

Gay Swedish Figures
Left: Gay Swedish equestrian and peasant girl, painted in orange, blue and white, to act as candle holders on a country table, $2.50 each; Bitter & Loud

Floating Candles
Right: A flotilla of rosy candles, some shaped like silver acorns or bells, will shed soft light on the dinner table. $1; small size 50c; Scully & Scully have them
Aunt Kate is a tidy soul. "A place for everything and everything in its place" is her motto. So, with walls of tender apricot and a green linoleum floor, we suggest smart apricot and green striped taffeta closet accessories of every kind, a shoe cabinet with transparent drawers, a bench hamper. To help her keep slim, a floor scale; to keep her cozy, a fine blanket.

Mother loves to rest before dinner, so coddle her with every luxury: a soft-cushioned chaise longue to tempt her to relax, a pastel wool throw with deep white fringe to tuck around her knees, a plastic table to hold her reading lamp. And for her room itself, bold green and white striped paper and a floral carpet from wall to wall; a shadow-box shelf for her bibelots.

(See page 58 for prices; page 60 for list of stores)
Peace
with the
Hammond Organ

The world and its troubles will have to
wait outside... nothing can break the
spell of deep contentment as you play
the old familiar carols on your Hammond
Organ. The music is more than rich
and beautiful... it is supremely satis­
fying because it's your music.

Make this your Hammond Organ
Christmas. Let all your family —
grown-ups and children, too—en­
rich their lives with music of their
own... the glorious, heart-warming
chords that only a fine organ can
produce.

So compact it fits in a 4-foot
square... so easy to play your en­
joyment begins the moment you
first touch its keys... the Hammond
Organ will stand out through the
years as one of the wisest invest­
ments you have ever made — an
investment in happiness.

See the Hammond Organ... PLAY
it... today! Find your nearest
Hammond dealer in the classified
phone book, or write: Hammond
Instrument Co., 2905 N. Western
Ave., Chicago. In Canada: Northern

HAMMOND ORGAN STUDIOS • New York: 50 West
57th Street, Los Angeles: 3328 Wilshire Boulevard

For sub-deb Ann, an adorable, heart-shaped boudoir chair
in floral chintz, curtains of plaid taffeta in warm rose, gray,
gold and white and cameo-pink painted walls. Sparkling clear
lacite makes the floor lamp, wastebasket and both the mirrors.
Flower prints in natural colors tie in with the chair and
the red rug. Cigarette box and ashtray are of milk glass

(See page 58 for prices; page 60 for list of stores)
Junior-Leaguer Lucy likes elegance, and will find it in this semi-circular inlaid mahogany desk against citron-green painted walls and in the faille fabric with plume and floral design. Her rug is gray-blue broadloom in a brocaded pattern. For her onerous social correspondence, give her a sumptuous big box of fine stationery and a porcelain stamp box and inkwell.

Great-aunt Mathilda’s upstairs parlor breathes the nostalgic air of another day; but Great-aunt is an up-and-coming old lady nonetheless and knows that a modern upholstered chair in faille and flock velvet is more cozy than the horsehair numbers of her youth. Her wallpaper has a large floral pattern, her fringed rug is smoky-blue, her curtains, organdy.

Give Gifts that speak to your heart

... and you'll never go wrong

Fostoria makes a specialty of gifts that speak to your heart... gifts that are blithe and gay and infinitely intriguing... gifts for starry-eyed brides or for those who long since seem to have everything but nevertheless must have something. The crystal pieces illustrated are but a few of hundreds now on display at leading stores. You’ll want to see them.
Peter and Paula like gay informality in their country living room. For lazy reading, a tufted chair and hassock in tile color against the fresh green and white ivy wallpaper. Sheer, long curtains to blow in the breeze, a green rug and a white wire plant stand continue the garden feeling. Accessories are crisp: a lucite bird cage, gay flower prints and Herend urns. Peggy and Bill would love to have the family for dinner, but their own meals are eaten off a card table. Help them out with this extensible, walnut console table which seats eight. The pale green background of the fruit cluster wallpaper harmonizes with the ninon curtains. Give them a pottery service, a floral cloth and amusing ornaments for the table.
OF IDEAS

Susan's Early American house is definitely authentic, so you will delight her heart with these fine reproductions: a maple highboy desk and chair, equally at home in living room, study or bedroom. The wallpaper has a Provincial bird and flower pattern; the fabric is a gray textured cotton mesh. A flowered carpet, brass lamp, wastebasket complete the group.

Father deserves a break when it comes to his desk. After all who pays the bills? Give him a capacious, masculine kneehole cherry desk, and don't poach on his drawer space! A Federal design wallpaper and green, carved scroll rug make a pleasing background, while a comfortable cherry armchair, desk accessories and wastebasket will add greatly to his ease.

Thus year, let your home overflow with the world's treasured music... music to express the true spirit of Christmas. The magnificent Regency Symphony automatic radio-phonograph, exemplifies the traditional beauty of Magnavox cabinets—within which are encased all the wonders of modern radio... an automatic phonograph... smooth staticless FM reception... superpower... and the famous Magnavox "concert hall" tone that breathes life into voice and music. Here, indeed, is the gift to provide a joyous Christmas and pleasure for years to come. For a thrilling demonstration visit America's fine stores.

MAGNAVOX
...the gift of joy
for years to come

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY, INCORPORATED • FORT WAYNE, INDIANA, U.S.A.

(See page 58 for prices; page 60 for list of stores)
Casting and Jiggering, two important phases in the making of Fine China. Years of experience and perfect timing are necessary for casters and jiggermen to become the expert ceramic craftsmen required for the creation of Lenox China. Send for the interesting new booklet "The Making of Fine China." Learn the difference between earthenware and porcelain, and what that knowledge means to you in the selection of your own China service. Send ten cents for "The Making of Fine China." Write for the name of your nearest Lenox dealer.

LENOX INCORPORATED
TRENTON - NEW JERSEY
SECOND IN A SERIES ON MAKING FINE CHINA

GOURMET'S GALAXY

(Continued from page 28)

seur, $6 the lb. Both, Hammacher Schlemmer...SMOKED HICKORY SALT, celestial accompaniment to steaks, 5 oz. 25c; Griswold's Bon Voyage Shop... . POPCORN BALLS sheathed in gay red Cellophane, each 15c. Mary Elizabeth's.

Entertaining Gifts: Any hostess with an appreciative eye would fancy the SALAD BAR from America House—a huge bowl packed with four spicy vinegars, wooden pepper shaker and salt dish, fork and spoon, plus twin individual bowls crammed with salad herds to celery salt. The works for $15. A waggish (but delicious) gift would be the huge SPICED TURKEY LOAF (Gala-dated), one which the Russian Tea Shop will bake you either a puff paste monogram or Christmas greeting, $1 the lb. (3 lb. minimum)... Imported LINGONBERRIES, tart, yet sweet, wonderful with chicken, game, or Swedish pancakes, are a find at 45c the lb jar. And real LEKREICHN, the traditional Danish Christmas cookies, spiced and gingery, at $1.20 a tin. Old Denmark.

Drink To Yesterday, Toast Tomorrow: (see four pictures at bottom of this page). Any man will recognize you as a woman who understands if you ticket him for SCOTCH. Haig & Haig's famous "pinch bottle" filled with twelve-year-old Scotch whiskeys, around $5, and their eight-year-old "Five-Star" Scotch, around $4 for the fifth in N. Y., still coming through from the United Kingdom... Wine hibbiers would welcome the Taylor, "Foursome" of N. Y. STATE WINES—sherry, sauternes, burgundy, port, a complete dinner service for two. $1.15 at W. & S. Retail Liquors... Gourmets fond of post-prandial talk would find joy in an out-of-the-ordinary CONVERSATION-PIECE DESSERT such as "From Fron", a light, enchanting concoction of fruits, ringed with lady fingers, and tied with ribbon and a holly sprig. A telephone call to Dean's before ten in the morning will bring it to her door before the dinner hour. From $1.50. . . . Pinesbridge SMOKED TURKEY PASTES, one a pate and the other foie gras, make a timely remembrance for the hostess who hates fussy hors d'oeuvres but likes to keep up a standard. Each 4 oz jar 65c at Vendome. . . . And SPICE BASKETS, Bellow's year-in-year-out favorite, constitute a thrill for the bride who doubles as cook. Wicker basket of 6 unusual condiments such as Hungarian paprika and garlic salt, $2.90...
OF GIFTS

Finale to a holiday shindig would be the light pastry "PIECE CAKE" from Trade Winds, an idea borrowed from ancient Rome and according to legend evolved by the chef of Lucullus. Fill the center with cream, either ice- or whipped, $1.65 the lb. . . . For an international hostess, ticket the VIENNESE CANDIES in that pink tasseled, bemirrored box below. It is jam-packed with temptations—cream caraque, strawberry cordials, marzipan and such, each with a delicate coat of bittersweet chocolate and the famous coffee beans. The 5-drawer box with 1/2 lb. of candies is $4.80; Altman & Kuhne.

No Leave At Christmas. If your young hopeful has to spend the holidays driving a jeep or mosquito boat for Uncle Sam, cheer him on like so: send him a COOKIE SUBSCRIPTION from Altman—a 3 lb. maple bucket of crunchy cookies, with different refills delivered anew every month. Bucket with contract for 3 refills, 12 lbs. in all, $5. . . . Or enough TOUGHNUTS for himself and his platoon, three dozen actually, wrapped individually, packed to keep fresh, 7 lb. box, $2, plus postage, from Mary Elizabeth’s. . . . Or one of Schrafft’s SERVICE BOXES jam-packed with cookies, candies, nuts, cheese and spreads and such—the one we liked best has 15 different items including flashlight and a tin of his favorite cigarettes, at $4.75.

Seafood and Sauces: For an addict of soup: CREOLE CUMBO, crawfish and shrimp-bisques, turtle soup—Southern style and with plain sherry, diamond back terrapin; gift box with two 10 oz. tins of each, $4.50; Louisiana’s New Orleans Delicacy Co. . . . And most connoisseurs would beam over one of the NEW SAUCES at Alice H. Marks—"Belle Meurisse" to make a poem of lamb or beef dishes, mustard mayonnaise so delicious with cold meats. Respectively 12 oz., $1.50; and 6 oz., 85c. . . . Bloomingdale’s is justly proud of their new Herrin TIDBITS in white wine sauce, 2 1/2 lbs. done up in a rustic pail, $1.29. . . . Bonwit Teller boasts such palate-teasers as VEGETABLE CAVIAR and pear-chips in lemon balm: likes the out for the holidays in a jaunty Hostess Cupboard, six 10 oz. jars, $5.

Sugar Plums And Such: COFFEE-S—recalling the flavor of fresh coffee-with-cream, $1 the lb. tin from Miss Saylor’s Chocolates, Inc., in Alameda, California. . . . CHOC-CO-POPS, a unique combination of crunchy popcorn in a coat of fresh sweet chocolate; 3/4 lbs. in a shining metallic gift box, $3.50 from Mary Dodge, Studio City, Calif. . . . Huge pecan-laden PRALINES made from a famous old New Orleans recipe; $1.75 doz. Southern Confections, Summit, N. J. . . . SUN-DRIED DATES from the West Coast, $2 the 4-lb. tin at the California Shop. . . . Tiny shells of chocolate filled with marzipan, filbert paste or (1) truffles, at $2 the lb.; from Rosemarie De Paris, . . . Macy’s individual fruit cakes steeped in Grand Marnier; 15 to a 10 oz. tin, 98c. . . . And round-the-world Xmas cookies—Dutch Kringle, English hermits, French Stellas and the like, at $1.25 the doz.; Dodd’s Bakery.

Haig & Haig Scotch was born 314 years ago. It has seen Britain win over 100 Naval Battles—and has set for itself an unequalled record of continuous satisfaction.
For That Traditional
Holiday Cheer

- On these festive winter nights—just as in early Colonial days—let a round of Egg Nog or Tom & Jerry, made with robust Jamaica Rum, greet the holiday occasion! The deeper, richer colour of Myers's Rum gives added beauty to the drink... while its round, full bouquet gives that extra wealth of flavour. Simply remember—

The Rum Must be
MYERS'S
"Planters' Punch" Brand
100% Fine Mellow Jamaica
97 Proof

Write for free Rum Recipe Booklet
R. U. DELENENHA & CO., Inc.
Agents in the U. S. A.
Dept. EN-12, 57 Light St.
New York City

SILVER OF STERLING WORTH
Distinctive sterling makes a cherished gift
for any hostess on your Christmas list

A bowl of many uses is this good looking sterling silver one with deep fluted border. Nice for salad, berries or flowers, it is generous in size, 10" across. The cost is $21 and it is made by Towle Mfg. Company.

The heavenly twins: one jar contains catsup, the other relish, in a sterling silver openwork holder with plain handle and sterling caps for the crystal jars which are refillable, $20; made by the Watson Co.

Graceful Georgian shell dish stands on tiny curved feet and may be used for sandwiches, little cakes, or as a low bowl to float two or three blossoms for your table; sterling, 11½", $35; made by Reed and Barton.

Narrow leaf and flower design in base and border give distinction to this deep "William and Mary" sterling bowl; nice for serving berries. It is 8½" in diameter and 4½" high, $25; by the Lunt Silversmiths.

Those little pieces that everyone likes to own: a pair of unusual sugar tongs, $7.50, a special jelly server, $4, a graceful lemon fork, $2.50, are all of sterling silver in the "Sovereign" pattern; by Gorham Company.

WESTMORELAND GLASS COMPANY
GRAPEVILLE - PENNSYLVANIA

Adaptable to a thousand different settings, this lovely 12" ring of gleaming crystal brings you wonderful opportunities for unusually beautiful table decoration... Fill it with ivy, flowers or holly, using the open center for fruit or other ornamentation and watch your dining room take on new charm... Of course, it's an authentic reproduction, handmade by Westmoreland.

Manufaces of quality handmade glassware
HELPS FOR THE HARASSED

That "different" gift you've been looking for

Elegance for her sideboard: a pair of Heisey blown crystal candlesticks and a matching épergne for fruit and flowers. Candlesticks are $5.50 pair; épergne is $2.50; B. Altman & Co.

'Steamboat's a comin' 'round de bend' on this pottery cooler with 6 mugs. Boat is in blue on natural background. Cooler, $7.50; mugs, $1.20 each; Sign of Pine Tree, Louisville

Candy nibblers will like a heavy crystal candy jar with brass lid, $4; Chelton. Unusual centerpiece: fluted scroll and 4 candlesticks of brass with crystal flower holder, $15; Maplesden

Currier & Ives scenes in old print colors on deep ivory background decorate English ware service for 8, "American Ways and Days," by Meakin & Ridgway. 53-piece, $39.50; Ovington's

Child's pottery set: 6", 9" plates, cereal bowl, mug. In black, green, beige on white. Child's name on front; name of giver, date on back, $4.50, f.o.b., Sign of Pine Tree, Louisville

French pioneers originally introduced this type of pottery. It is oven-proof. Covered pipkin, 50c; medium casserole, 50c; French casserole with handle, 55c; Marshall Field, Chicago

What Lovely Packages—IT'S A SHAME TO OPEN THEM!

That's what your friends will exclaim if you wrap your gifts this Christmas in Tie-Tie Papers and tie them with Ribbonette—pompoms, rosettes, tailored bows, fluffy ones. At all leading department stores, book shops, gift shops, stationers. Ask for illustrated folder "How to Wrap Beautiful Packages."
GIFTS FROM OUR
AVENUE OF IDEAS

YOUR FAVORITE NIECE
(Page 40)


ACCESSORIES; Ronson touch-up "Grecian" lighter, $5.50; Art Metal Works, Arosen Sq., Newark, N. J. tray, $10.50; Elizabeth Cheltenham, Honolulu's horn, $20 pr.; Martin Freeman Co. "Lily of the Valley" crystal vase, $3.50; "Morning Glory" vase, $5.95; Fostoria Glass Co., Moundsville, West Va. Bure-ghese mirror, $33; Hall House "Windsor" plated silver silent butler, $8; wooden salt cellar with sterling top, $6; wooden pepper mill with sterling top, $6.50. Pair of plated covered vegetable dishes on plated tray, $25 a set; Fanny Morse. Pair of French cooking pots, $31.50 each; Old Print Shop. Hurri-cane lamps with crystal globe, silver plated base, $29 pr.; Period Art.

To "MOM" from the Boys (Page 40)

WALLPAPER; "Flowers in the Chains", $2.60 roll; Jones & Erwin, Inc. FLOORCOVERING; "Round Robin" needlepoint rug, $12; Cabin Crafts, Dalton, Ga.

FURNITURE; Maple rocker, black tap-estry with rosebud upholstery, $43; maple knitting stand with section for wood, $17.80; W. F. Whitney, S. Ab-burnham, Mass. Portable wooden frame for work bag, $7.50; mahogany foot-stool covered in Cyrus Clark's chintz, $5.50; Anderson & Romaine.

LAMP and ACCESSORIES; Victorian hearth massoq, $10; George F. Basset. Tinsel picture, $25; bird prints, $6 each, Jarnow. Tole lamp with crystal globe, $14; Herman Khashian. 100% new wool, 35¢ oz.; Means Weave, 133 Middle St., Lowell, Mass. Sewing box, $8.25; S. White & Co.

For Young Swing Addicts (Page 41)

WALLS; "Cloud" smoky blue paint, from The Martin-SENour Co., Chicago, Ill. FLOORCOVERING; "Victorian Classic" broadloom, $6.50 sq. yd.; Fifth Carpet Co. CURTAINS; Tambour embroidered curtains, price varies with design; Rob-ert LeFort & Co. "Rahnee" satin in "sand tone", $7.50; Libbey Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio. Brass lamp and shade, $15.50; Mah-eMcLaughlin. Leather cigarette box, $10.50; Newman's Bronze Figures.

Sally Who "Collects" (Page 41)

WALLS; "Pollu" warm gray paint, from The Martin-Senour Company, Chicago, Ill. FLOORCOVERING; "Vichyric Classic" broadloom, $8.50 sq. yd.; Fifth Carpet Co. CURTAINS; Tambour embroidered curtains, price varies with design; Rob-ert LeFort & Co. "Rahnee" satin in "sand tone", $7.20; Celanese Corp. of America. FURNITURE; Etagere, dull black lacquer, $89; Dunbar Furniture Mfg. Co., Berne, Ind.

ACCESSORIES; Black tip-top table, $45; H. S. Bailey. Pair porcelain sweet-meat dishes, $12 each; Geo. F. Basset. Silhouettes, $5 pr.; "camelina" wall plaque, $8.50, "Count Rumford" on gold-leaf plaque, $9; Lillian Boehme. Bell pulls, $3.95 to $20.95, "Hiswhata" needlepoint; Heirloom Needlework Guild, Inc. Pair crystal urns, $3.75 ea.; Heisey, Newark, O. Octagonal sewing box, $3; Jessie Leach Rector. Figure lamp, $40; Mary Ryan. Pair old Staffordshire Dalmatians, $4 pr.; Howard G. Selden, Inc. Pair of poodles, $1.50 pr.; Mitteldorf Strauss. Stafford-shire girl and deer, $5; pair of Stafford.
GIFTS FROM OUR AVENUE OF IDEAS

(Continued from page 58)

shirle puddles, $7.50 pr.; puddles with bud vase, $4; Jay Willfred Co.

DAD WILL LOVE TO PLAY HOST


LAMP & ACCESSORIES: Rosson silver plated "Crown" table lighter, $6.30; Art Metal Works, 18th St. N.W., Newark, N. J. Crystal cocktail mixer with chromium top, $2.50; crystal glasses (cocktail, old-fashioned), $5 a set of 6; crystal decanters, $6; Langsam-Gilling. Crystal Ashtrays, $1.25 each; Libbey, Toledo, O. LINEN: "Murphy" tablecloth, $14.50 sq. yd.; Mohawk Carpet: "Whiting House" stripe in white glasses, $24 dough; crystal candy jar; Crystal "Hernitage" biball wood tray, $7.50; S. E. Overton Co., Mahogany Bent-house. Federal bull's eye mirror, $32; Lordshire imgravings, $7.50 ea.; Mailictric teapot, $7.50; Chase Brass & Copper Co. tea service, $54; Castleton China. Inc. barrel chair, $1.30; Kitlinger Co., Inc., 75c yd.; Waverly Fabrics. RMTLRE: Glosheen, multi-color columnar design, $40; Mary Ryan. Pottery lamp with "Del Rio" broadloom, $10.95 sq. Y. D. RAPF.RIF.S fine linen with gold design, $2.70 roll; United Wallpaper Factories, Inc., ALLPAPER: "Casileton Rose" china tea service, $36 for pieces shown: Josiah Wedgwood & Sons, Inc.

AUNT JANE’S LIVING-DINING ROOM

Wallpaper: "Monte Carlo" stripe in tones of beige, rosy cocoa and olive green, $1.45 roll; Bassett & Vailum. FLOORCOVERING: Beige "Durawilt", $25.50 sq. yd.; Class. P. Cochrane Co., Bridgeport, Pa. DRAPERIES: "Americana" print, $7.65 yd.; Goodall Wallpaper Co. FURNITURE: Mahogany corner china cabinet, $129.50; Mt. Airy Chair Co., Mt. Airy, N. C.

ACCESSORIES: Crystal candlelabrum, $25; Cambridge Glass Co., Cambridge, Ohio. Chelsea Derby figurines, $40 ea.; Spode cream pottery basket, $5.40; Spode salad plates, $3.20 doz.; Spode pitcher, $19; Spode "Maryflow" coffee-set, $11.70; cream pitcher, $4; sugar bowl, $7.50; from Copeland & Thompson, Inc. Candle sconce in brass, crystal globe; Mottahedeh & Son. Bartlett colored engravings, $3,65 and $10.60 ea.; The Old Print Shop. Mahogany box, marquetry inlay, $25; Ernestine Tootler. "Pimpernel" bone china tea service, $36 for pieces shown: Josiah Wedgwood & Sons, Inc.

BATHING BOOTS (Page 43)


BATH ACCESSORIES: Ardena Velva bath mits, $2.50 box of 3; Arden bath brush, $2.25; "Blue Grass" soap, $2.50 box of 3; "Blue Grass" concentrated bath salts, $4; Elizabeth Arden. Frances Martin tile scrap basket, $2.50; matching tissue container, $3.50; matching hamper, $6.50; H. S. Bailey. Deteco Doctor's scales, $17; Deteco Scales, Inc. "Lemon Verbena" bath salts, $2.50; "Night Scented" toilet water; $2; "Lady Anne's Rose", "Lilac", and "Moss Green" soap, 50c ea.; Herb Farm Shop. "Fleececap" shaving cream, $3.98; I. L. Steinman. Tub bath tray, $9; Howard G. Selden, Inc. Pottery wall pockets, $5 pr.; Turner Artwares. Decorative oval box, $1.25; Wilson. Perfume bottles, $1.50 to $3 ea.; Sibyl Wensel.

ANY BABY WHOSE FIRST CHRISTMAS (Page 48)

Wallpaper: Allowe calico-type floral sprig paper, $1.65 roll; A. H. Jacobs Co. FLOORCOVERING: "Heathcraft" (Continued on page 61)
Shop on the Avenue of Ideas

An aisle of homefurnishing gift suggestions for Christmas, inspired by HOUSE & GARDEN

HOME and family mean more than ever to you this Christmas, don’t they? This year, you’ll choose decorative gifts that will endure in a rapidly changing world. Your time is limited, your list is long, so HOUSE & GARDEN comes to your aid with a series of correlated decorating units full of sparkling but sensible gifts for homes and names on your “list”. These personalized suggestions are illustrated on pages 40-45 of this section. For your convenience, an Avenue of Ideas, inspired by HOUSE & GARDEN, has been worked out by an important group of stores. Christmas shopping is made easy and pleasant. You can find the perfect answer to every gift problem right on one aisle in these stores. Look for the HOUSE & GARDEN lamp-post symbol or check the list below for the store near you offering this service.

Shop on HOUSE & GARDEN’S Avenue of Ideas at the stores listed below

ALABAMA
Tuscaloosa
C. W. Lewis Furn. Co.

CALIFORNIA
Beverly Hills
Bickel’s
Oakland
Breuner’s
San Francisco
City of Paris Dry Goods Co.
Stockton
Breuner’s

COLORADO
Denver
Daniels & Fisher Stores Co.

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport
Howland Dry Goods Co.
Danbury
Henry Dick & Son, Inc.
Milford
Wayside Furn. Shops

DIST. OF COLUMBIA
Washington
Lansburgh & Bro.

FLORIDA
Daytona Beach
Yowell-Drew Co.
Orlando
Dickson-Ives Co.

GEORGIA
Atlanta
Rich’s, Inc.

ILLINOIS
Springfield
The John Bressmer Co.

INDIANA
Anderson
The Fair Dept. Store
Hartford City
Hoover-Needler Furn. Co.

IOWA
Burlington
Wyman & Rand Furn. Co.

KANSAS
Wichita
Geo. Innes Co., Inc.

KENTUCKY
Covington
The John R. Coppin Co.
Louisville
The Stewart Dry Goods Co.

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Stewart & Co., Inc.

MASSACHUSETTS
Attleboro
Fine’s
Boston
Paine Furn. Co.

MINNESOTA
Mankato
Landkamer Bros. Co.
Minneapolis
The Dayton Co.
St. Paul
Schuneman’s, Inc.
Winona
H. Choate & Co.

MISSISSIPPI
Jackson
R. E. Kennington Co.

MISSOURI
Joplin
Newman’s Furn. Div.
Kansas City
Robert Keith
Nevada
Harry C. Moore Co.
St. Louis
Scruggs-Vandervoot-Barney, Inc.

NEBRASKA
Hastings
Brach’s, Inc.

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City
M. E. Blatt Co.
Elizabeth
Levy Brothers

NEW YORK
Buffalo
Flint & Kent
Herkimer
H. G. Munger & Co., Inc.
Jamaica
Gertz
Jamestown
Field & Wright Co.
Kingston
Stock & Cords, Inc.
Poughkeepsie
Lucy, Platt & Co.
Schenectady
The Carl Co.
Syracuse
Dey Brothers & Co.
Port Chester
The Mulwitz Co.
Utica
J. B. Wells & Son Co.
White Plains
The Mulwitz Co.

NORTH CAROLINA
Greensboro
Meyer’s

OHIO
Akron
The M. O’Neil Co.
Ashland
Carlisle-Alen Co.
Toledo
The Larson Bros. Co.

OREGON
Portland
Meier & Frank Co., Inc.

PENNSYLVANIA
Lancaster
Hager & Bro. Inc.
Scranton
Steehr & Fister
West Chester
Wm. J. Kaufman Co.
Wilkes-Barre
Fowler, Dick & Walker

TEXAS
 Corpus Christi
M. Lichtenstein & Sons
Dallas
Titche-Goettinger Co.
Fort Worth
Fakes & Co.
Wichita Falls
North Texas Furn. Co.

VERMONT
Burlington
Abbernethy Clarkson Wright

VIRGINIA
Richmond
Thalhimier Bros., Inc.
Roanoke
S. H. Heironimus Co., Inc.

WASHINGTON
Seattle
Frederick & Nelson

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
The Parsons-Souders Co.

WISCONSIN
Chippewa Falls
A. C. Mason Co.
La Crosse
Wm. Doerflinger Co.

CANADA
Montreal
Henry Morgan & Co., Ltd.
GIFTS FROM OUR AVENUE OF IDEAS
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tone" fringed white cotton rug, $54.50; from Amsterdam Textiles, Amsterdam, N. Y. DRAPERIES: "Playmats" Puritan printed Parashes, 79c yd.; F. A. Foster & CO. FURNITURE: Hepple- white malogany high-chair, $78.75; Baker Furniture, Grand Rapids, Mich.

ACCESSORIES: "Peter and Pop" figurines, $11; toy chair, $15.95; Carbone, Inc. "Creeper's Ball", $1; Childhood Interests. Modern portrait sketches, $22.95; F. A. R. Associates. "Kemmel Klub" set of four soup dogs, $1; Kerck- Guild, Inc. Toy elephant, $45.96; Enel Page. Dump truck, $3; Playskool Inst. Musical plush horse, $5.95; "Young Things" lamp and shade, $5; "Circus Toy Wagon" box, $12; Turner Ar- wares.

FOR YOUR OWN LONG-NEGLECTED GUEST ROOM (Page 43)


JUST LIKE MOTHER'S (Page 43)


TOYS: Frances Martin's hamper, $65.95; basket, $25.90, with zoo decora­tion; H. S. Bailey. Wooly dog, $7; calico giraffe, $6.30; Lenart Import, Ltd. Work train, $6; Turner Arwares.

JUNIOR-LEAGUE LUCY LILES BALEANCE (Page 51)


ACCESSORIES: Spode figurines, $46.50 ea.; Copeland & Thompson. Kid fab­ricated stationery, $5; Z. & W. M. Crane.

REPRODUCTION French painting, $37.50; Interart Art Publishing Co. White porcelain stamp box, $10; white porce­lain inkwel, $36; pen, $6.50; Alfred Orilk, Inc. Scrap basket, $4; Mary Ryan. Silver scorne, $20; painting of a little girl, $5; Howard G. Selden, Inc. Pickled malogany wall sconce, $7.95; A. Sinkins & Co. Victorian globes and wooden bases, $2 ea.; "Napoleon Stulls. "Essery" electric clock, $8.95; Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.

GREAT-AUNT MATHILDA'S UPSTAIRS PARLOR (Page 51)

Wallpaper: Glencraft "Harcourt" large floral clusters, 83 roll; Imperial Paper & Color Corp., Gless Falls, N. Y. FLOORCOVERING: "Asiana" silk and wool, 4 x 8, $86.50; Klearflex Lamin Looms Inc., Duluth, Minn. CURTAINS: Imported white organza curtains, $10 pr.; Bart­mann & Iver, Inc. UPHOLSTERY: Faille and flock velvet stripe, $19.56 yd.; Cohn- Hall-Marr Co. FURNITURE: "Hatting" armless chair, $65; Jamestown Royal Upholstery Corp., Jamestown, N. Y.

ACCESSORIES: Berghose print, $12.50; Hall House. Pair crystal candlesticks, hurricane globes, $33 pr.; A. H. Hisey, Newark, Ohio. Victorian mantel in cast iron, painted white, $96; Edwin Jack­son, Inc., China tiebacks, $2.70 pr.; black tile coal hod, $44; Victorian mar­ble game, $3.80; Period Art. Pair of iron hitching post boys, $281; Almond, 92 pr.; Sun Glo Studios, Inc. "Tribute" flower and hied group under glass, $45; Mary Ryan.

IF MOTHER AND DAD LOVE TO PLAY BRIDGE (Page 50)

Wallpaper: "Drape" brown swags on beige ground, $2.50 roll; A. H. Jacobs Co. FLOORCOVERING: Brewster's quality turquoise broadloom, $9.75 sq. yd.; Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co. CURTAINS: "American Regency", $5.95 pr.; Quaker Lace CO. FURNITURE: Mal­agony card table, Regency, $95: ma­logony side chair, $70; Tapp, Inc., 1752 Arcade Place, Chicago, Ill.

ACCESSORIES: Classic column, 90; pair of classic busts, $5.95 pr.; candle sconces, $59; Hall House, "Opalina" lamp base, $15; tortoise shell paper shade, $12; photograph box, $16; Mary Ryan. Pair of white china apothecary jars, $17 pr.; Well-Fremont. "American Artisti" playing cards, $2.50 double deck; Western Playing Card Co., Racine, Wis.

FOR SUB-DEB ANN (Page 50)


ACCESSORIES: Field flower prints, 3 sq. yd.; Jaron. Lucite floor lamp, table top of glass, $30; Mabel McLaughlin. Lion's head festoon rings, $3.50 ea.; Jaron. Pickled malogany wall sconce, $7.95; Mabel McLaughlin. Large floral dusters, $15 roll; Imperial Topper, Inc. "Taimtes" lamp and shade, $5; "Circus wares. (rudd. Inc. Toy elephant. $4.50; Ethel- riki $22.50 ea.; F. A. R. Associates. "Kennel Things" lamp and shade, $3; Childhood Interests. Modern portrait sketches, $22.95; F. A. R. Associates. "Kemmel Klub" set of four soup dogs, $1; Kerck- Guild, Inc. Toy elephant, $45.96; Enel Page. Dump truck, $3; Playskool Inst. Musical plush horse, $5.95; "Young Things" lamp and shade, $5; "Circus Toy Wagon" box, $12; Turner Arwares.

New Doctor's Type DETECTO SCALE For The Home

Detecto is the universal gift... a health and weight guide for everyone of the family. And it belongs in every mod­ern bathroom.

Springsless, balance-type, like your physi­can's scale, but infinitely more beautiful. Wrist-high, no stopping, takes only a foot of space. Weighs every 1/4 pound up to 300. Fully guaranteed. In newest shades.

A SMART GIFT SPECIALLY FOR X'MAS AT THE BETTER STORES

DETECTO "Charm" Bath Scale. . . one of several attractive models. Specially tested, guaranteed accurate. With new "Creeple-Clear" dial and in lat­est colors. Weights each pound up to 300. Over 4,000,000 in use.

Send for DETECTO CHARM BOOK... new, effective reducing and toning system. Send 10c to cover mailing.

DETECTO SCALEs Inc. Makers of Precision Scales Since 1903 2 Main Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
AVENUE OF IDEAS GIFTS

(Supplemented from page 61)

SUSAN'S EARLY AMERICAN HOUSE

(Page 53)


FATHER DESERVES A BREAK

(Page 53)

WALLPAPER: “Heritage” with Federal design, $2.25 roll; Imperial Paper & Color Corp., Glen Falls, N.Y. FLOORCOVERING: “Carveltone” with scroll design, under $3 sq. yd.; C. H. Mialand & Sons. FURNITURE: Kneehole desk, brass hardware, $199.75; cherry armchair in leather, $46.50; Mueller Furniture Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

LAMP AND ACCESSORIES: Hunting prints, $6 and $7.50 ea.; Hall House. Tole bread tray, $6; tile tray, $3; Levy Bros. Column base lamp, $11; Mary Ryan. Old Staffordshire Ware equestrian figurines, $7 ea.; S. P. Skinner Co. “Wickford” electric clock, $17.50; Warren Telechron. FOR YOUR BUSINESS (Page 44)


ACCESSORIES: Bleached wood tray, $7; H. S. Bailey. Pottery lion, $3; Muthed & Sons. “The Stag Hunt” print, $5; Old Print Shop. “The Guardsman” lamp, $16; Rubel & Fenton. MAHOGANY:

(Continued on page 86)

In attached section)
House & Garden's
Book of Gardening

WHAT YOU'LL FIND IN THE GARDENING BOOK

Garden Planning
Principles of Design
How to Enclose a Garden
Formal and Informal Gardens
Steps and Paving
Garden Pools
Garden Furnishings

Elements of Gardening
Soil and Fertilizer
Water and Drainage
Sun, Shade, and Air

Planting and Cultivation
Seeds and Seedlings
Root and Branch Propagation
Disbudding and Pruning
Staking and Thinning Out
Disease and Pest Control
Hothouses, Water Gardening
Tools and Tool Rooms

Specific Plants & Gardens
Roses and Rose Gardens
Bulbs and Bulb Gardens
Tuberous Plants
Flowering Trees & Shrubs
New Annuals & Perennials
Vines, Hedges, Lawns
Herb Gardens
Brookside Gardens
Vegetable Gardens
Rock Gardens
Detailed consideration of more than 1,000 plant varieties.

The Ideal Gift for Every Gardener on Your Christmas List

HOUSE & GARDEN'S Book of Gardening contains 128 pages of expert gardening information, and over 600 illustrations—58 in full color. Attractively bound in stiff buckram, this book is the complete and authoritative manual that every gardener needs in his library.

Here you'll find the how and what, the when and where and why of successful gardening—clearly outlined and explained by Richardson Wright, famous author-gardener and editor of House & Garden. If you've never had a garden, this book charts your course from the first plan to the final bloom. If you're already a gardener, you'll find new ideas for unusual plants and better cultivation.

House & Garden's Book of Gardening gives you ideas for creating every type of garden. It shows you how to make the most of a small plot, provides suggestions for landscaping country estates. Its beautiful four-color illustrations and striking photographs, its graphic how-to drawings are unequalled in any other book at such a modest price. Order your gift copies today on the form below.

HOUSE & GARDEN'S
BOOK OF GARDENING . . . $2

A CONDÉ NAST PUBLICATION


Please send postpaid House & Garden's BOOK OF GARDENING
To:

Name
Street
City
State

My Name
Address
Worthy of the Home You Love

The WILLIAMSBURG GALLERIES

AMERICAN COLONIAL FURNITURE

There's the mellow richness of fine mahogany, the exquisite perfection of design, the rich glowing colors and luxurious fabrics found in the stately homes of Williamsburg in the days of her youth when she reigned in regal splendor... transformed into livable furniture for the homes of today.

ALL YOU WHO LOVE COLONIAL AMERICAN:
Here's a truly important book on Eighteenth Century furniture... 64 big pages... over 300 illustrations... informative text. The printing cost alone is $1.00 per copy.
We will send it to you for 50c and the name of your dealer.

FURNITURE by TOMLINSON
383 Madison Avenue — New York
When you give her **Martex** she knows that you are giving the best

Your selection of Martex Towels for a Christmas gift is an evidence of your good taste, and a compliment to the recipient's appreciation of the finest quality.

The deep, lovely texture of Martex will keep its beauty because every Martex bath towel is woven with the long-life, plied yarn underwarp which assures extra years of wear. Matching sets shown here range in price from $1.29 to $30. Sold only at department stores and linen shops.

Wellington Sears Co., 65 Worth Street, N. Y.

Martex

- BLOSSOM BOX 3 piece set
- LA FRANCE BOX 7 piece set
- TUTONE BOX 5 and 6 piece set
- TRELLIS BOX 5 piece set
- CAPTAIN'S CHEST 8 piece set
- ROSE BOX 4 piece set
- HAMPER 26 piece set
Matched to Mix—How to decorate... Modern, Empire, Regency, Federal? Many of today’s smartest rooms are not “pure period”... but compositions of treasured and unrelated furniture brought together with sentiment, taste, and a lovely color theme.

For example, the Crown® Tested Rayon Fabrics shown here... Empire, Chinese Chippendale, and Modern... are co-related by their common color scheme... peach, olive, and fawn. They’re matched to mix, for lasting pleasure. Lasting because of Crown Tested Quality... they’re tested and approved for wearing and cleaning qualities, and identified by the Crown Tested Tag.

What does Crown Tested mean? It means that fabrics containing Crown Rayon and identified as Crown Tested have been constructed and finished according to standards for consumers’ satisfaction. Samples of the fabric have been tested and approved by the Better Fabrics Testing Bureau, Inc., official laboratory of the National Retail Dry Goods Association, for fabric strength, seam strength, color fastness, and washability, or dry cleanability as the case may be.

Crown Tested Rayon Fabrics
THE FIRST NAME IN RAYON... THE FIRST IN TESTED QUALITY

AMERICAN VISCOSE CORPORATION
World’s Largest Producer of Rayon Yarn
Sales Office: 350 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Providence, R.I.; Charlotte, N.C.; Philadelphia, Pa.
DIRECT descendants of the famous candlewick bedspreads of Colonial days are these exquisite, handcrafted RetRac Bedspreads, designed by William Pahlmann, America's foremost authority on Interior Decoration. Leading stores are now displaying these spreads, many with matching draperies and scatter rugs.

Pahlmann has achieved utterly new and charming effects—the smartest and loveliest designs and color combinations you have ever seen. A Pahlmann Designed RetRac Spread is one of those possessions to be more highly treasured with each passing year. And to each Pahlmann Designed RetRac Spread is attached an authentic color scheme for the entire room, carefully worked out by America's most distinguished Interior Decorator.

Here then is the truly brilliant answer to the top half of your Christmas shopping list.

RetRac Bedspreads in Chenille Tufted, Tuft-wick and Petit Punch are crafted with the skill and attention to detail which has characterized all RetRac merchandise since Carter Bros. originated America's finest tufted merchandise. Every RetRac product is made of the highest quality materials and is guaranteed colorfast.

Carter Bros., Inc.
Chattanooga, Tenn. 235 Fifth Avenue, New York
Xmas Xceptionals

FROM LEWIS & CONGER

SANTA'S NEW YORK HEADQUARTERS

Gifts as clever as the twinkle in Santa's eye—as unusual as a Florida reindeer and as year-'round useful as your toothbrush! Gifts that mark you as an original giver, astute enough to choose the best. Come to Santa's headquarters and browse without bustle, or, if you can't come, use the coupon below.

SPORT GLASSES—Two-powdered binoculars that give a "close-up" at prize fights, games or theatres. Glasses with case—$3.00.*

PRIS-A-LITE—gives lighted cigarette to driver, he watches road! Black and chrome, $4.95; walnut finish, $6.95; black plastic, $2.95.

ZIP-A-ROBE—Give your motoring friends this soft, light-weight wool auto robe, 54" x 72". Doubles as a comfy pillow when stuffed in its brown suede zipper case. $6.95.

POCKET POSTAL SCALE saves many a stamp! Weighs accurately up to 2 oz. Big help for air mail! Sterling, pin seal case, $5.00*; nickel plated, $1.50.

PITY POOR MAN caring dusty logs! Restore his dignity—save his clothes and hands with this Canvas Wood Carrier. Green or maroon with leather grips, $2.95.

INDIVIDUAL STEAK KNIVES of fine chrome-vanadium steel, concave-ground, made by Case of razor-fame. White ivoroid handles. 6 in a fitted wood tray, $12.; 8 for $16.


HOST'S DELIGHT—Bar helps in gay plastic: Soda-mixer siphons just enough soda or ginger ale, keeps "fizz" in rest indefinitely; 24" picks "double as stirrers"; 2 "swallow" bottle stops also pour. $2.00.

KEY PENKNIFE. Slim, gold-filled, vest-pocket size. Key blank fits unseen in knife's end, always with him when needed. A gala evening dress accessory—a great daily convenience. $5.95.*


VALET RACK saves time and temper. Helps him dress as fast as a fireman! Holds all his clothes. Mahogany, maple or walnut finish, $9.85.

*Add 10% Federal Sales Tax

LEWIS & CONGER New York's Leading Housewares Store
6th Avenue and 45th St., New York, N. Y.
Telephone, Vanderbilk 6-2200 Department G-12

Send me the following. (Please mention colors where necessary.) Enclosed is $ or charge to my account or C. O. D.

Name: __________________________ Street and Number: __________________________ City: __________________________ State: __________________________

Free delivery within 150 miles of New York. Beyond that express collect.
Handmade Reproductions

For over half a century BIGGS has upheld the traditions set by the celebrated Colonial craftsmen. The result—every BIGGS reproduction, like its rare original, is something to be treasured always, a masterpiece in its own right. Send 15 cents (undeductible from any purchase) for Beautifully Illustrated Book "Authentic Colonial Reproductions"

BIGGS
105 East Grace St., Richmond, Va.
221 Peabody St.
Atlanta, Ga.
311 W. Charles St.
Baltimore, Md.
1220 Connecticut Ave.
Washington, D. C.

YAMANAKA
680 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK

HERE'S EVERYBODY'S GIFT
Order HI-JACS Now!
Gift Boxed—Postpaid in U. S. A.
Maiden, man or matron—they'll all love HI-JACS for Christmas! These "Coaster Sensations" are Terri-Knit Lastex in any shape glass. Guaranteed washable. Give HI-JACS—everybody wants them. Order now from these eight styles:

1. REGULARS—Solid color, blue, red, yellow, aqua, black, brown, green, white. Set of 6, 50c.
2. MONOGRAMS—3 letters on show. Stormy color with white initials in red, black, green, blue; black initials on beige, aqua, yellow, white. When ordered with extra print initials. Set of 8, 75c.
3. ENGAGE—White with red, green, yellow, aqua, brown, green. Set of 6, 50c.
4. VIBRANT—Red, white, and blue HI-JACS. Set of 6, 85c.
5. STARS—Patriotic emblem in combinations of red, black, yellow, and blue. Set of 4, 25c.
6. EAGLES—Combinations of red, black, and blue. Set of 4, 50c.
7. NUMERALS—I to 8 inclusive. White numbers on red, black, and yellow. Set of 8, 85c.
8. BANDS—Any color with any, scarlet, yellow, blue. Set of 6, 35c.

New England Tea Table—An exquisite piece in solid mahogany, with raised and inlaid, to serve many purposes. Ht. 25 ½", L. 24 by 26 ½", closed. (Without inlay, 92.50)

When it's Christmas day in the morning by all means have a star-studded candle-holder through which evergreens are entwined. With it no other table decorations are necessary. The stars are of hand-wrought brass, the rest of green wire, 8½", postpaid. From Hagerstrom Metalcraft Studio, 1243 Chicago Avenue, Evanston, Ill.

"Dear Santa Claus: What to give Mrs. Jones that she didn't get last year? It's a cinch she didn't get this salad set of Lucite with handles wound in natural reed, because it's new this season. Smart, and oh, so inexpensive! The 8½" set, $1; the 10" size, $1.50. Postpaid. Malcolm's House & Garden Store, 524 N. Charles St., Baltimore.

Takings pills for what ails you? Our prescription is that you keep your supply in this sterling silver doctor's bag. It's as cute and clever as can be. You may have "Doctor Vitamin", or your initials engraved free; or both sides plain. 1¾" x 1½", Price of $6 includes 10% Federal tax. Prepaid. Black, Starr & Gorham, 494 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

THE PERFECT GIFT
for friends, the family, children and business associates. A 60 lb. basket of delicious, tree-ripened, natural color oranges, grapefruit and tangerines from our own grove. Mixed or all one variety, beautifully packed, Christmas trimmings.

Price $3.50
Delivered east of the Mississippi River and bordering states.

H. R. P. MILLER & SON, Eustis, Florida

Five years guaranteed express service
SANTA CLAUS is coming to town! In the bottom of the pack on his back there is a Swiss music box that plays a Christmas tune. For a children's Christmas party, place Santa on a table, fill his bag with souvenirs—they'll love it. Dressed in brilliant red; 17" high. $7.50 express collect. Scully & Scully, Inc., 506 Park Avenue, New York, New York.

CHINESE Chippendale mahogany hanging bookshelf with a feeling of fragile grace, but sturdy for all that. It is 18½" wide; 23½" high overall; 6" deep. $11.50. The same design with a mirror back is $16. The prices are express collect and do not include the articles shown on shelves. From Madolin Maplesden, 825 Lexington Avenue, New York.

FAUNS in ivory pottery with wreaths of tiny blue forget-me-nots around their necks, gazes pensively at the flower arrangement in the pottery bowl. The bowl may be used alone, of course, but we think the group as a whole is irresistible. Pin-type flower holder included. All for $4.75. Pottery Mfr's. Exhibits, Inc., 315 Sun Bldg., Binghamton, N.Y.

REFLECTED in a crystal-trimmed mirror tray, two crystal perfume bottles with tall graceful stoppers, and a powder jar. An impressive Christmas gift that makes but little impression on the purse, as the whole set is only 83.50, express collect. Tray is 20" x 8½"; bottles are 6½" high; jar is 4". Reit's Glassware, 613 Lexington Ave., N.Y.C.

The finest workmanship has been put into these two solid mahogany tables. The simplicity of line makes either piece a welcome addition in any home.

COFFEE TABLE $27.50
24"D 36½"H 17½"H EXPRESS COLLECT

MISS SAYLOR'S UNUSUAL CANDY

EXOTIC little candy gems made of real cream and pure coffee. Smooth, small and hard, with the genuine flavor and refreshing lift of a cup of morning coffee. Perfect for quick pick-up. Smokers love 'em. Send to the boys at camp. Delightfully original gift.

1½ oz. tin 50c • 1 lb. tin $1
Send Miss Saylor's to everyone on your Christmas list.

Entenmann Ave. • MISS SAYLOR'S CHOCOLATES, INC. • Alameda, Calif.
Busily it travels about with bedroom breakfasts, tiffin, tea, cocktails, after-dinner coffee, and, when rest it must, lo and behold, the shelves fold upright and you have a tip-top table. Christmas gift from New England!

American Federal Period... Warm rich mahogany. Brass band. Handsomely constructed. 36" high... Shelves 12" x 16". Shipped prepaid in U. S.

FURNITURE COMPANY - Dept. 12-34
America’s Finest Furniture Store. 81 Arlington St., Boston, Mass.

IT'S THE DUCK BOTTLE OPENER

The gift that's completely different—sporting touch for the bar or tray. With green head and natural bill, $4.00. Christmas cards that are different.

Parcel post not included

Robert Keith
THIRTEENTH & BALTIMORE, KANSAS CITY, MO.

FROM OREGON MOUNTAIN MEADOWS come these tempting PRESERVES

From high meadows and valleys of the lofty Cascade Mountains come luscious sun-ripened fruits and berries for Jane Amherst's preserves. Carefully prepared in the old fashioned way, these delicious preserves retain the full fruity flavor and woody aroma found only in real homemade preserves.

MT. HOOD GIFT BOX pictured above, contains dozen 5" sq. jars (2 each Wild Huckleberry, Blackberry, Strawberry, Nectarine, Wild Oregon Grape, Vine Maple Honey) packed in real mountain moss, fragrant pine needles and tiny cones. Express prepaid in Continental U. S.

OREGON MOUNTAIN GIFT BOX contains six 5" sq. jars (1 each Wild Huckleberry, Wild Blackberry, Strawberry, Peach and Almond, Green grape, Wild Plum) nestling in pine needles and tiny cones. Prepaid in continental U. S.

We will express gifts direct for you to any destination in U. S. A.

JANE AMHERST
1103 N. E. 47th AVE., PORTLAND, OREGON

"HEIGH-BO" for Sunday Suppers

... and for other meals, too. Make a note of this for Christmas... a 10 piece sparkling crystal salad set! Bowl, large plate for soups, wheats, cake or canapes, and 8 individual plates. With beautiful fruit decoration.

10 piece set $2.95 express collect

Write for Christmas Gift Catalog

The WALDRONS
Rockefeller Center New York City

"On the Promenade"
Destined to be a sportsman's pride, glasses decorated with hand-painted enamel birds. Pick his favorite from the four Upland Game Series or the thirteen Duck and Goose Series in lovely natural colors that will not chip. Highball, cocktail, or old fashioned, $1.50 each, plus postage. Lyvett, Inc., 317 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Maryland.

When it's time to begin mailing Christmas packages you'll be glad you ordered a supply of personal shipping tags and labels. In white, blue, green or red. Name and address any color. Labels: $1.50 for 100, $2.50 for 200. Tags: $1.50 for 50, $2.50 for 100. Order early from The Farragut Press, Box 2, Dept. 112, East Hartford, Connecticut.

We enthusiastically submit these suggestions in brass and copper for Christmas giving. The brass candlesticks are 10" high, $6; Russian copper jug, 9" high, is $6.50. The "Manhattan" doorknocker (copied from one found in Washington Square in old Manhattan) is 7" long, 6" wide. $3. Express collect. B. Palechuck, 37 Allen St., New York City.

Dogwood blossoms, hand-wrought in sterling silver, come from North Carolina, make as dainty an ensemble as you are apt to see. The bracelet is a simple band, the earrings consist of a single flower. The set is $8. Separately, the bracelet is $5; earrings, $4, plus 10% federal tax; prepaid. From Pembroke House, 138 W. 17th St., N.Y.C.

FOR GAME ROOMS

Table, 5 ft. — $17.50
Chair — 7.50
Cupboard — 24.50

Smoking Stands
Carved Fluted Mahogany or Pickled Oak and Pigskin, with cigarette lighter, $24.00; without lighter, $22.00. Express Collect.

Schrafft's
For Every Occasion

GOLD CHEST, $1.50 lb.
1, 2, 3 and 5 pounds

TROPICAL DRI-ART

for
Fall Decorating

Tropical seed pods, leaves and other plants from Florida dried in a manner to insure permanency and durability. The warm tropical sun has imparted a richness to the natural brown and yellow hues making an excellent medium for originality in arrangements for the table, in the home or for decorative display. Colorful packages, in two sizes, small size $3 - large size $5. (plus 25¢ for packing and mailing.) Two or more arrangements can be made from the contents of each box.

TROPICAL DRI-ART

342 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

NEW! You'll Want This—Hand tailored suede sport jacket—casual, comfortable, rugged and masculine. Designed for either skirts or slacks. Red, green, $27.95; tan or brown . . . May also be had for men. Mail orders promptly filled. Specify size, color.

RENA ROSENTHAL INC.
485 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK, N.Y.

For GAME ROOMS
You will love these handsome, durable pieces for game rooms, sun rooms, camp, porch or garden. Of finest, durable New England Pine with sturdy oak frames. Chair seats and backs of hand-woven reed. All joints both pinned and water-proof sealed. Mellow light-brown finish. Not rough edges. Completely built in our shop with all the rugged information of good old-fashioned New England, hand-made furniture. Express collect.

WALPOLE WOODWORKERS
WALPOLE, MASS.

Table, 5 ft. — $17.50
Chair — 7.50
Cupboard — 24.50

Write for our New Gift Book

556 Fifth Avenue
New York City
Ring in the New! Give HOLDAFONE

For more phone convenience, choose HOLDAFONE—a grand gift for "those who have everything." Here is a practical "gadget" that is a handsome piece of furniture as well. Holdafone is a telephone stand made to clamp your phone securely, transforming phone and stand into one complete unit. It takes up no room—is light enough for a child to carry. With a Holdafone your telephone is out of the way yet ever present! Convenient for any home . . . any office . . . right height for bedside or chairside. Because of its portability, the Holdafone is ideal for the long cord or plug-in phone!

Walnut finish stand for square or round base phone—$5.00 postpaid. Solid walnut stand for round base phone only—$8.95 postpaid. Please specify square or round base phone when ordering!

Ask for our illustrated folder. Yes, we'll gladly send Holdafone on approval. Just write

THE HOLDAFONE CO.
2245 Court
Memphis, Tenn.

- HAT and MUFF SET -
Made of soft warm fur-like material. It will delight her highness, the queen of the nursery. The hat has adjustable elastic in back. Recommended for sizes 1, 2 & 3. The muff has a white silk cord and a lamb's head on top to intrigue any child.

PINK-WHITE-BLUE
THE SET $2.75 POSTAGE INCLUDED
Write for gift catalog

CHILDREN'S SHOP
WEST HARTFORD CONNECTICUT

English Holly
FROM BROWNEiL OF OREGON

True English Holly . . . the gem of holiday evergreens is grown by Brownell of Oregon. Perfectly packaged for the Christmas season . . . to decorate your home . . . as gifts for your friends. Through your florist or write direct to Ambrose Brownell, Box 73-A, Milwaukee, Oregon. Send for:

$1.50 Sprays. $1.00 Wreath. C-Ober Folder.

French Dressing
Bottle of

Hawkes Crystal
Note its graceful shape and beautiful floral cutting. Use it for oil and vinegar dressing $3.95
Postage Extra Outside of New England

HALF GALLERIES
ALBERT STIEGER & COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

Sterling Napkin Rings
Hand made with initialsraised on high. A gift for every member of the family. They are 2 1/2 wide, 2 1/2" across the oval. The block monogram is raised in relief. $2.95 each or $5.00 a pair with 3 letter monogram, additional letters 50c each plus 15c for postage. (Underline initial of last name—enclose check or money order.) Add 10% Federal tax.

EUNICE NOVELTIES
Dept. HL, Box 41, Forest Hills, New York
For a quick nip at a football game, or for purely medicinal purposes, this ingenious little case is just the thing. It holds two 4-oz. flasks, with screw tops to prevent spilling, and 6 snuggle cups of copper. The case itself is 5" high, of genuine Sequoia leather, red lining. $8.95 each; plus postage. The Bar Mart, 56 West 45 St., N. Y. C.

Any garden spot can be made more beautiful with a fountain figure as its focal point. This has the appearance of white marble, but is of weatherproof cast stone. Suitable for fountain, bird bath, pool, or rock garden. Lead pipe for water connection. 20" high, 9" diameter of base. $10 express collect. Arcteroic Products Co., Upper Darby, Pa.


What little girl wouldn't love a place-mat with her own name and a luscious pink and white poodle on it? Other animals will appeal to boys: horse, elephant, giraffe, or duck. Spots wipe off with damp cloth, as mats are of linamarisht. State color, name, animal preferred. $2.75, prepaid. Childhood, Inc., 704 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.

Because...

the Liberty Music Shops bring to the making of phonograph-radios not only the fine craftsmanship for which they are famous, but also boldness and originality of thinking, they have created an instrument without precedent—The "Oval-Chair-Side."

Equipped with a custom-built all-wave radio with FM—the latest of record-changing mechanisms, which plays records automatically...and other unusual features...this instrument is truly unique.

Catalogue of other models on request.

LIBERTY MUSIC SHOPS
450 Madison Avenue at 50th Street • 775-5 Fifth Avenue
[Savoy-Plaza] • 795 Madison Avenue at 67th Street

SOLVE YOUR GIFT PROBLEM

... with these unusual and beautiful hand-formed figures of solid sparkling crystal... perfect decorative accessories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duck</td>
<td>$3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swan</td>
<td>$4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Price for Christmas Gift Catalog

SWEDEN HOUSE
INCORPORATED
636 Fifth Avenue New York, N. Y.

MATCH BOOK ALBUMS
FOR CHRISTMAS

Give a Master Matchless Album for Christmas, and you'll be sure of a gift that's unusual and won't be duplicated! A gay colored big book, cleverly designed to mount Match Books without paste or fuss, and display them to advantage. Furnished for the 6 "mixed" sizes or for "standards only", at your option. Just tell us which, and enclose only $2 for postpaid shipment.

MATCHLESS ALBUM CO., Dept. G, Long Branch, N. J.

PIXIE ORIGinaLS
by Milleson Drews


$4.00 in gift box postpaid

PIXIE POTTERS

RIGHT UP-TO-THE-MINUTE

Smart, up-to-date and decidedly unusual as a gift is this new type of electric clock. Exquisitely hand carved in China of genuine teak-wood, the frame has that warmth of tone that makes it ideal for mantel, desk or boudoir. 71/4" high. $6.95

ERIC A. PETERSON
Worcester Box 726 Mass.
SAUCE FOR THE GOOSE

OVEN PROOF LILY CUPS AND PADS

For fruits, salads, desserts, as well as hot dishes. Green pads with cups in eight different colors. Set of 8 cups and pads, $12.

WIGGINS Country Store Candies

Cinnamon and Jackson Bulls, Olta Foot, Molasses Ornament Stripes, Jan Brecken, Sugar Flag Root, Spice Gum, Mastic Candy—6 Flavors, Maple Sugar Lollipops, Heartbowl, Chocolate Drops, Lippery Elm Bark, rock candy, etc. A complete assortment of about 2 pounds comes in a wooden box for 45c.

Hotel Northampton

"An Inn of Colonial Charm"
Northampton, Mass.

WIGGINS Old Tavern

and
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Sundonnet bowl of crystal filled with a mixed bouquet of flowers, arranged with just the right degree of studied carelessness... even a novice will get compliments on her center­piece! Where the bowl is bent together stick flowers through the “beading”. 13” x 5¾” x 5” high. $2.50. Prepaid. Robert W. Kellogg, Springfield, Mass.

Colonial tiered table of solid mahogany, a graceful, useful table to own. For plants or knickknacks between windows or beside your favorite chair. Unlike most, the lower tier on this revolves. It is simple yet perfectly made, 30” high; 25” diameter. $45 F.O.B. Biggs Antique Company, 105 East Grace Street, Richmond, Virginia.

Christmas dinner just wouldn’t be Christmas dinner without plum pudding and hard sauce to top it off. Made by an old favorite recipe, the mouth-watering plum pudding (14 oz.) comes in an oven-proof casserole. With it is a 5 oz. jar of Brambly Hard Sauce. Both for $2. No C.O.D.’s. Wm. Langbein & Sons, 119 State Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Picture plumes of china, their edges curled under realistically, on a low coffee table. The large plume should have several gardenias floating in it; the small ones serve as ashrays. In rose, pink, blue, green, yellow or ivory. The plume bowl is $3.50. Ashtrays, 75¢ each. Plus postage. From the Blue Boy Shop, 119 State St., Albany, New York.

Unusual Opportunity
To fill in your notice, legitimate and obscene patterns of the silver. We have accumulated more than four hundred of these patterns, such as:

BRIDAL ROSE
Lea Cling Flowers
Plum Blossom
Colonial
Napoleonic
Ornate
English

This silver has been used and is offered in first-class condition and materials under the price of new silver.

Unusual Silver
We have one of the largest stocks of unusual silver in the country, now being used for wedding gifts, tea sets, and home fashions. Turn Berries, Compton, Pitkin, etc., by American Silversmiths, also foreign makers.

Correspondence Solicited
Silver Sent On Approval

JULIUS GOODMAN & SON
77 Madison Ave., Dept. L
Memphis, Tennessee

FRAMES FOR PRETTY FACES

STANDING MIRROR IN LUCITE FRAME
9½” x 11½”. As attractive as the charming lady who will look in it. $3.25. Postpaid.

PICTURE FRAME OF LUCITE
Picture space 3½” x 4½”. $3.25 Postpaid.

MADOLIN MAPELSDEN
825 Lexington Avenue
New York

WHEN YOU CAN’T DECIDE—HERE’S THE ANSWER
A BOOK MARK & PAPER CUTTER or a MONEY CLIP both of Sterling Silver, each featuring his or her OWN INITIALS, hand made of solid silver. Of practical value and daily use, the character and smartness of these personal accessories make them sure-fire hits with the one you wish to please. VOGUE says, “They please man and woman alike.” Ribbin for Book Mark is georgian silk and you have a choice of colors: black, red, blue, or green.

BOOK MARK & PAPER CUTTER
$3.25 Postpaid.

MONEY CLIP
$4.50 Postpaid.

CHRISTINE CHADWICK
House & Garden Shop
122 Millington Rd. Schenectady, N.Y.

GIFT PENCILS
With Name in Gold
Present last of pens by getting an Abbott Personal Pencil Set—pencils with your name in gold, black ink for names, $1.25. $2.50 for initials, all one name, 50c per additional.

Household Set
12 pencils—6 each marked Desk, Table, Phone, Business and Kitchen—the most used.

Bridge Set
Best for bridge players. Pencils shaded. Name in gold—6 for $1.

All are Dixon soft pencils in tube­gible box. Order for all on your gift list. 24-hour shipment. Money-back guarantee.

ABBOTT PENCIL CO.
244-C Hilburne Court Peoria, Ill.

For Baby’s Bath $1
Two-thermometers-in-One—tells outside temperature hanging on wall and bathing temperature instantly when inserted. Pink for girls—blue for boys. Gift boxed, $1 each.

INDOOR Model $1
Colorful Easy-to-See Thermometers for in­doors. Hang one in every room. Place in red, blue, green, or transparent. So new, for girls—for yourself. Attractively-labeled $1.

FOR TABLE or DESK $1.50
One tells room temperature hanging on wall and bathroom temperature instantly when inserted. Pink for girls—blue for boys. Gift boxed, $1.50.

PRECISION PRODUCTS CO., 20 Bedford St., New York, N.Y.

For all Occasions
Our free catalog shows over 200 de­signs, styles and sizes in dinner, decorative and party candles to help you plan table and room decorations for your fall and winter entertaining. Special designs for Christmas and New Year parties and all other occasions.

Send for your free catalog today.

EMKAY CANDLES
Dept. G
Springfield, N.Y.
MUSICAL ANGELS

PLACE ON EARTH—heavenly angels who bring you Christmas cheer. Have real feathers, wings and faces of fine 22K gold leaf with emblazoned features. Gift boxed clad in pink taffeta robe with white organza tulle. Boy angel, in blue taffeta with white organza tulle, is the music box which plays a Christmas tune, 12" high.

$6.50 Each

SCULLY & SCULLY, Inc.

"This Christmas Gift Idea is a Real Winner"

514 PARK AVENUE. NEW YORK

"The Smart Gift Shop of New York"

To Serve Your Baked Dishes

For the correct service of baked dishes at the table, we present this fine footed dish, in silverware, with gadroon border, heavily plated on copper. It can be used as an open vegetable dish or to hold the covered pyrex casserole that accompanies it.

In pint size $8.95
In quart size $8.95
*Plus 10% Federal Tax

Shipping charge pre-paid in adjoining states,ataract collection.

LYCETT, Inc.

317 North Charles Street, Baltimore, Md.

NEW QUART-FIGURED SPICE SET AND RACK

SHARP KNIVES

makes carving a PLEASURE!

"MAKES A PERFECT GIFT TOO"

HONED to a KEEN.

RAZOR-SHARP EDGE

just a twist of the wrist and your favorite knife is safely

SHARPENER

for expert results!

RASPBERRY Fine Washable Place Mats

"Violet"

A Beautiful STERLING SERVICE

Tray 20" x 131/2" (exclusive of handles) $75.00
5-piece Service as shown $250.00
Coffee Pot 10" Tea Pot 61/2"
Hot Water Bottle (not illustrated) $175.00

WULFF MFG. CO. 4838 Humboldt St., Chicago

"Plus 10% Federal Tax. Christine Chadwick, Kimball Bldg., Oshkosh, Wis.

May or December, he’ll always remember that you were the thoughtful one who sent this gift. It’s an ice-pick and bottle opener with a sterling silver handle and raised engraved cap on the chain fits over pick when not in use. $7, plus 10% Federal Tax. Christine Chadwick’s House & Garden Shop, 122 Willington Rd., Schenectady, N. Y.

WHY not have a tiny condiment set for each of your guests? In this way cater to the likes and dislikes by putting the favorite salad dressing of each in the cruets. The set is of milk glass, has salt, pepper, and cream on a tray that is 4" x 3". The cruet is 31/4" high but holds enough for one generous serving. $1. Saks-Fifth Ave., 611-5th Ave., New York City

Mothers! Here's how to get children to eat their meals!

FINE WASHABLE PLACE MATS

With His or Her Name

Use these attractive place mats on the table to make the food look as appealing, help stimulate appetitive appetite. Hand-painted designs for boys and girls. Colors made to match kitchen colors. $1.25 each. 12-11 cent. $13.50 per dozen.

Guelra Reed

524 Madison Ave., New York City
DECEMBER, 1941

AROUND

STOCKING present for Santa Claus—the very handiest bill clip we've run across in some time. Of sterling silver, it is tubular in shape. Bills slip in easily and stay flat with no tell-tale bulges. Price of $3.20 includes 10% Federal Tax. For a very fastidious Santa it comes in solid gold for $20. From Cartier, Inc., 653 Fifth Avenue, New York

No household on record ever had a full quota of ashtrays or cigarette boxes. Few have had ones as smart as this monogrammed set. The box is especially interesting because of its hinged top. Trays, 2¼" x 4", $1.65; the 3½" x 5½" size, $2.20. Box, $4.95. Miter-cut monograms included. Candle Luxe Shop, 542 Madison Ave., New York

STERRETT AVOCADO RANCH • VISTA • CALIF.

Order direct to grower today.

Old Fashioned Fruit Cake

Flavorful Flattery for Your Gift List!

- Made from a real old-time recipe, containing over 60% fruits and nuts, this generous cake has a rich, spicy, wine-accented flavor. It's a gift in perfect taste and a superb climax to a holiday feast. Each cake tastefully decorated, wrapped in "Christmas" cellophane.

Two-pound cake, 7" in diameter, $2.00 including postage. Include gift card with order, and cake will be shipped directly to the address you designate. For Christmas delivery order before December 10. Send check or money-order to Mary Baker, 1912 Harvey Street, Omaha, Neb.

FOR CHRISTMAS

A FINE OLD KENTUCKY HAM

EXPERTLY BAKED READY TO EAT

Gift packed in wicker basket with 2 dozen famous Kentucky Baked Biscuits. Average weight 8 to 10 lbs. Shipped postpaid on your order anywhere in the U. S. - $1.15 per lb.

Turkey Hash in Glass; 2 lbs. ... $3.00
Bourbon Pecan Cake; 3 lbs. ... $3.00

MARGARET MAYES
ST. MATTHEWS, KENTUCKY

OYSTERS From Sea to You!

Yes, real, tangy vitamin-filled Gardiner's Island Salt Oysters shipped to you right from cool clear ocean water at Long Island's tip. So flavorful you can eat them "au naturel." So inexpensive you wonder why you ever thought fine oysters a luxury. We will send you aniced home tub of Gardiner's Island Salts containing 4 dozen halff-shelled oysters (unopened) plus 1 quart of shucked oysters, with recipe book showing easy method of opening oysters. Shipment arrives ice-packed, usable any time within a week.


FOR GLORY, FOR GIFTS FOR FESTIVE HOLIDAYS

Serve thin slices of mouth-melting CATSKILL MOUNTAIN SMOKED TURKEY hot or cold for dinner; pass around diced delicacies as canapés; use the whole piquant bird as a centerpiece for hors d'oeuvres; stage an ice-box raid for buffet suppers. These premium birds are cured in imported spices; smoked over fragrant applewood embers by the Forst family who have prepared and smoked quality meats for nearly eighty years.

A Delicious and Different Gift

Send us the names of your friends. The turkeys will be delivered on time. An interesting and informative recipe booklet sent along with each smoked turkey. Smoked turkeys weigh 8 to 18 lbs.; cost $1.25 per lb. express prepaid. Your money refunded if you are not pleased. Write or wire collect to The FORSTS, Rondout Station J. Kingston, N. Y.
A GEM OF A STAMP BOX
A SMALL STAMP BOX for your desk
—for your pocket or pocketbook.
Complete with stamps and refillable
—suitable for young and old—hand-
made of sterling silver—with your
own initials applied in sterling silver.
It holds 50 stamps—one's, two's or
three's.
Price $6.00 with 50 one cent stamps
$6.50 with 50 two cent stamps
$7.00 with 50 three cent stamps
Postage Prepaid
Ten Included
MADELEINE K. HILLMAN
2007 Boardwalk Atlantic City, N. J.

ON GUARD
^selectcl OREGON
— for your pocket or pocketbook.
A SMALL STAMP BOX for your desk
A GEM OF A STAMP BOX
— useful for young and old—hand-
made of sterling silver—with your
own Initials applied in sterling silver.
Made of sterling silver—with your
Complete with stamps and refillable
2007 Boardwalk Atlantic City, N. J.
MADELEINE K. HILLMAN
2007 Boardwalk Atlantic City, N. J.

GOOD THINGS COME in pairs more often than not—but seldom have we seen the likes of this pair of Federal convex mirrors. They're not so very big (13" overall), but are completely charming. Finished in a dull gold. You'll agree they're a find at $9.75 a pair! Prepaid. The Colony Shop, 119 West Washington Street, Fort Wayne, Indiana

A Cedar basket chock-full of preserves comes from the Oregon mountain meadows. Nestled in pine needles, cones, and moss-covered twigs are two 1/2 oz. jars each of wild blackberry, mountain huckleberry, strawberry, netarine, wild plum and wild Oregon grape preserves. $4.35. Prepaid. Jane Ambre, 1117 N. E. 47th Ave., Portland, Oregon

Gin hounds will be the first to pounce on this gin rummy set. There's a set of rules, a score pad, rack for discarded cards, deck of cards with "Gin" printed on the backs. With a cat-alin rack in cherry red or onyx green with matching cards it is priced at $3. With a wooden rack, $2. Nessu Gaulois, 721 Lincoln Rd., Miami Beach, Fla.

NEW! 
HOUSEHOLD 
PENCIL SET

You won't have to look hard from you want a pencil. This pencil has 13 pieces, each made of sterling silver. The outer case is silver. Each case-
piece, medium soft, marked in gold, as illustrated—each for Deck, Telephone, Bridge and Kitchen. Makes it easy to keep pencils in their proper place. In tube-style box—the postpaid.

Personal Pencil Set
Pencils with your own name on gold, in tube-style box. Medium, soft lead. Set of 12, all one name. Tie-60, all one name, 60c postpaid.

Order today for all on your gift list. Melt-permission.
ABEOTT PENCIL CO.
342-C Hilcrest Grove Park, Mich.

TOOT and Jerry, egg-nog, or punch served from a beautiful pear-shaped bowl add cheer to Christmas or New Year's Day parties. As there's no season on punch, you'll use it the year round. We think the set; bowl, ladle, and 12 punch cups to be a rare buy at $12.55. Exp. collect, Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 East 57 Street, New York.

A GIANT holly box contains 3 pounds of my selected sprays of full-berried, glossy-green English Holly. Makes a delightful Christmas gift. I will mail it direct if you wish.

VIRGINIA PETERS STUDIOS
8217 Beyard Street, Phila., Pa.

SAY it with flowers and with a smile too! This good-natured little fellow is made of glazed pottery—with a crystal ball supported by "Teddy's" feet.
It will fit in perfectly with any scheme of decoration.
9" high. Colors—Blue or Yellow.
Post Paid anywhere in the U.S.A.

TEDDY HILLMAN
545 West Ave. Rochester, N. Y.

STRAIN your eyes for a rare buy at $12.95.
A CEDAR basket chock-full of preserves comes from the Oregon mountain meadows. Nestled in pine needles, cones, and moss-covered twigs are two 1/2 oz. jars each of wild blackberry, mountain huckleberry, strawberry, netarine, wild plum and wild Oregon grape preserves. $4.35. Prepaid. Jane Ambre, 1117 N. E. 47th Ave., Portland, Oregon

GOOD things come in pairs more often than not—but seldom have we seen the likes of this pair of Federal convex mirrors. They're not so very big (13" overall), but are completely charming. Finished in a dull gold. You'll agree they're a find at $9.75 a pair! Prepaid. The Colony Shop, 119 West Washington Street, Fort Wayne, Indiana

GIN hounds will be the first to pounce on this gin rummy set. There's a set of rules, a score pad, rack for discarded cards, deck of cards with "Gin" printed on the backs. With a cat-alin rack in cherry red or onyx green with matching cards it is priced at $3. With a wooden rack, $2. Nessu Gaulois, 721 Lincoln Rd., Miami Beach, Fla.

Classic Beauty In
STERLING SILVER URNS
As cigarette containers these shining silver urns and charm to your dinner table; with small bouquets they bring a fragrant touch to the boudoir. The fine lines are beautiful and a graceful bor-
den design encircles the rims. Order now for Christmas delivery.
$2.50 Each: $5 a Pair, Prepaid
Mail U. S. Tax at 50c
Send for Pattern Lists.

RENEZVOUS GIFT SHOP
Ashbury Park, N. J.
Gift Connectors
DECEMBER, 1941

The design «t;i>s in this lovcly gift or weekend present—personal and monogram in any desired color. Smartly boxed, it makes an ideal Christmas gift or giving—the unusual, order this Garman Harmony House. 2227 St. Paul Street, Boston, Mass.

Irish eyes are smiling on this pair of dolls straight from the "Emerald Isle". The boy has a knapsack over his shoulder; the girl carries a doll. Dressed in homespun and knitted clothes. Made and autographed by Violet M. Powell of Dublin. 8". Each, $1.50 postpaid. Krug International Doll House, 2227 St. Paul St., Baltimore, Md.

The circus is coming to town! Posies-pennies cavort gaily around a stern ringmaster to make an amusing hunt breakfast table décor. Or, try them on a coffee table or mantel-piece and see how your guests exclaim over them. In pottery: horses white with red trim, $2.50 each; master, $8. Bergdorf Goodman, 754 5th Ave., New York City.

Personalized Soap
If you want a reputation for having—or giving—the unusual, order this Gardenia-scented soap, with your name or monogram in any desired color. Smartly boxed, it makes an ideal Christmas gift or weekend present—personal and distinctive.

Gift catalog of our own Specialties on request.

NUTCRACKER sweet! A pardoning pun and gross understatement when it’s considered how much this little squirrel will add to the charm of a bird bath, rock garden, or terrace railing. 8" high, of Pompician stone, antiqued, weatherproofed to stay outside all year. $15.00 (prepaid east of Miss.). Erkins Studios, Inc., 6 E. 39th St., N.Y. C.

SUNDAY night suppers, cocktail parties, luncheons are but a few of the times this set will serve you well. Designed for cottage cheese or relishes, but there’s no end to its uses. Bowl in green pottery is finished with an antiqued glaze; tray and spreader are hand-rubbed maple. $4, postpaid. The Joselyn, 174 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass.

NAME PLEASE!
Beautifully hand made Sterling silver Name Ring and Bracelet
Adjustable to fit any size (specify small, medium, or large).
Send for a copy of Ovington’s Gift Book.

W H E T H E R you seek one or a score of Christmas gifts, Ovington’s is the place to find them. Send for a copy of Ovington’s Gift Book.

THE PAGODA
Wallpaper and Matching Chintz
This decorative design, created in 1832 by a French artist inspired by an 18th Century Chinese lacquered screen, is now available in wallpaper and chintz for an exciting, harmonious decor. Green on green, brown on pink, red on tan, blue on white, wine on tan. Ask for illustrated folder R-12.

THEIR SMARTNESS WILL PLEASE HIM for LIFE
Use his own monogram in hand cut block lettering to make an exclusively-his set of Cuff Links and The Clip of solid silver. The "5th Avenue" touch these custom-made wholly Sterling Silver accessories lend to dress, will give a "lift" to his spirt every day for his lifetime. TOWN & COUNTRY says, "everything to recommend them." House & Garden says, "they flatter the vanity, appeal to common sense."

CHRISTINE CHADWICK
House & Garden Shop
122 Millington Rd. Schenectady, N.Y.

A MAP OF
NURSERY Rhymes
"LAND OF MAKE BELIEVE"
In striking colors this map of fairyland pictures sugar hills, gingerbread houses, chintz-laden candies, Peter Pan, Mother Goose, and scenes of other nursery characters and scenery to delight children everywhere. A perfect decoration for nursery or play room. 28 x 37 1/2". In colorful gift tube.

Send $10 for catalog of picture map. Catalog Free with order.

FREE shipping wide variety of gifts sent on request.

L E B A R O N - B O N N E Y
Dept. 013
Bradford, Mass.
Order Early for Christmas!

Gift Problems Solved!

Give Smart Heavy Sham Bottom MONOGRAMMED GLASSES

Smart, lipped sham bottom glasses now available in popular shapes, emblazoned with your hero's insignia. Artistically monogrammed on guaranteed dishwasher-safe monogram plate. A unique, different gift for weddings, birthdays, showers, Christmas —grant for important use. Thousands of satisfied customers.

4 oz. for fruit juice; cocktails $2.00 for 6 oz.; $1.00 for 8 oz.; $1.10 for 10 oz.; $1.30 for 12 oz.; $1.50 for 14 oz.; $1.75 for 16 oz.; $2.00 for 20 oz.; $2.30 for 30 oz.

Send all orders to: MONOGRAM GLASS CO., Inc. 935A Merchandise Mart Chicago

SLEEPY-HEAD doll for a sleepy-time girl, big or little. She's of plush, and no matter how you drop her, she falls into the most completely relaxed position you ever saw. In white, pink or blue plush. The 15½" size is $2.50. The 21½" size, $3.50. Plus postage. Order from The Children's Shop, 986 Farmington Ave., West Hartford, Connecticut.

An angel white as snow and so demure she looks as though butter wouldn't melt in her mouth. She's hand-painted with golden wings and halo and stands on a bright red base between two candles. For $1.25 you'll get the figure and six red candles. It's a good idea to get a pair. Antonio Ajjelo, 357 East 124th Street, New York.

Has the army, navy, air or marine corps claimed your hero for a while? Send him a box of cigarettes with the insignia of his branch of service...he'll think of you every time he smokes one. A box of 200 cigarettes with army, navy, air or marine corps insignia is $19.50; plus 10¢ postage. Autograph Cigarettes, 452 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

For that little boy who has his head in the clouds, dreaming of being an aviator when he grows up, get this "Toy Craft" airport of plane, hangar, and terminal. Sturdily built to withstand boisterous play, he'll get lots of pleasure from it. Plane is 10½" long; terminal, 10½" high; hangar is 9½" high by 14½". $5.50. Bleazhy's, 31 East Adams, Detroit.

Another

PERFECT GIFT

A pair of hand-colored, original Curtis flower prints dated from 1794, French-paper matted to blend with the exquisite coloring of the flowers, in a custom-built frame. 11¾" x 10¼" overall —$5.50 for the pair—express collect.

CENTURY BOOK EXCHANGE

Box 613 Grand Central Annex

New York, New York
Boys and girls together will love getting a pin pierced with their name or initials. The pins are very cunning either marked as shown or plain. Names must not be over 5 letters. Handmade of sterling silver by Leonore Doskow. Each pin has a safety clasp, $2 each, prepaid. Hazel Babcock, 71 Middle Neck Road, Great Neck, Long Island, N.Y.

Twinkle, twinkle little stars on a silver Christmas tree. A sparkling idea for holiday decorations to add cheer for the Yuletide. The tree (designed by Savage) has an electric light in a red base which outlines its silhouette, $2, prepaid. (Add 25c if west of the Mississippi.) From Colgate Craft, 2499 Second Avenue, New York, New York.

Hot spots can be very damaging to your table. We recommend that you get a set of these gay tiles to use under a teapot or warm dishes. Good, too, to put under potted plants, or they'll hold their own as purely decorative pieces. Ceramic tiles designed by well-known artists. Set of 3, $3. Postage extra. Agnestrong, Ltd., 128 W. 57th St., N.Y. C.

STOWAWAYS . . . two footstools with hinged cushioned tops that make perfect hiding places for odds and ends. The large stool (15" x 20") upholstered in "Hickory Leaf" design in blue and rose, $11.50. Small stool (9" x 12"), in "Morning Star" design in old indigo blue, $7.75. Exp. collect. Laura H. Copenhagen, Marion, Va.

ACCENT on ELEGANCE for MILADY'S DRESSING TABLE

Here are two exquisitely styled Sterling Silver Miniatures of great practical value and lifelong beauty. They will attest that elegance a sensitive woman achieves for her dressing table. They are custom-made POWDER SCOOP and PERFUME FUNNEL of solid silver, hallmarked Sterling, featuring her own monogram on the handle in hand-cut black letters. Her eyes will light with pleasure when she sees them. Made exclusively for you. "To us they represent elegance at low cost." Packaged singly or sets in sea gull grey presentation box.

CHRISTINE CHADWICK

POWDER SCOOP . $3.50 PERFUME FUNNEL $2.25

POWDER SCOOP is designed to hold bottles of powder and will not tip over. The PERFUME FUNNEL is a ready source of slant for perfume and all other liquid items.

212 Millington Rd. Schenectady, N. Y.

GIFT FOR COLLECTORS

Heavy, clear crystal ink bottle and paperweight...handblown...beautiful, fantasy-like designs encased within. No two exactly the same. A mixture of colors with rose, blue, green, red and yellow predominating; specify main color. Ink bottle, $6.50. Paperweight, $2.50. Add 25c to cover shipping.

The Blue Parrot

1551 Sherman Ave. Evanston, Ill.

Honey jelly in a conserved grapefruit

— for only $1.00

New York School of Interior Decoration

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION

Four months' Practical Training Course

 Resident Day Classes

Start February 2nd. Send for Catalog 1R

Period and Modern styles, color schemes, draperies, all fundamentals. Faculty of New York decorators. Home study course.

Home Study Course

Starts at once. Send for Catalog 1C

Same training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, simple, useful, and intensely interesting.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION

515 Madison Avenue, New York City

TRIPLE-DUTY JIGGER

Krug Gift Shop

2227 St. Paul Street Baltimore, Md.

INTERIOR DECORATION

FOR COLLECTORS

Orchids so real-looking they might be pinched and spilled down your own exclusive shower curtain. Pick them in green, peach, blue or black on a ground of white, waterproofed rayon fabric. Regulation size (6 ft. x 6 ft.), $11.95. Mail orders invited.

W & J SLOANE

5th Avenue at 47th, New York

INTERIOR DECORATION

B. Black, Stare & Gorham

5th Avenue, New York City

Central Avenue, East Orange, N.J.
An Angel Candle—12" tall, hand modelled—which burns eight hours and then goes out, leaving body undamaged with two wings. Robe colors: white, pink, yellow, mauve, green and blue. $3.95 the pair, express paid. Catalog of Christmas Candles will be sent.

BAUR-MELVIN

Newest KNIT NACK
LIGHTWEIGHT PLASTIC YARN HOLDER

Yarnest $1 Order direct.

KEEP YARN TANGLE-FREE AND CLEAN WHILE YOU KNIT

A YARN container ready for instant use. New, pretty and practical. Put ball of yarn in the little cage of lightweight plastic, sit it on the floor or hang it on your arm. Can be compactly folded away when knitting is done. Yarnest comes in wide variety of gay color combinations and in red-white-and-blue. Gift packaged in gold-and-red cellophane and postpaid.

MODERN SPECIALTIES, Inc.
Dept. HG, Box 1337, Atlanta, Ga.

The light is cast upward—indirectly on your face. Chromium finished, with outlet for electric razor, the table model shown above can be attached to the wall. With beveled mirror, $14.50; with magnifying mirror, $19.50.

Floor model, (sketched) sturdy; chrome plated. With beveled mirror. $27.50; with magnifying mirror, $32.50.

NEWTON ELECTRICAL MIRROR, Inc.
174 Worth Street
New York

THE POLISH THAT REVIVES THE SPIRIT OF CHIPPENDALE!

In Fine Furniture and Antiques

"Polish"
JACKSON OF LONDON
English Wax Polish

Used by decorators and antique collectors to remove and retain the patina of priceless pieces. Leaves no paper scratches. Deposits a lasting tone in ALL WOODS, FURNITURE, PANELLED ROOMS, BRONZES, LEATHER, etc. Also special Blend for tin-bubble woods. Easy to use. Polishes in less than a minute. Price $1.50 per jar; $1.30 double size.

Try our "Revisors" for removing alcohol, paint, water or heat spots $1.00 half pint, $1.50 one pint

Mrs. Mark Jackson's Studio-G9
35 WEST 138 ST., P. O. BOX 2357
NEW YORK

To captivate the most discriminat- ing hostess and her guests, give these beautiful, heavily silver-plated, non-tarnishable Salt and Pepper Shakers. Authentic reproduction of an exquisite Old English Design. Order a Set for your home and another to give as a gift! One Set—$2.75 postpaid. Two Sets—$5.00 postpaid. Add 10% Fed. Tax.
**PIGSkin Gift KeyNOTES**

**ONLY $1 EACH, POSTPAID**

**KEYLITE**—The darkest keyhole can solve you no longer with this combination key-ring and surprisingly powerful flashlight. Most convenient for reading theatre programs and finding dropped articles, in genuine pigskin. $1 prepaid.

**KEY KAPS**—Four pigskin key covers—gold-stamped with “Garage”, “Home”, “Office”, and “Car”—on a beaded metal chain. A silencer for keys in pocket or car. A smart and long-lasting gift. $1 prepaid.

Write for Free Christmas Gift Catalog

**PIGSkin GIFT KeyNOTES**

**KEYLITE**—The darkest keyhole can solve you no longer with this combination key-ring and surprisingly powerful flashlight. Most convenient for reading theatre programs and finding dropped articles, in genuine pigskin. $1 prepaid.

**KEY KAPS**—Four pigskin key covers—gold-stamped with “Garage”, “Home”, “Office”, and “Car”—on a beaded metal chain. A silencer for keys in pocket or car. A smart and long-lasting gift. $1 prepaid.

Write for Free Christmas Gift Catalog

**THE BEST GIFT YET FOR THOSE WHO LIKE PICTURES**

**FOTO-TAINER**

-Makes picture collecting as much fun as picture taking

**ECONOMICAL:** Holds hundreds of pictures—enlarged in itself—nothing more to buy.

**PRACTICAL:** No pasting, no fussing.

**KNOW-HOW FOR EVERYBODY:** You pass the pictures, not the album.

Beautifully made, laced-leather, each own pocket holds 12 prints up to 4 x 6.

No. of pockets: 6, 12, 24, 36, 48, 60

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leather</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Antiqued leather | $3.00
| Genuine leather | $3.50
| Genuine moro leather | $4.00

**SHIPS IN 3 DAYS APPROVAL**

Attach a postcard and we will send you the right size pockets in the “TAINER.” If not satisfied, post card with order, name or initials.

**EXCLUSIVE GIFT CATALOGUE ON REQUEST**

**NEW ENGLAND SATURDAY NIGHT SUPPER**

-It's a treat for epicures—flavored and cooked the old New England way. Baked beans and brown bread done to a turn ... two cans of tasty codfish cakes and old-fashioned piccalilli... oven-baked Indian pudding that melts in your mouth.

Super for four: $1.59 postpaid

**NEW ENGLAND DELICACIES CO.**

7 Federal Court
Boston, Mass.

**SELECTED OREGON ENGLISH HOLLY SPRAYS**

In CHRISTMAS GIFT BOX Each COLORFUL BOX contains 3 full pounds of Oregon's finest glossy-green, red-berried, English Holly Sprays. Ideal for Holiday decorating. The appropriate red-berried, English Holly Sprays, ideal for Holiday decorating. The appropriate

**IN CHRISTMAS GIFT BOX**

Each BOX contains 3 full pounds of Oregon's finest glossy-green, red-berried, English Holly Sprays. Ideal for Holiday decorating. The appropriate

**PIGSkin Gift KeYNOTES**

**ONLY $1 EACH, POSTPAID**

**KEYLITE**—The darkest keyhole can solve you no longer with this combination key-ring and surprisingly powerful flashlight. Most convenient for reading theatre programs and finding dropped articles, in genuine pigskin. $1 prepaid.

**KEY KAPS**—Four pigskin key covers—gold-stamped with “Garage”, “Home”, “Office”, and “Car”—on a beaded metal chain. A silencer for keys in pocket or car. A smart and long-lasting gift. $1 prepaid.

Write for Free Christmas Gift Catalog

**MILES KIMBALL COMPANY**

KIMBALL BUILDING • 100 BOND ST. • OSHKOSH, WIS.

**THE BEST GIFT YET FOR THOSE WHO LIKE PICTURES**

**FOTO-TAINER**

-Makes picture collecting as much fun as picture taking

**ECONOMICAL:** Holds hundreds of pictures—enlarged in itself—nothing more to buy.

**PRACTICAL:** No pasting, no fussing.

**KNOW-HOW FOR EVERYBODY:** You pass the pictures, not the album.

Beautifully made, laced-leather, each own pocket holds 12 prints up to 4 x 6.

No. of pockets: 6, 12, 24, 36, 48, 60

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leather</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Antiqued leather | $3.00
| Genuine leather | $3.50
| Genuine moro leather | $4.00

**SHIPS IN 3 DAYS APPROVAL**

Attach a postcard and we will send you the right size pockets in the “TAINER.” If not satisfied, post card with order, name or initials.

**EXCLUSIVE GIFT CATALOGUE ON REQUEST**

**NEW ENGLAND SATURDAY NIGHT SUPPER**

-It's a treat for epicures—flavored and cooked the old New England way. Baked beans and brown bread done to a turn ... two cans of tasty codfish cakes and old-fashioned piccalilli... oven-baked Indian pudding that melts in your mouth.

Super for four: $1.59 postpaid

**NEW ENGLAND DELICACIES CO.**

7 Federal Court
Boston, Mass.

**SELECTED OREGON ENGLISH HOLLY SPRAYS**

In CHRISTMAS GIFT BOX Each COLORFUL BOX contains 3 full pounds of Oregon's finest glossy-green, red-berried, English Holly Sprays. Ideal for Holiday decorating. The appropriate red-berried, English Holly Sprays, ideal for Holiday decorating. The appropriate

**IN CHRISTMAS GIFT BOX**

Each BOX contains 3 full pounds of Oregon's finest glossy-green, red-berried, English Holly Sprays. Ideal for Holiday decorating. The appropriate

**PIGSkin Gift KeYNOTES**

**ONLY $1 EACH, POSTPAID**

**KEYLITE**—The darkest keyhole can solve you no longer with this combination key-ring and surprisingly powerful flashlight. Most convenient for reading theatre programs and finding dropped articles, in genuine pigskin. $1 prepaid.

**KEY KAPS**—Four pigskin key covers—gold-stamped with “Garage”, “Home”, “Office”, and “Car”—on a beaded metal chain. A silencer for keys in pocket or car. A smart and long-lasting gift. $1 prepaid.

Write for Free Christmas Gift Catalog

**MILES KIMBALL COMPANY**

KIMBALL BUILDING • 100 BOND ST. • OSHKOSH, WIS.
For Christmas

INDIVIDUALS
in Silver!

VERSATILE, graceful, heavy weight.
Hand wrought Sterling Silver dishes of
Queen Anne design with Gadroon
Border.

Unlimited usefulness—In the after-
noon at bridge as ashtrays and pinchers
—in the evening at dinner for in-
dividual servings of soup and sweets.
$1.50 each. $8.50 for 6

Prices include postage and Federal tax

Supply Limited, Write now to

J. Ortman
10 East 47th Street, New York City

Vendôme

Hand Wrought Sterling Silver

Smooth, flavorful, delicious!
5 oz. crocksertain ginton and
Cheddar in port; Brandy and
Grape Shears: length 7", handle
will be shipped prepaid.

upon receipt of check merchandise

Very Useful Christmas Gifts

Grape Shears: length 7", handle
width 2 1/2" . . . . . . . . . $8.00
Sandwich Tong, bird design: length
8", tong width 2 1/4" . . . . . . . . $8.50
Phoasant Ash Tray: 3" diameter $5.00
These are rare, heavy, silver items.

Upon receipt of check merchandise
will be shipped prepaid.

LEXINGTON ANTIQUE EXCHANGE, INC.
718 LEXINGTON AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

Hand Wrought Sterling Silver

The lion and the unicorn,
that historic pair
used as the motif of so
many English pieces,
have been skillfully re-
produced on these
sconces. Their antique
lacquer finish lends a
marked resemblance to
the original from which
they were copied. Solid
brass, $22 pair. Exp. ex-
tra. $3.90 Prepaid. The Blue
Parrot, Evanston, Illinois

The jolly monk holds
his sides if chortling
with glee in anticipation
of the beverages
he's soon to hold. Very
gay to use as a martini
mixer; or, as so many
do now, keep it filled
with tomato juice for
teetotamers. 8 1/2" high.
Price, $2, express col-
lected. From TAC, The
Peasant Village Shop, 10676
Kinross Street, West
Los Angeles, California

SIX Tasty Brand Pure Food
Products in handsome Ice Tea
Glasses: Whole-Preserved Louisiana
Strawberries; Preserved Pips; Pres-
served Peach; Preserved Pine-
apples; Preserved Blackcurrants; and
the Best Peanut Butter you ever
tasted. Guaranteed to please or
money back. Ideal gift.

Set of 6 in gift box $2.25

Order samples pre-paid to:
In the U.S. Send in your gift list with check or
money order and we'll do the rest.

HERBERT S. MILLS
11 RING ST. E. • HAMILTON, CANADA

Bird Feeder
9" x 9"
7.50

Wall Plant Bracket
6" x 20"
2.75

Bell with Bracket
Finishes Verde Green

Postage Prepaid
FOUR SEASONS SHOP
2115 Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
The severe, stark engraving of a springing fawn on these glasses is definite proof that glass made in America is favorably comparable to that of any other country. Heavy and handsome in their simplicity, these look twice their price. The old-fashioned or cocktail glasses, $9 a doz., Whiskey, $6 a doz. George Jensen, 667 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C.

Love for father will be much happier with this little gadget, if he has an eye to cutting down the pressing bills. It will give a new crease to his trousers right at home. Simply plug it in, place the garment in the Crown Presser and slide it along where crease is desired. Good for dress pressers, $1.25. Geo. W. Jones, 1349-4th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

"My Garden Day-By-Day," a calendar for 1942 with gentle reminders for indoor and outdoor plant care throughout the year. There's a blank space for the serious gardener to make notes on when he planted this or that, when the first crocus bloomed, etc. $1. Malcolm's House & Garden Store, 524 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Maryland.

Will this be baby's first Christmas? For toys suitable to his age and station in life, we offer a pig, elephant, or hippopotamus of wood, mounted on a rounded base of glass, cement, or wood. $7.50 each, plus postage. Swedish House, 630 Fifth Ave., New York.

Sugar 'n' spice 'N' all things nice

That's what this gift is made of... Crunchy Glazed and Spiced Pecans roasted and packed for you in our home kitchen. We will Christmas wrap and send this 28 oz. box direct to you or your friends for $2.00 prepaid if ordered before Dec. 10th. After that $2.25.

Clara Barton Green

Southern Confections

LENOX ROAD, SUMMIT, N. J.

RARE VALUE!

ENGRAVED COLONIAL DOOR KNOCKERS

$2.95

$3.25—a lovely reproduction in miniature for the bathroom door, 3½" long. Engraved in BLOCK LETTERS with given name.

$3.65

$3.85.

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE & ENGRAVING

ART COLONY INDUSTRIES, Inc.

46 FIFTH AVE. NEW YORK, N. Y.

MEANSWEEVE CEDAR HANDLE HOMESPUN BAG

Here's a bag that's even smarter than those Cedar handle bags you may have seen in Bermuda. Honestly, you'll rave over Meanseweave Homepun. It has that hand loomed ruggedness everyone wants. Beautifully finished with matching lining of heavy twilflax. All colors to match your favorite costume. Here's one suggestion: Navy with Red trim. Bag crotchet $6.50 (Post Paid) 3 Letter Monogram $1.00 Write for color chart. Handsomely Catalog'd. It's full of original ideas.

YANKY TRADER

EXCLUSIVE HAND CRAFTS

KATE TRELHIS-CAP HILL

SO DARTMOUTH -- MASS.

Time... In Two-Tone!

Handsome hours are yours with this stunning time-keeper. It is a triumph of design, a triumph of craftsmanship! The two-tone pin, in rolled gold plate, is superb with tailored things. The watch carries Richfer's 3-year guarantee. Irresistibly priced at $14.75.

Mail Orders Filled Carefully

RICHTER'S

509 FIFTH AVE. NEW YORK
FOR YOUR BAG, BOUDOIR, or BATHROOM

This handwrought sterling silver twin-measuring spoon (table & tea) folds compactly and has your own raised initials (up to 3) on the decorative motif. As a gift for the traveler, the thoughtful hostess, the "tossed who has everything"—you are sure of appreciative acceptance. Packaged in sea-gull grey Москве presentation box.

$11.00—Price includes postage and added Federal Tax

CHRISTINE CHADWICK'S House & Garden Shop
122 Millington Road, Schenectady, N. Y.

A Gift for the Hostess

Let Flexglass mats and coasters reflect the charm of gracious living. (Flexglass is flexible and non-ab sorbent, with no surface finish or coating to wear out.)

COASTERS, boxed, set of 4
White Mirror & Opals $1.00 a set
Tinted mirrors $1.25 a set

TABLE MATS 10" x 16"
White Mirror & Opals $2.00 each
Tinted mirrors $3.00 each
Good colors: white, red, blue, aqua, black, yellow.
Tinted mirrors: blue, peach, green, gold.

CANWOOD
PARKER HOUSE BOSTON, MASS.

DON'T YOU LOVE IT?

Engagement pad (6"x7") with day and date printed. Acetate engaged leaves. Shipped express collect.

LAMBERT BROTHERS
Neighborhood Jewelers since 1877
Irvington Ave. at 60th St., N. Y.

POCKET TOOL KIT

HOBBY-HAPPY! That's what it'll be with this compact set. Contains 3 most useful steel tools (Raw, File, Hammer, Bottle Opener, Pliers, Chisel, Screw Driver, Awl, Knife). Tools look cleverly into top of knife which serves as handle (as illustrated), making overall working size 6 1/2". Case is made of genuine Heavy Baddeleather with Maison Corduble Liner. Overall size 5 1/2" x 3 1/4"—$8.50

Mail Orders Filled We pay postage

Hoffritz CUTLERY

100 E. 47th St., N. Y. C.
311 W. 39th St., New York, N. Y.
35 W. 17th St., N. Y.
1292 Broadway, cor. 34th (McAlpin Hotel), N. Y.
Commodore Concourse, Jr. Central Terminal, N. Y.

Music for the Kiddies!

MUSICAL MUG

Getting small for to drink their milk becomes more real with the Musical Mug. Itplays as they gargle—and some furnish your children even ask for more. There's a little surprise every time, when the mug is lifted off the table. Hand painted designs for boys and girls. Child's see see name painted on without extra charge.

$4.50 Postpaid Anywhere in U. S.

Musical Toilet Roll $6.50
Musical Birthday Cake Plate $7.50

Evelyn Reed

INCOTTO SCRAPERS

IRON FOOT SCRAPERS

PUNISH IN EARTH OR SET IN CEMENT

A Christmas Gift for Dog Enthusiasts

For dachshund or miniature pinscher—get the left paw or left paw for life. Perpetuate your dog's paw on a granite monument, set in cement.

$4.50 Postpaid.

NAME OR NUMBER INSCRIBED IN CHROME LETTERS $1.00 EXTRA

BELL GARDEN INDUSTRIES, Dept. A, 3963 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.
RALEIGH Tavern in Williamsburg has the original of these glass bottles that can be yours for a song. Fill them with Ivy and place in a window where the light will stream through to show their lovely coloring of green or amber. About 9 1/2 high. Priced at $1.50 each. Order from J.J. Merriam & Son, 49th Street at Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.

"SCARRED LADIES", en 18th century and in holy terror of a little mouse, are appliqued on a pair of guest towels guaranteed to liven up a powder room. Embroidery and applique are in pastels, with padding in just the right places. The towels are in oyster linen only. Price, $4.50 a pair, prepaid. Order from Munsell, Inc., 619 Fifth Ave., New York.

CHRISTMAS tree service plates to make holiday dinners the festive occasions they should be. Get them this year to keep for many more to come. The tree is decorated even to the tip-top where a red Santa Claus is perched. Banded in red or green, made by Spode, $24 a doz., shipping charges extra. Plummer, Ltd., 7 East 35th St., New York, N.Y.

PARTY-FIXINGS to whet the most exacting palate, all done up in fancy wrappings for Christmas. There are jars of Icelandic herring, cherry tomatoes, chervil, taragon, Virginia ham paste, tomatoes, chovy mixture. Price and a sardine and an anchovy mixture. Price

SUDBURY SOIL TEST KIT

$b4.75 postpaid

With your friends "A Merry Christmas and a Happy Gardening Year!" This Sudbury Test Kit tests for acidity, and all important food elements. Shows the way to perfect lawns, prize-winning gardens. Makes 35 individual tests. Easy to use. Complete with instructions and data on plant needs. Order by mail, $4.75.

Sudbury Soil Testing Laboratory
P. O. Box 634
So. Sudbury, Mass.

"PEG LEG" Weather Vane

$7.50 prepaid.

No. 154 "PEG LEG" Weather Vane—$7.50 prepaid.

"I'LL ONLY MARK YOUR SUNNY HOURS"

The design and motto which appear on this handsome one that are an accurate reproduction of a very old... and very unusual English model. Solid cast bronze 21 1/2 diam. No. 236 Bin Dial... $7.50 prepaid.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG OF WEATHER VANES, SUN DIALS AND GIFTWARES

GRAHAM BRONZES, Inc.

300-3 Wooster Street
New Haven, Conn.
Bronze Craftsmen Since 1861

ARTCREEPE PRODUCTS CO.

Est. 1921

UPPER DARBY P. O., PA.

GARDEN SEEDS

Marshall Field & Company

Personal Shopping Service - Chicago, Illinois.
WANT TO GIVE TRULY UNUSUAL GIFTS?

FROM BALI

THRILLINGLY DIFFERENT. A gift to be always remembered. A salad set with the most exquisite serving you have ever seen. Of white Rattanwood, executed entirely by hand by native Balinese. When you see them you want a pair for yourself. 12" long. $2.50 pair, plus postage.

FROM ARGENTINA

A REALLY MASCULINE wallet. He'll applaud your taste forever if he's chosen this handsome black or blue leather Cuff Links in a handsome Baby Calfskin case or matching real Lizard or Alligator. $4.40 complete (includes Pad, Tin).

PREPAID. Mail Order Only. Money-back Guarantee.

THE GIFT GUILD, 245 Seventh Street, N. Y. C.
HOLIDAY CHEER
An inviting menu, brilliantly colored with vegetable dyes, woven by Indians in a Mexican village. Filled with 5 jars of Saw Mill Farm HERBETIQUES, delicious farm-made, herb-flavored, palatable-excitinR foods, including Grape Catsup, Herbed Hickory Salt, Salad Bouquet, Serval Soup, Wine Vinegar, Tomato and Basil Relish, Pepper Microwave, and Tomato Marmalade. Provides a delightful gift for the holidays. The unusual basket is a useful and attractive carry-ill the year round for knitting, picnics, week-end, etc.

“Peter and the Wolf”, composed by Prokofiev, an album of three records with Leopold Stokowski conducting The All American Orchestra. Basil Rathbone is the narrator. Order this now to give to the music lover for many hours of enjoyment. The album of 3 twelve-inch records is $3.67. From Liberty Music Shops, 450 Madison Ave., New York City

“Perfect Gifts for Mother and Dad”
Brilliant colors in the Platform reader. Philadelphia manufacturer with sales and sales filling, 3" high, 2½" wide, 2½' deep. $3.95. Shipping weight app. 34 lbs. Send check or money order. Express collect. Send for our illustrated catalog of furniture and mirrors.

The Queen Anne Shop
P. O. Box 735
Hickory, N. C.

A Christmas Gift for Your Home
Suites to most types of furniture and styled so they can be used in every room, these lamps are ideal as holiday gifts.

Double arm lamp #2 is 14½" high, others are in proportion.

Available in brass finish.

Shipping weight app. 100 lbs.

Wild Geese Over Marshes
Any hostess would be proud to have these hand-cut, heavy base glasses adorn her table. They are so beautiful, yet priced so reasonably.

Cordial, Cocktail, Old Fashion, or 12 ounce Highball glasses are each $5.00 for eight or $7.50 the dozen.

Zombie glasses $10.00 for eight Piliner glasses $1.00 for eight Decanters $10.00 the pair Cocktail Shaker $7.00 each

Express Collect

Wyatt and Wolfe
872 Lexington Avenue
New York City

Canewood Farm Hams
From Our Smokehouse to You

Canewood Farm Hams
Saw Mill Farm

Wild Geese Over Marshes

Pure Cane Syrup
From the Deep South comes this old-fashioned open kettle syrup made from the pure juice of Louisiana sugar cane. It is a full flavored syrup with none of the sugar extracted and no chemicals added.

A delightful way to solve your gift problem.

$1.00 For 10 LB. CAN
Check or Money Order

Shreveport Syrup Co.
P. O. Box 466, Shreveport, La.
3 RARE CHEESES
A Most Unusual Gift

Last Chance
This Season

Aged in Old Wines!
The epicurean's delight! Genuine old Eng­
lish Stilton Aged in Port (exceedingly rare today!), Edam Aged in Sauveterre, Cheddar
Aged in Sherry. Useful Rose, Green
and Blue Stone Crocks set in Wire Rack
Server. All enclosed in A Handsome Hat
Box. Safe Shipment Guaranteed. No Post­
age.

REGULAR FAMILY SIZE...$2.75
LARGE FAMILY SIZE...2.75

Check or money order. If West of the Mississippi
add 25c toward Postage.

1945 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.

DUTCHESS FOOD SPECIALTIES CO.

PARACHUTE DOLL a new action toy that
floats through the air like a real para­
chutist. A sure thrill for the children.
1.25 each or 2.25 the pair, postpaid.

HARRIET HASSOCK and Carrie Cricket
THE CUTEST THINGS IN SKIRTS

Knitting Needle Case
Compact, convenient—exclusive with us.
Made of heavy moire in navy, brown, wine
or black. Complete with 5 sets of sock need­
dles and a pair of single point 10" needles,
tape measure, stitch holder and 2 crochet
hooks, $0.15 postpaid. Empty $2.25. Larger
case equipped with all the above plus 6 pair
of 14" singlepoint needles, $9.50. Empty, $3.50.

Insert shows spool-shaped knitting counter
which fits any needle through 7/2—75c extra.

Sara Hadley
11 East 54th St., New York

Hasselock-on-legs is 16" high, cricket 7"
high. Both sturdy-made, muslin-covered
with removable slipcovers of washable
Clocken. Pink, blue, white, green, yellow.
Turquoise background flower print.

Hassock complete $7.50, cricket $5. In mus­
lin, to "dress" yourself—hassock $5, cricket
$3.25. Express collect.

Send 10¢ for the Custom-Made-By-Mail
Gift Booklet, containing fabric samples, and
other exciting gifts, all exclusive with us.

MARRY HUGHES
ALLENDALE, NEW JERSEY

Hallelujah, Christmas
will soon be with
us. These dinky rogues
seem very happy about
the whole thing... .
they're so lifelike you
can almost hear them
shout the glad tidings.

Their "angel-rob"es are
of white with gold stars
here and there. About
151/2" tall. $1.19 each,
postage paid. El Futu­
ro, 1283 Sixth Avenue,
New York, New York

POST the "Rules of This
Tavern" in your guest
or game room. Here's
hoping the guests will
take it to heart, espe­
cially those homely ad­
monitions, "No more
than five to sleep in one
bed," and "No boots to
be worn in bed." Print­
ed on old paper, framed
in black molding, 8" x
12". $2. Old Print Ex­
change, 14 East 48th St., New York, N. Y.

HARVEY, CHRISTMAS
just wouldn't be Christmas
without candy to pass
around. All the old­
time favorites—here­
hound drops, jaw-break­
ers, licorice, molasses
coconut straps, elm hark
—come in a wooden fir­
klin usable long after
your sweet tooth is sat­
isfied. About 3 lbs. of
candy in firkin, $3.
Wiggins Old Tavern,
Northampton, Mass.

A MINT JULEP glass with
red cherry and sprig of
mint appliqued on a set
of cocktail napkins. Or,
if serving Manhattans,
use the set with a cock­
tail glass and cherry.

Appliqued in organdy
on linen, the work is so
exquisitely intricate you
expect the price to be
much more than $5.95
for 8 napkins. Victor­
line, 14 E. 56th Street,
New York, New York

PERSONAL POST CARDS
Too busy to write a letter? Let these hand­
some, individualized post cards carry your
message. An Ideal gift for your week-end
hostess or that busy business man. Select
from rich shades of granite-gray, blue, buff,
ivory, green, lavender, gray or white. Name
and address printed in ANY color.

(Style A—with name and address across
top. Style B—with train, mailbox and tele­
oneph.) 100 at $1; 200 at $5; 500 at
$4.50. Delivered anywhere post paid.

THE FARRAGUT PRESS
Dept. D-212, Box 2 • New at
EAST HARTFORD, CONN.

OUTING KIT
THE IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT
Contains two quart size Ther­
os bottles each with 4 cups
and sandwich box neatly fit­
ted in pigskinlike case.

$7.95 COMPLETE
Exclusive with us.

SCULLY & SCULLY, Inc.
"The Ideal Gift Shop of New York"
504 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK
of 60th Street. Wickersham 2-2196

Smart Streamlined
SHOPPING

DE LUXE COASTER SET
Consisting of gleaming chromium
holder and 170 liquid­
proof Surf Coasters, each mono­
grammed or name imprinted, and
packaged in the gayest man­
er ever. Colors: white, green
or yellow.

Just $3.50 complete
Gift coaters, without holder
100 for $1.85

GIFTCRAFT ASSOCIATES
331 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Scullery & Scullery, Inc.
333 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

THE IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIRL
OUTING KIT


house & garden
POWDER box of Incite, the very latest thinji; in accessories to bedeck a dressing table. There isn't a woman from 'teenage to great-grandmother who isn't flattered by a really personal present such as this. The top measures 3" in diameter; it stands 2½" high. Price, $4.75, postpaid. Order from Hale's, 605 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

A LEATHER picture frame resembling a little book when closed. A convenient size, 3" x 3", for taking along in a purse. It may also be used on a desk. The cover is in natural pigskin. Why not give this to a girl who is away at school? She'd love it. Price, $.75, plus postage. From Lambert Bros., Inc., 69th St., at Lexington Ave., N.Y.C.

GREY-EYED sea horse of so saucy a mien that it needs but be seen to be coveted. A sprightly lapel ornament, hand-wrought of sterling silver, appealing to the woman who likes her accessories to be different. Measures 3" x 11/2". Price, $2.95, plus 10% federal tax. Exclusive with Mayflower Gift Shop, 38 Mornmouth St., Red Bank, New Jersey.

PARTING will be sad, not sweet, sorrow when it comes to giving away these highball glasses... no household ever seems to have enough and besides they're so exceptionally pretty with their white enamel flowers. We think they're an exceptional buy, too, for the set of eight glasses is $2.75. The Albert Steiger Co., Springfield, Mass.

GIFT FOR GOLFERS

Golfers know what they want, and this ball marker is a most appropriate gift for the fairway fan. Stamps any name indelibly into ball without injuring the cover. Marker comes complete with two full alphabets of metal type and "Built in Ink".

POSTPAID—$2.50

GEORGE W. JONES
1349-47th Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.

GIVE AUTOGRAPH CIGARETTES

Top quality cigarettes bearing one's autograph in red or blue. A gay original gift! A mellow smoke rich in natural tobacco flavor—the world's finest! 200 Special American Blend in smart utility box $6.00; Turkish de luxe $7.50. Send signatures in black ink on white paper to Autograph Cigarettes, 452 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. Delivery 10 days. So better hurry!

GREATER PLEASURE from YOUR FIREPLACE with These Modern FIRE DOGS

Logs Burn Better—Care of Fire Simplified

Modernize your fireplace with a pair of Canton Certified Malleable Fire Dogs. They improve appearance—protect andirons—keep logs from rolling—and above all, insure a more enjoyable fire because draft is increased. Help smoky fireplaces, too. Three lengths available: 15"—18"—24". Two leg heights: 4½" and 6". Fire Dogs stand behind andirons, straddling bar. Fit any fireplace. Ideal as gifts. Unbreakable, guaranteed forever.

PRICES Per Pair Delivered: East of the Mississippi... 15"—$5.50; 18"—$6.50; 24"—$12.50. West of Mississippi... 15"—$6.75; 18"—$8.75; 24"—$12.50. Special 6" leg, add $1.00 to above prices. Money back if not satisfied. Prompt delivery. Send check or money order to Box 9, THE CANTON MALLEABLE IRON COMPANY ESTABLISHED 1892 CANTON, OHIO.
Silks and Jades

The gifts you'd bring from far away

It's the story-book quality of a Christmas gift that makes it such a glowing treasure. So the legends of China bestow upon these gifts a special charm this story-book season.

Beautiful as a chrysanthemum—this Chinese pure silk brocade bed jacket. Designed by us, it fits and flatters anyone. In teardose, dusty pink, light blue or green, wine, and also bright red: $17.50.

Apple green jade softly carved in an ancient blossom theme—studying gems from China. The clip, mounted in gold-plated silver, 35.00; matching earrings, 20.00; the bracelet in solid silver, 25.00.

You're invited—be our guest when you come West

Postage included. Add 10% Federal tax to jewelry, and to the total 3% state sales tax on orders delivered inside California.

GUMP'S
250 POST STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNIA

LANDLUBBERS, you with the call of the sea in your bones, why not take to collecting boat models. A good beginning would be to buy this one modeled after the "Loristan," now operating in the Pacific for the Matson line. Finished in exactly the same colors as the liner itself, it is 9" long. $5. From Van Ryper, Vineyard Haven, Mass.

Colonial post lamp with a bronze eagle perched on top is an authentic reproduction, perfect for the Colonial-type home. The lamp is made of copper with a black or antique finish. It measures 14 1/2" x 25", without the eagle. A lamp without eagle is $30; with bronze eagle, $25. F.O.B. Laser Metal Shop, 3408 Woodbrook Ave., Baltimore, Md.

The spice of any food's reputation is the seasoning that goes into it. Here's a condiment set that hangs on the kitchen wall, right at cook's fingertips. There's chilli powder, onion and celery salt, mace, white and red pepper, cloves, and paprika. In refillable jars with red tops. $1.25. Frank Tea & Spice Co., Box 717, Dept. H. G. Cincinnati.

For the boys in khaki, a U. S. Army Foliofile that "keeps more snapshots better". Important to them is the folio's compactness, for it is only 3/4" thick when filled yet will hold 56 pictures. The books are khaki-colored imitation leather with gold insignia. A box of two Foliofiles is $1, postpaid. E. E. Miles Co., South Lancaster, Mass.

FRAGMENTS OF OLD NEW ORLEANS

Distinctive and unusual gift suggestions, all made from authentic fragments of the old iron balconies to lard work of the French Quarter in New Orleans.

For the boys in khaki, a U. S. Army Foliofile that "keeps more snapshots better". Important to them is the folio's compactness, for it is only 3/4" thick when filled yet will hold 56 pictures. The books are khaki-colored imitation leather with gold insignia. A box of two Foliofiles is $1, postpaid. E. E. Miles Co., South Lancaster, Mass.

Hinderer's Iron Works
Iron Craftsmen Since the Civil War

207 PRTYANIA STREET
NEW ORLEANS
When the drinks are on your house, serve them from a cocktail pitcher, stir them with a long-handled spoon, both brand new this season. Bamboo strips bind the pitcher’s handle, and a chunk of bamboo tops the spoon. A smart Christmas or wedding present. Pitcher holds 32 oz. $5, plus shipping. Alice H. Marks, 6 E. 59th St., N. Y. C.

Nothing can touch a silver inkstand for giving a note of sheer luxury to one’s desk. This one is especially nice: the crystal inkwells with silver-plated rims rest on a fine silver plated inkstand. It is reproduced from an old English one. $14.95, express collect, plus 10% Federal Tax. From the Crown Galleries, 126 West 22nd St., New York, N.Y.

Baskets of flowers, groups of fruit, and an occasional strawberry in colorful embroidery scattered at random on a fine linen breakfast set. This is an exclusive Léron design imported from Switzerland. It comes in white, ivory, blue, gold linen or organdy. Three piece set of a doily and two napkins is $4.95. Léron, Inc., 745 5th Ave., N. Y. C.

Snowflakes in delicate relief on hand-made pewter make such a charming pattern we wonder they’re not used more often. The design is highly polished against a mat finish pewter. The cigarette box is $4.50. Ashtray, 3½” is $1.50. Cocktail tray, 11½” x 7½”, $10. Plus postage. From America House, 9 E. 54th Street, New York City.

AUTHENTIC PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH Bright, Gay, Cheery Xmas Gifts

Quaint hand-painted white, brown, red, yellow. F.O.B. Reading

Artistic Flatiron Book-ends 3.95
1 Antique Flatiron Doorstop 2.00
Trinket or Cigarette Box 8 x 2½ x 8 3½ 1.95
Individual Wooden Salad Bowl 4½” 1.75

Set of 4 Coasters 1.25
Write for Free Folder Dept. M

Send check or money order
PETER VAN POTTER
Penna. Dutch Reproductions & Antiques
714 Lincoln St. Reading, Penna.

Celebrate with mosse’s “Vigorub”

Just couldn’t be anyone who wouldn’t love a gift set of the handsome Vigorub. Wonderfully absorbent — vigorous, durable body. And what a bath towel, size 29 x 50! Give it in beige or white. Monograms in brown, peach, royal blue, black, red, burgundy or green. Set of 7, including monograms (2 bath towels, 2 hand, 2 wash cloths, a mat), boxed in holiday trim, $14.75. Set of 19 (six each and a mat) $34.75.

Order early for monograms — mention color

MOSSE — SIX-FIFTY-NINE FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
New! Different! Christmas Gift Thrill!

AMERICA'S RAREST FRUIT

Imagine your friends opening this handsome box of huge, luscious Royal Riviera Pears on Christmas Day—tasting the marvelous flavor of America's rarest fruit! Yes, if you're the one person in a thousand who knows their matchless flavor, you realize why folks just can't get enough of them.

Yet these wonderful gifts you can't buy anywhere else cost less to give than many ordinary gifts. We ship direct from the trees that bore these beauties, to you, your friends and associates.

The No. 1 Gift Box (illustrated), containing 12 to 14 pears, depending on size, is only $1,09 express prepaid anywhere in U. S. A. proper. No. 2 Gift Box (18 to 24 pears), $2,98. All handsomely wrapped, including gift card with your name or your own card if enclosed with order. We guarantee you'll be delighted, or your money will be refunded.

HEAPING BASKETS OF CHRISTMAS JOY

Gorgeous gift baskets overflowing with Royal Riviera Pears, other rare fruits, unusual nuts, candies, rare fruit preserves.

BREWSTER coach lamps were the "sterling" in lamps in days gone by. Their character, quality, and prestige were second to none. This in excellent condition with forged brackets ready for hanging. Of brass, tin and Sheffield silver, $90 a pair, prepaid east of the Mississippi. Old Lantern Shop, 109 Main St., New Canaan, Conn.

MISSING a Swiss miss in your doll collection? Fill that gap with this one dressed in the national costume the Swiss still wear on festival days. This has real hair, silver ornaments, and sleeping eyes. It is 11" tall, costs $6. A smaller 6" doll is $2.50. Order from Stammbach & Kappeler, Swiss Specialties, 735 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

POSTSCRIPT to a bread-and-butter letter... a set of glasses engraved with initials spells out "Thank you". A novel idea and one that's sure to make your hostess remember you every time the set is used. The set of 8 crystal clear, sham bottom, highball glasses will be sent prepaid for 5,95. The Monogram Glass Co., The Merchandise Mart, Chicago.

Four sizes: No. A, Deluxe Gift Basket illustrated, about 18 lbs., $6.98; No. B, 28 lbs., $9.98; No. C, 40 lbs., $14.98; No. D, Deluxe Basket Tray, 10 lbs., $4.48; express prepaid anywhere in U. S. A. proper. Send your list with check or money order today to

Harry and David
BEAR CREEK ORCHARDS
Box 40, Medford, Oregon

BRECK'S
SINCE 1818
Fruit prints that make companion pieces for a dining or breakfast room. Reproduction prints of water-colors by famous Oriental painters. A bright green eli­
ron on a branch, and two red persimmons with a single leaf are framed in natural wood.
$3 each, express collect.
Yamanaka & Co., Inc.,
680 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York

Miss Tooty and her chenubic cohorts who blow a tune in your ear are but very chic with their upswept hairdoes.
Divine in chartreuse, or, if you prefer, they're to be had in pink, blue or yellow. The whole set of pin and earrings is $2.50 which includes postage and tax. From The Roosevelt Gift Shop, The Roosevelt Hotel, New York

BRIDESMAIDS and/or ushers, here's a gift for the bride and groom.
Cocktail tray with the name of the happy pair and wedding date; ash­trays with the damor's name in his own hand­writing. Handwrought pewter, signed by the Pennsylvania Dutch de­signer, Kalp. Tray, 8 1/2" x 14", $11.50; asht­rays, 4", $2.25 each. Dunhill, 620 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

HURRICANE LAMPS
provide the soft glow of real can­dle-light, add immesurably to the charm of table or mantel. Early American type pressed glass bases, cut glass chimneys.
per pair 1.25
Red dripless candles to fit, per pair 20c
THE PUTNAM BOOKSTORE
2 West 45th St., New York City
We're Packing Lots of EXTRA CHOICE KING O'NUTS PECANS For your Christmas Giving

PRESSURE PACKED FOR FRESHNESS AT GEORGIA GROVES
Toasted in Pecan Oil and Salted
One 1-lb. can, $1 Two 7-oz. cans, $1

Christmas gift card in each package.
For your own use during the holidays. And for your entire list of friends you wish to remember with a special delicacy. KING O' NUTS PECANS measure up to highest expectations of really fine pecans. They are gathered, shelled and packaged at the pecan groves in South Georgia. Large, plump and tender, they are toasted in pecan oil to retain their full, rich flavor. Non-perishable in pressure packed can—a safe, unusual gift for hard-to-please people. Send us your Christmas list telling where and when to send KING O' NUTS PECANS. Also the size and number of packages to each address.

CHRISTMAS ORDER FORM

For a gift that's truly rare and different, give Goldens and Ruby Hesperian Apples. shipped direct from my celebrated Hesperian Orchards, "on shore of Glorious Lake Chatam," these apples are extra special...large, succulent beauties...ideal for family, friends, business associates, employees and the boy at camp.

10-lb. Gift Package, $1.95 Delivered regular anywhere in U.S.A.

For Executives, send a gift to customers or employees, suggest you write today about our beautiful Mixed Apple and Pear packages.

KING O' NUTS
Hesperian Apples
Dept. HG CAMILLA, GEORGIA

New "RED BIRD" FEEDER
Want Cardinals in your garden this winter? You may have them with this new "See-Food" diner hanging out. Nuthatches, Chickadees, etc., bearing the red bird's cheery whistle, will come on the fly.

Grain rolls out into cups on each side as needed—size 6" x 6".

Complete with seed—$2.00 postpaid

ROUDLOP SIDES
212 East Harrison Royal Oak, Michigan

COLONIAL POST LANTERN
OIL, ELECTRIC
Biggest and finest on market under $30.00.
31" high by 14" wide.
INSTANT portable, removable

$25.00 PRE-PAID EAST OF MISS.

CAPE COD TYPE LANTERN
25" high by 15" wide.

$22.50 POST-PAID EAST OF MISS.

Both Lanterns Hand-Made of Fine Copper With Heavy Cast Bronze Base 11/2".

Approved by Leading Architects
Antique Weatherlasses—Carriage Lamps

BLUE LANTERN ORDER
109 MAIN ST., NEW CANAAN, CONN.

Happy totes get in the groove at the sight of this orchestra set of swingsters. There's a torch singer, piano player, drummer, and saxophonist in characteristic poses. Made of a plaster composition, colorfully painted. Figures are 4½" to 7½" tall. The set of 6 figures is $5 express collect. Modernage, 162 East 33rd Street, New York, N. Y.

In furnishing your home you try to capture the spirit of other days, do not overlook this shell bracket of brass. It has been copied from an old one and adapted to modern use by being wired for electricity. The old English bronze finish gives it an authentic aura. The price is $70. Order from Plainville Metal Works, Plainville, Connecticut.

PRESSURE PACKED FOR FRESHNESS
At Georgia Groves

HESPERSIAN APPLES

Our list telling where and when to send KING O' NUTS PECANS...

FOR MAKING GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

FOR MAKING GOOD THINGS TO EAT.
Los Angeles California

All hold flowers and come in a choice of

to the whimsical gaiety that

10876 Kinross Westwood Village, New York

low. Express Collect.

definants blues, rose, green or yellow.

$9.00

The lovely flower girl

Inches $8.75

Mania

$6.00

10 inches $4.00

Little Penelope horse 8½ inches $3.00

The Peasant Village Shop

California's Hedi Schoop, Sister of Swiss Ballet Dancer Trudie, designed these elegantly amusing figures in porcelain ceramic to re-capture for your table or home decoration the whimsical gaiety that once came only from Europe.

Literate Pendolino horse 6¾ inches high is $4.00

The lovely flower girl 12 inches high is $9.00

All hold flowers and come in a choice of predominating blues, rose, green or yellow. Express Collect.

The Peasant Village Shop

10876 Kinross Westwood Village

Los Angeles California

California's Hedi Schoop, Sister of Swiss Ballet Dancer Trudie, designed these elegantly amusing figures in porcelain ceramic to re-capture for your table or home decoration the whimsical gaiety that once came only from Europe.

Little Pendolino horse 6¾ inches high is $4.00

Literate Pendolino horse 10 inches high is $5.00

The lovely flower girl 12 inches high is $9.00

All hold flowers and come in a choice of predominating blues, rose, green or yellow. Express Collect.

The Peasant Village Shop

10876 Kinross Westwood Village

Los Angeles California

Pink camellias set off by a background of cloud gray give an exotic, Chinese feeling to a place mat of acetate. They appeal to the housekeeper's practical side since they may be cleaned with a damp cloth. Backed by cork to withstand hot dishes, 12" x 18". Price, 50c each, prepaid. Sold exclusively by The R. H. Stearns Co., Boston.

"While you were out, Mr. Jones called to say..." Record his message on a sterling silver telephone pad with a raised monogram, and silver pencil attached by a chain. Designed and made by Daskow, it is a luxury item for a mere $12.50. To this price, add 10% for federal tax. Postpaid. Eunice Novelties, Box 46, Forrest Hills, Long Island, New York.

YOUR GIFT PROBLEM...SOLVED!

Silver plated ice bucket

keeps ice from six to twelve hours. Can be used for hot or cold foods.

8" x 9" overall

$5.95 tax included

Express collect

Order now to assure purchase at this special price. Material shortage may force us to increase it before Christmas.

ALEX ANDERSON & SON INC.

912 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

F. A. O. SCHWARZ

NEW YORK — BOSTON — ARDMORE — PALM BEACH — MIAMI BEACH — WHITE PLAINS

DEPT. E, 745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Please send me 64-page FREE TOY CATALOG.

Name

Address

F. A. O. SCHWARZ

NEW YORK — BOSTON — ARDMORE — PALM BEACH — MIAMI BEACH — WHITE PLAINS
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F. A. O. SCHWARZ

NEW YORK — BOSTON — ARDMORE — PALM BEACH — MIAMI BEACH — WHITE PLAINS

DEPT. E, 745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Please send me 64-page FREE TOY CATALOG.
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Address

F. A. O. SCHWARZ

NEW YORK — BOSTON — ARDMORE — PALM BEACH — MIAMI BEACH — WHITE PLAINS

DEPT. E, 745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Please send me 64-page FREE TOY CATALOG.

Name

Address

F. A. O. SCHWARZ

NEW YORK — BOSTON — ARDMORE — PALM BEACH — MIAMI BEACH — WHITE PLAINS

DEPT. E, 745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y.
A magnificent English White Bone China Tea Service whose beauty is emblazoned in rich all-gold rosebud pattern, tipped with red. A regal gift for lovers of beautiful china. Exclusive with Plummer. Teapot, sugar and cream, 6 teas and saucers, 6 plates. $85.

**Christmas Gifts from Plummer**

Innumerable originations and exclusives . . . so many, many things you will not find elsewhere . . . enable you to choose with great discrimination.

**Spode Winston Churchill Toby Jug.** White glaze, 8 1/2" high. 1 qt. $9.

**Minton Cigarette Box,** reproduction of old salt glaze. Brilliantly enameled mosaic figures on soft white. 54.75.

**Match Box,** $2.75.

**English Lead Crystal Plated Flower Vases,** hand-cut. 8" high. $4.75 each.

**Decorative Mallard Duck Ash Tray** from England . . . natural colors. 8" high. $2.50.

**Crown Staffordshire Jumbo Cup.** Dainty pink stripes and flowers. Capacity 1 pint, 2 oz. $5.75.

**English Lead Crystal Honey Jar,** exquisitely hand-cut and polished. 9" high. $4.25.

**Imported Lead Crystal Hand-cut Decanters.** The pair, $18.


**The All-Glass Cocktail Shaker** ... a Plummer exclusive. 1 qt. 58. 2 qt. 59.

**Imported Crystal Hock Glasses.** Assorted hand-painted fish. 12 for 5.75.

**Hand-cut English Lead Crystal Highball Glasses.** 12 oz. 12 for 5.38.

Our Christmas Catalogue illustrates over 150 unusual gifts . . . largely our own originations, chosen for you who seek individuality at reasonable prices.

Your copy will be sent immediately on request.

**The Music Chord Door Chime**

Soothing and melodious chimes ring out when the door is opened or closed.

**SPECIAL XMAS OFFER**

Now ready

Your selection of the illustrated Fragrante Wall Perfumes, and any of the 16 delightful Fragrance Garden or Forest odors make an unusual Christmas gift. They also add to the charm and loveliness of your own home.

() Fragrance Company, Dept. G-4
381 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

**SPTIAL OFFER—$1.50 Value for $1.00 in Holiday Package**

**Special offer—$1.00 Value for $1.00 in Holiday Package**

In Holiday Package

*Cherry Garden*—Perfume 2 oz, bottle of Perfume $1.00. Saffron guaranteed up money refunded.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Purfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.

*Cherry Garden* Perfume 2 oz, bottle.
**AROUND**

We present our compliments to a long-handled sauce boat of silver plate, and a ladle that's a Colonial Williamsburg reproduction in pewter. Both the handles are of wood. Price of the sauce boat is $5.50, plus 10% federal tax. The ladle is $7.50, with no tax. From Margareta J. Thayer, Inc., 28 Parking Plaza, Ardmore, Pennsylvania.

Family affair... father, mother, sister, brother, and baby dolls. Known as Minikins because they are scale replicas, 1" to 1', the arms and legs may be bent in any position without breaking as they are made of a flexible plastic. $5.25 for the set of 5 dolls, postpaid. Le Baron-Bonney Co., 222 S. Main St., Bradford, Massachusetts.

There's nothing phony about the Holdaphone, in fact, it's a most convenient space-saver. It grips the 'phone securely and does not wiggle as you dial... and will not tip over. If you have a long-cord or plug-in 'phone, it's perfection. Walnut finish for square or round base 'phone, $5, postpaid. Holdaphone Co., 2245 Court Ave., Memphis, Tenn.

There's a welcome gift for small holiday tables is truly unrivalled! Thrumming Christmas Feasts—Our array of gifts for smarter holiday tables is truly unrivalled!

**PIPING HOT FOODS**—For large parties this waterless electric Buffet Server is the hostess' best friend. Three heat-resisting, removable glass containers each hold three pints. Bright chromium with solid walnut handles and feet. For AC or DC current, $29.95.

**COLD BOTTLE**—Goings on at the festive board call for golden bubble water—properly chilled. Keep champagne at just the right temperature in this handsome chrome-plated wine bucket designed along simple, beautiful lines. Two convenient side handles. $14.95.

**GOOD PEAR**—For the busy executive, they are the ideal gift to business associates, important customers or favored employees. Special gift boxes of from 10 to 14 huge pears sent prepaid to any address in the 48 United States—only $1.95.

Order direct or write for folder—PHINACLE PACING COMPANY, Dept. 116 Medford, Oregon.

**AUDUBON PRINTS**

These famous colored bird prints have decorated distinguished American homes for over a century. Beautifully mounted in 15 by 17 inch white mats—an ideal size for the home of today. 25c each, 2 for $1. Order your favorite birds or send for list. NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY 1006 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
HANDMADE MEXICAN HAMPER
with 21 festive foods

The sturdy hamper alone sells elsewhere for several dollars. Contains lb.
in Country Club Fruit Cake; De Luxe Fruits: Spiced Peaches, Freestone Peach Halves, Spiced Grapes, Spiced Apricots; ½-lb. Fruit and Nut Filled Hard Candies; Strawberry and Raspberry Preserves; Wine Jellies: Port, Sherry, Muscatel, Southern; Guava Jelly; Fig and Nut Spread; Spicy New England Relish; Watermelon Rind; Tiny Sour Gherkins; Virginia Cantaloupe; Olives; Cherries; Coffee.
No. 22 Delivered in U. S. A. 10.00

CONTENTS OF GIF T BOX

1 Entire Box: 1 lb. Country Club Fruit Cake. 2½-lb. tin in gift box.
No. 1 Del. in U. S. A. 1.35

Similar Assortments
No. 23 6.75
No. 27 3.75

FOR MEN IN SERVICE

Turkey Spread; Antipasto; Cocktail Mushrooms; Smoked Oysters; Artichoke Hearts; Cheddar-filled Cigarettes; Macadamia Nuts; Cocktail Beans; Pate Fois; Cocktail Cherries; Seaford and Hyde Olives; Romanette Tomatoes; Anchovy Paste; Smoked Salmon; Frank's; Pads; Puddles; Napkins.

No. 25 . . 8.25
No. 1 Del. in U. S. A.

Similar Hampers
No. 26 . . 5.00
No. 27 . . . 3.75

Please order by gift numbers. Orders must be received by Dec. 15 to assure Christmas delivery. No shipments made outside of the 48 states. We guarantee complete satisfaction. Send orders, with check or money order, to:

KROGER'S GIFT SERVICE
Dept. H, 35 E. 7th St., Cincinnati, Ohio

VARIETY OF GIFT BOXES

Hand-woven HANDSOME COCKTAIL HAMPER

AGED IN REAL RUM to merge mellowness the rich flavors, Country Club Fruit Cake is ½ fancy fruits and nuts; ½ spiced-rich butter batter. So superterrific in flavor will bring you more praise than many a costly gift.

2½-lb. tin, in gift box.
No. 1 Del. in U. S. A. 1.35

Similar Assortments
No. 31 . . 3.50
No. 32 . . . 3.75

TIME TO TREASURE

Exclusive Leather Covered 30-Hour Clock
Paul Labell, nationally famous designer, created this classic model. Perfect for the "favoriter" on your gift list. Marble . . . white marble with gold and silver-gilt trimming. Front glass . . . specially treated to withstand the most rigorous climate. Measures approximately 16 inches high, 12 inches wide, 7 inches deep. Runs continuously. $7.50

Your order will be filled promptly. Write now to:

The SERV-A-MATIC CO.
280 MADISON AVE., N. Y. CITY

WHOEVER SAID IT HAD TO BE REAL LEATHER?

LEATHER. SILK, BROCADE

EYEGLASS CASES

Needlepoint Mounting

Hand Bags Bellpurls Cushions Boxes Rugs Mules Beaded Bags repaired, relined. Covers made. Eyelash Cases

Hand Bags Made To Order

OF
LEATHER, SILK, BROCADE

Relining Fur Bags Cleaning Restyling Ready Made Bags $5. up

Time to Treasure

House & Garden

SHOPPING
DECEMBER, 1941

AROUND

Cock-a-doodle-do! Something to crow about, a huge cocktail tray of unbreakable glass with an imposing rooster right in the center. It should easily hold all drink fixings from ice bucket to bottle opener. About 12 1/2” x 19 1/2”. Framed by natural wood. Priced at only $4.50. From Tatman’s, 625 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois

A basket filled with cocktail tidbits has what it takes to make an appreciated Christmas gift. Tied with a huge red ribbon, you’ll find jars of Romanoff caviar, anchovies, cheeses, tiny onions, baby melons, assorted crackers, nuts, and heaven knows what else. The works for $6.95. Order from Scharfitt’s, 555 Fifth Ave., New York

“Little Doe” . . . put a few cents a day in this Bubble Bank and see how quickly you can save a lot of dough. On the back of the doe is a legend telling you just how much you have in up to that point. Holds $25 to $400. Bubble is mounted on a wooden base, can be opened in a jiffy. Price, $1.25. F. A. O. Schwarz, 1150 5th Ave., New York

Richly carved crystal by Dorothy Thorpe

Rose bowl $3.00   Column vase $4.00

Enchantment in fragile-clear crystal is captured in these Dorothy Thorpe Originals, with graceful cumbines carved all around in translucent loveliness . . . a design exclusively at ZCMI. Order several for Christmas gifts and for your self!

ZCMI
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

Scented Candles

Give a pleasant, refreshing fragrance to your home. Choice of 4 scents:

Summer Rose—Lavender Lilac—Red Cedar—Pine Balsam. Each burns 15 hours.

2 Complete with 2 attractive wrought iron plant and glass holders and 4 candles. Postpaid Refills $1 dozen

Genuine Bayberry Candles

Hand-Dipped on Cape Cod . . . 7 CANDLES packed in beautiful gift box. Other sizes available.

Garden City Flora Products
48 Arlington Rd., Waltham, Mass.

Pinesbridge Farm
Original Smoked Turkey

For Christmas Giving We’re Smoking an Extra 40 Dozen Turkeys

Give old-fashioned goodness for an old-time Christmas! And who wants any other kind? It means merriment in the home and hordes of people to feed.

Send the inspired gift to each of your favorite hostesses — a Ready-to-Eat, cracking, luscious smoked turkey for open-house holiday week. Each a masterpiece from the Original Turkey-Smoker. It will arrive, festively packed, on the exact day specified.

Send us the choice names on your Christmas list: the dearest friends, favorite relatives and generous hosts. The perfect gift for the person who has everything. (For convenience, use coupon below, jot down additional names on margin).

Birds weigh 7 to 16 lbs., $1.35 a lb., express prepaid anywhere in the United States. In your generosity to friends, don’t forget one for your own entertaining.

Featured at: The Stork Club, “31”, Waldorf-Astoria, Rainbow Room, Colony, El Morocco, Union League Club, Ritz-Carlton, etc.

Pinesbridge Farm, Star Route 1, Ossining, New York

Enclsed is my check for the following Smoked Turkey Gifts:

NAME _ ADDRESS _ WEIGHT _ DELIVERY DATE

NAME _ ADDRESS _ WEIGHT _ DELIVERY DATE

NAME _ ADDRESS _ WEIGHT _ DELIVERY DATE

And One to Our Own Home:

NAME _ ADDRESS _ WEIGHT _ DELIVERY DATE
God Speed the Plough sings out the lusty farmer's poem on this pint-sized coffee cup for the bucolic-minded. Jersey-cream English china printed in earthy tones. Complete, $2.25.

Beautiful at breakfast...a painted wood tray with racks for your mail and paper. In fresh lovely green, blue, peach, ivory, white, $6.75. Rose-strewn white china breakfast set, 12 pieces, $22.50.

When it's time for that first wit-gathering cup of tea or coffee in bed, this flowered English china set makes things rosy. Pot, cup, sugar, creamer, tray, complete, $6.

Just a limited number of these library steps have been cut. They're copied from a fine old English set...in mahogany, topped with leather, and made as only Sloane Registered Reproductions are, $106.00.

When it's time for that first witt-gathering cup of tea or coffee in bed, this flowered English china set makes things rosy. Pot, cup, sugar, creamer, tray, complete, $6.

Just a limited number of these library steps have been cut. They're copied from a fine old English set...in mahogany, topped with leather, and made as only Sloane Registered Reproductions are, $106.00.

Inkwell so handsomely done it's a dead ringer for those fine old silver ones. Made by hand, of silvery metal, with crystal-like inkwells and feathered tops, $8.50. The merry-go-round for stamps is the same metal, by the same artist, $5.00.

W&J SLOANE
FIFTH AVENUE AT 47TH • NEW YORK
WASHINGTON, D. C. BEVERLY HILLS SAN FRANCISCO
Connecticut Avenue Wildfire at Rodeo Sutter near Grant

Mail orders invited (prices slightly higher west of the Mississippi).
Planning a defense garden

HOUSE & GARDEN meets the new year with a practical farsighted guide to defense gardening, a section especially geared to the temper of the times.

Here you will find plans and charts that show how to convert part of your gardening space into productive areas. What vegetables should you plant? What are the requirements of the average family? How to prepare the soil. All these vital subjects will be completely covered in this section planned and edited by Richardson Wright.

Easy-to-grow flowers

The vegetable gardens will not crowd out the floral beauty you've always enjoyed. Flowers too play their part in national defense. And so in this same section in January we will show in color the best of the new flowers for 1942.

But since this new garden effort will add considerably to the gardener's task we suggest simple easy-to-cultivate plantings of annuals and perennials—maximum garden beauty with minimum effort.

In addition to these there will be features on fruits; tools and how to care for them; summer bulbs; modern landscaping suggestions. Don't miss this gardening extra—it's required reading for 1942.

Design trends of the American tropics

Always a sensitive barometer of trends in home furnishings—you will remember our Pennsylvania Dutch issue in June, the Back to the Farm section in November—now in January we bring you new ideas from Florida and the islands of the Caribbean—distinctive homes in Miami and Palm Beach, smart designs in fabrics and accessories keyed to the tropics.

Dictionary of Design

In January we conclude our now famous series on period decoration with the presentation of the Directoire and Empire styles. And as before we show not only the furniture for living, dining and bedroom but also the motifs characteristic of the period so that you easily recognize the style.

Prize winning houses

Also in January we bring you the distinctive homes which have been recognized for HOUSE & GARDEN'S Awards in Architecture—outstanding houses selected by a jury of well-known architects.
reviewed by House & Garden

Just write to the addresses given for any of these other interesting booklets in the Special Section, page 13. Free unless otherwise specified.

COLONIAL REPROS

ARE presented in a 40-page catalog with detailed descriptions and colorful illustrations. The pieces shown represent the best period design from a collection which has been in the making for the past fifty years. Send $15.00 to Biggs Antique Co., Dept. HG-12, 105 East 57th Street, New York, N. Y.

THE CHOICE AND USE OF TABLES

will open your eyes to new ways of beautifying your home by the selection use of tables. The convenience as well as the choice of various types of tables in every room in the house is amply scored by the conclusions reached herein. Send 10c to Imperial Furniture Company, Dept. HG-12, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

THE STORY OF WOOL

is designed in wool from the sixties of history up to the present time. Of particular interest is how the first Seminole Woolen Mill, established in 1866, has developed in manufacturing select wool from the "Lady Seymour" all-wool blankets to regular today. Send 25c to Seminole Woolen Mills, Dept. HG-12, Seymour, Indiana.

YOUR OWN HOME

is a helpful illustrated booklet advocating your selection of five individual pieces not necessarily from the same period. Original booklets inspired by the 18th century style of the Colonial South and France. Send 10c to Drexel Furniture Co., Dept. HG-12, Drexel, North Carolina.

HOME ECONOMICS AND RAYON

tells you, and in not too technical terms, all about how to shop with a characterful, and economical advantage and style value. It also answers hundreds of questions on the care and use of rayon and includes swatches of a dozen new fabrics. Send 15c to American Viscose Corporation, Dept. HG-12, 105 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

HOME HANDICRAFT BOOK

This 64-page booklet, illustrated in color, is full of ideas for home decorating which the average woman can do herself. It gives you some of the best instructions and techniques. Send 10c to Formica, Dept. HG-12, Cincinnati, Ohio.

K-VENIES

can, as you will see in this animated booklet, help solve the household problem of lack of closet space. You'll find prices and illustrations in ten with an added chapter fixtures. Knape & Vogt Mfg. Co., Dept. HG-12, 105 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

INVITATION TO GRACIOUS LIVING

is an invitation to enjoy music right in your own home, perfectly reproduced through the Magnavox combination radio-cassette recorder. Illustrated various available cabinets which in themselves are functional and decorative. Send 10c to Magnavox, Division H-1, Fort Wayne, Indiana.

BUILDING & MAINTENANCE

THE HOME PLANNER'S GUIDE

helpfully discusses the essentials of a good home, under-taken by first-time owners to take up shakiness at once by simple tests! It gives you some of the best instructions and adds notes on the quality points of materials and sound construction. Send 25c to Shepard Elevator Co., Dept. HG-12, 2429 E. 11th Ave., Denver, Colorado.

THE OPEN DOOR TO A NEW LIFE

is solved by an "Elevelte" located in a modern, clean, comfortable home. Send 10c to Newton Electrical Mirror, Inc., Dept. HG-12, 105 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

THE HOME ELEVATOR PROBLEM

is solved by an "Ellevet" located in a modern, clean, comfortable home. Send 10c to Newton Electrical Mirror, Inc., Dept. HG-12, 105 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

FACTS ABOUT TILES

is an informative new booklet, illustrated in color, containing important information on the and installed applications in building and remodeling. Especially interesting are the chapters on the story of tile, and the fact-filled question and answer section. Send 10c to Drexel Furniture Co., Dept. HG-12, 105 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

THE HOME ELEVATOR PROBLEM

is solved by an "Ellevet" located in a modern, clean, comfortable home. Send 10c to Newton Electrical Mirror, Inc., Dept. HG-12, 105 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Arrangement for more attractive living

No home has to have flowers. And no home has to have ice-cold Coca-Cola. But most homes—big and small—have both. And for the same reason...because both add to the sum of attractive living. Ice-cold Coca-Cola has the refreshing gift of fitting any surroundings. Pure and wholesome, its life, sparkle and zestful taste make Coca-Cola one of those pleasant things that no home should be without. Buy it in the handy six-bottle carton from your dealer.

NEW! VOLUME 2

Send for this Entirely New Book

This new and larger 1941 edition of "Flower Arranging" by Laura Lee Burroughs contains new pictures, new material, 48 new, beautiful photographic color reproductions of flower arrangements, with designs, descriptions and many suggestions. Send your name and address (clearly printed) with ten cents in coin or stamps (to cover cost of handling and mailing) to The Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, Georgia, Dept. HG.

"Holly stays traditional,"—one of a series of arrangements illustrated and diagrammed in the book offered on this page.

Frosty coldness brings out the life and sparkle of Coca-Cola. Have the bottles ice-cold—pre-cooled in the refrigerator...and serve arranged in ice. Your guests can open them and drink right from the bottle, if they wish. Remember, you can get Coca-Cola in the handy six-bottle carton from your dealer.
HERE can be no doubt about the character or quality of your gift when it is Solid Sterling, wrought by Wallace Silversmiths (designers of America's Finest Table Silver) . . . Grande Baroque, Rose Point, Sir Christopher, Stradivari, Antique. Wallace Sterling is sold exclusively by jewelers of unquestioned reputation.

This year give Wallace Sterling

The cost is not prohibitive . . . many attractive items under $10

Your jeweler has the perfect answer to most gift problems. A gleaming bowl, luncheon tray or candlesticks, in Wallace Solid Sterling, makes a lovely present.

An elegant coffee or tea service, by Wallace Silversmiths, in Solid Sterling, costs less than you think. Prices from $55. Budget terms if desired.

Wallace Solid Sterling gifts are designed for practical everyday use. Sandwich trays, gravy boats and vegetable dishes are as useful as they are beautiful.

Many gifts, in Wallace Solid Sterling, for infants and children, cost less than $1. A precious baby spoon is only $1.50. Child's cups from $2.50.

Your gift will be treasured for a lifetime if it is Solid Sterling, by Wallace Silversmiths, World Famous makers of America's Finest Table Silver.

Your present of Wallace Sterling will be doubly appreciated, because your gift package will bear the mark of a jeweler of high standing and integrity.

The thrilling new dresser Sterling by Wallace Silversmiths is styled to meet the requirements of the modern coiffure. Beautiful 3-piece sets $22.50 and up.

Ask your jeweler or write direct for this free booklet of gift suggestions in Wallace Sterling. WAllACE SILVERSmiTHS Wallingford, Connecticut.
Quilt Names. A sudden halt came in the midst of the strain and fastidiousness of our modern geometric civilization when a scout from the hinterlands of the Appalachians laid before us the names by which old ladies in that district know their quilt patterns. Listen to them: Flying Swallow, Star with Many a Point, Flying Birds, Pinwheel Star, Melon, Delectable Mountains, Winding Waves, Hearts and Gizzards, Old Maid's Ramble, Fence Row, Rob Peter to Pay Paul, Birdcage, Fish Block, Peacock's Tail, Pine Burr, Autumn Leaves, Democratic Victory, Lady's Puzzle.

The localities from which these quilts sprang—forgotten mountain corners of Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky—slumber along under equally atmospheric names: Wildcat Valley, Hoot Owl Hollow, Trouble­some Creek, Poor Valley, Ab's Valley, Hell for Sartin Creek, and Turkey Cove.

Supine meals. Like the old warrior's casque which became a hive for bees, the celery glass, once an adornment of dining tables, has either disappeared or is used for humbler purposes. Do you remember it—and how it held the blanched stalks boldly as though they were a gallant bouquet? Today celery lies prone—or is it supine?—on a flat dish, its hair curled, amid a commonality of sliced carrots and pearl onions embalmed in great mounds of ice.

In fact, except for candles, the whole equipment of dining tables has taken to lying down. Once the crust was a lordly up­rior's casque which became a hive for bees, the celery glass, once an adornment of dining tables, has either disappeared or is used for humbler purposes. Do you remember it—and how it held the blanched stalks boldly as though they were a gallant bouquet? Today celery lies prone—or is it supine?—on a flat dish, its hair curled, amid a commonality of sliced carrots and pearl onions embalmed in great mounds of ice.

Christmas in the Americas
Observances of the Christmas festival, this year, are inevitably sobered by our awareness that elsewhere in the world men of good will have not the peace that was to be their heritage, and that the principle of the good neighbor, that the Christ laid down as a cornerstone of the Christian structure, has been violated by the latter day disciples of a brutal paganism.

We should first give thanks that here in the western world we are free to observe the season in our own fashion, to live in peace and neighborliness. We should, secondly, resolve to preserve these freedoms and, wherever we can, help toward their restoration in other parts of the world.

We can achieve these ends only through a basic and full realization of our essential community of interests. We must appreciate that our diverse cultures and customs do not signify fundamental differences, but that they are individual expressions of principles, hopes and ambitions that, basically, are the same.

When the Americas celebrate the anniversary of the birth of Christ, there is a variation in ceremony, but none in intent. We all honor the same Redeemer. We all renew the same pledge of devotion to His teachings.

This is one of the many ties that bind the Americas. Understanding of it is a part of the greater inter-American understanding that we are cultivating. It is through such means that a lasting solidarity comes into being, and the hemisphere closes ranks.

By Nelson A. Rockefeller
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs

The brook. For those of us who have vowed to make no peace with oppression, the Christmas song may be hard to sing. Peace on earth—where is it? Good will to men—where can one find it and to whom shall we bestow our favors, by placid compromisers, sterile doubters, wan defeatists and strident intolerance, extend that good will?

Perhaps our notions are mixed—God's peace, as compared with man's puny grasp of it; God's good will as against man's glib, momentary greeting.

Careful eaters. We who will sit down expectantly to Christmas feasts and New Year's dinners can be thankful that we didn't live in the age when poisoning was considered a polite art. Italians of the Renaissance and somewhat later the French carried this art and profession to wonderful heights. No one was safe. The richer you were, the more careful to have a pregustator or taster handy to try the food and drink. If he survived then you were safe to go ahead.

Evidently even the tasters went on strike, for after a time it became customary to supply the table with various magical items that would detect the poisons—the bezoar-stone, the cerastes' horn, snake's-tongue, griffin's claw and, if you were very rich, the horn from a unicorn. Snakes' tongues, often as many as thirty of them, were suspended on golden trees used as centerpieces on the groaning feast-laden tables. Touch the food with one, and if it contained poison the tongue would sweat violently. Our civilization may have slipped back several notches in the past two years, yet we still can stir our Wassail bowl with a spoon instead of a petrified shark's tooth and mince pie is fairly safe without a sugar­ing of some such antidote as powdered snake's-tongue.

Greetings. And finally, we wish all House & Garden readers as merry a Christmas as anyone can have in this troubled world, and a New Year of better prospects.
We wanted to catch the spirit of the Gay Nineties minus the gas lights, of course, in decorating our New York house. And while on tour last summer with Mr. Massey I found the silver carriage lamps and huge Victorian chair for our living room. The walls are a warm dark green, draperies a lighter green chintz flecked with yellow flowers, bright yellow again on the rosewood armchair. The carpet and other pieces are a tawny beige.
We certainly heard enough about the difficulties of living in a New York house before we bought one. We were reminded by our friends that when the plumbing lets go and the stove kicks up there's no superintendent to deal with it—that rain is rain all the way to the corner taxi cab—that maids hate stairs, and backyard trees eat their heads off in bone meal. But like most New Yorkers, my husband and I came from the country where folk live in houses and apartments are "flats" and we were determined to have a house.

So we bought our home—by long distance phone from Omaha, Nebraska. We'd seen it, loved it, and for the tour of "Abe Lincoln in Illinois." Our long-suffering lawyer caught up with us in Omaha and from then on we remodeled, painted, carpeted, furnished and decorated by courtesy of the air-mails. Wm. F. R. Ballard, our architect, was certainly psychic about grasping our ideas at telephone night rates—it was rather like those long distance chess games people play. We had a blueprint and he had one, and we moved walls and floors by letter and wire and sometimes just by thought transference. Thus we knocked over one of the straw-men set up by our commissarating-friends—"My dear, you'll spend months climbing amund the ruins with your architect."

Then our decorator, Mimi Durant, who had helped us with four apartments, took a deep breath and went to work. Color swatches and carpet samples flew all over the United States—all the time we were moving around from town to town with the play. And the house began to take shape. We'd seen it, loved it, and left for the tour of "Abe Lincoln in Illinois." Our long-suffering lawyer caught up with us in Omaha and from then on we remodeled, painted, carpeted, furnished and decorated by courtesy of the air-mails. Wm. F. R. Ballard, our architect, was certainly psychic about grasping our ideas at telephone night rates—it was rather like those long distance chess games people play. We had a blueprint and he had one, and we moved walls and floors by letter and wire and sometimes just by thought transference. Thus we knocked over one of the straw-men set up by our commissarating-friends—"My dear, you'll spend months climbing around the ruins with your architect."

In Milwaukee we upset all of Mimi Durant's plans for my bedroom by finding a fabulous Venetian mirror—big and so fancy that the room had to be pretty self-effacing. It was the relic of a trip to Italy by one of the old-time beer barons and we loved it on sight. Mimi finally had to drape a wall with pink net for it to hang on—and we had to make a glass fireplace facing for it to hang over.

In Vancouver my husband found an old rosewood Victorian chair which he says is the only chair he's really comfortable in. It looks as though Lincoln himself might have spread his long legs on it in comfort. It's most hideously uncomfortable to everybody but Ray himself, which is fine because he never has to worry about anyone else preempting it.

In Victoria we found the high desk for his bedroom. For some obscure reason he always studies his scripts standing up, but leaning on something—a mantel, a chair, or just the wall, and this desk really seems to be a comfort to him. It's an old-fashioned "Bob Cratchit" desk—the sort clerks sat at on high stools in counting houses—but we have no stool. Ray just heads for it as soon as a new script arrives, and leans on it contentedly!

Then—also in Victoria—he found himself an old "actor's table." It looks like a big kneehole desk—but it opens to show a wash-basin, space for towels and makeup, etc. They used to take these tables on tour with them in the old days, and not a bad idea, either, says Ray, remembering hundreds of ill-equipped dressing rooms. We put ivy in the wash basin and gave it a home in the library where it could spend its old age in peace after all its traveling.

Mimi Durant's real hair-grayer was our dining room. It was all paneled in black oak—crying out for hunt breakfasts. But our dining room furniture was very modern—white leather chairs—white table with a blue mirror top—and silver sideboard. She bleached the walls and rubbed white lead into the grain of the oak, making it all silvery gray. White satin curtains, vermilion carpet and valances—mirror around the fireplace—and the furniture and the room became friends across the years.

My own dressing room has a good big dressing table, all across one wall, backed by a mirror draped in eyelet batiste, like a valentine. It's threaded (Continued on page 70)
This year we decided to move again. To many of our friends and acquaintances this didn’t seem unusual because we have changed our apartment and our address each time our lease has expired. But to us it was still thrilling. After ten years of planning each new apartment with the idea of being unusual, clever and original at any cost, we were going to relax and treat ourselves as clients who wanted a conventional, traditional home with no “decorating tricks” about it.

The great question was to decide what period we both found the most congenial. At last English 18th Century won. This was indeed a far cry from the very modern, originally designed apartment with its emphatic accents on color and form which we were leaving.

Having settled on English 18th Century for the period we then had to decide on the type of home we wanted. What flights of imagination we allowed ourselves! We ranged from a town house in London to a cottage in the country. We toyed with many ideas before we decided that it would be interesting to have a real 18th Century English home, in which we would combine traditional things with an expression of our own 20th Century tastes and moods. (Continued on page 72)
We love the drawing room (above) with its almond green wall, topaz yellow rug and pomegranate red sofa. Perhaps the most striking ornament is the old Regency clock by Jay Marsh of Bond St. which stands on the black and gold marble mantel. We repeated this note of gold in the brass fender and the old gold paper lampshades.

Our morning room (left) has walls of knotty pine which make a splendid background for an oil painting by Robert Camp and some of my husband’s collection of owl pictures. Another owl by Allison Mason Kingsbury hangs above the fireplace. We used yellow again here, both for the rug and for the sofa with its flowered pillows.

The Mullens relax in an 18th Century atmosphere.
ARTIST LESTER GABA PUTS ON FINISHING TOUCHES

CYNTHIA, MR. GABA'S MODEL-WIFE, IN THE LIVING ROOM

An eight course dinner modeled in wax on white milk glass plates adds a touch of antic humor in the dining room. Walls are rich dark green; the furniture mahogany. An ascension balloon makes an amusing chandelier for the dining room. At one end of the room a Mexican blackamoor; on the sideboard wax ornaments under bells; on the table Mr. Gaba's fine milk glass.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Cynthia is the comely blond wax model created by prankish Sculptor Lester Gaba. She is also a New York legend. No static dummy, Cynthia attends First Nights and dinner parties, "works" for charity as well as gold. Herewith in her own words, her story of the apartment.

I was born near Gramercy Park, that exclusive little community in the middle of New York City which has its own private park with a lock on the gate to keep outsiders out. That is why, I suppose, I have always been something of a snob. Most mannequins are born in a plaster factory and immediately their first coat of lacquer is dry they are sent off to work in some department store window, but I came to life in a sculptor's studio and except for a few hours' posing in Hollywood and London have never worked a day in my life. I am definitely what the papers refer to as a HOME GIRL, and except for a cocktail party or the opening of a play, I seldom leave the house. It's such a nice place to stay in with its painted murals and soft colors. I have decided after seeing a great many houses in New York, Chicago, Washington, Hollywood, Richmond, St. Louis, Paris, London, (Continued on page 75)
You wouldn't believe that our living room was once a private dining room in the old Beaux Arts restaurant, a favorite rendezvous in New York long before Mr. Gaba thought of me. The room still has its arched groined ceilings but its walls have been painted a light blue-green accented with tropical murals and portraits of Nubians by Mr. Gaba himself. The floor is covered with black linoleum. An old French barometer tops the stripped pine mantel.
A junior editor, his eyes bright with the pride of accomplishment, opened the door to report that in this Christmas issue of House & Garden we are showing no fewer than 579 gift suggestions. "We've not missed a single member of the family, or any kind of friend," he said.

"Good work. That'll please everybody." Then the door closed and we swung around to glance out of the window—across the rooftops of New York and between the tall buildings to the dim and smoky horizon of Long Island. "Five hundred and seventy-nine presents. That'll please everybody—family and any kind of friend." We wonder.

Five hundred and seventy-nine parcels wrapped and be-ribboned with care. Five hundred and seventy-nine expectantly unwrapped by children and parents and relatives and friends. What a stupendous cargo of happiness this Christmas list carries!

We hope we managed to find the right gift for the right person. There's a particular satisfaction in knowing people so well that we can choose exactly what will suit them or what they need. Then so much of ourselves goes along with the gift. It goes along, too, when we take the trouble to wrap it, and, if possible, deliver it ourselves. Yes, with enough effort and thought, we can make an art of giving—a very fine art.

But does it just stop there? Isn't there more to the art than that? Surely any gift freely given is susceptible of being charged with high significance, of becoming that which it should be. The most fragmentary mark of our thoughtfulness can be raised to a new level of generosity, to something that it was not before. The most tangible and material token can become the vehicle of the intangible and supernal life. It is capable of bringing to those who receive it that which they actually need, even though they may never have been aware of that lack in their lives.

Most of us are so preoccupied with everyday duties and with satisfying the common needs of our human existence that we may not realize we also have hidden necessities and hungers past our grasp and beyond the seeing of our most intimate kin and friends. An old prayer, familiar to many, speaks of the Divine Generosity as knowing "our necessities before we ask and our ignorance in asking". The tangible necessity may be for a sewing box, for instance, whereas the intangible and hidden lack may be for the recipient to find, through common domestic duties in using that box, a more abiding contentment at home. While a length of fabric found beneath the Christmas tree will serve its obvious pur-
pose of curtaining windows, it can bring to a room a new beauty never before en-
countered or even before desired. Even curtains can open the eyes of the blind.
A single record of good music may reveal whole new worlds. And so it goes on
down through the prolific diversity of the Christmas list.

The art of giving, then, involves more than our personal selection of a
remembrance and our effort in seeing that it arrives safely. It involves coopera-
tion with a supernatural dynamic, past man’s understanding. It can launch into
action illimitable forces that swing from beyond the horizon of our commonplace
calculations, to satisfy our unknown necessities and answer those pitiful catch-
words we use in asking for them.

Nor in all giving is this heavenly endowment found. To some the mere act of
choosing Christmas gifts is a bore, a tiresome interference with the accusto-
med, un resting pace of their lives. Still, it has to be gone through, and that’s
that. This is the sort of gift the poet referred to as being “bare”, because it is
without the giver. Sometimes there’s not much in the giver to go along with his
gift. Sometimes we are so busy giving that we forget our primary duty in life is
to receive. And whereas giving can be raised to the heights of one of life’s greatest
arts, equally so can receiving.

Constantly, from the moment we draw our first breath until we sigh out
our last, we are receiving. As babes and children we have no choice in the mat-
ter; our necessities are met and we go on growing. As soon as the will stirs and the
mind begins to function, we encounter the enlightening paradox—that before
we can give we must first receive. As the experience of everyday living turns out
its grist of wisdom, we come to realize that in order to give the best we must spend
time in receiving the best. Finally, the ultimate art of receiving is reached when
we turn to the Divine Plenitude a child-like and humble receptiveness, knowing
that It has something in It for each of us.

Down through the ages have come those seeking to learn this art of re-
ceiving. They turn off the accustomed highroads to go by mean paths that lead to
a thatched manger in an obscure stable yard—wise men and shepherds, kings
and commoners, the brave and the dispirited, the learned and the loutish, old
and young—all trudging towards the same center of abundance. And beneath
the obbligato of angels can be heard the uttering of all who seek—the only
words possible for those who would receive the best that they may give the best
—“Lord, I am not worthy that Thou shouldest come under my roof: but speak
the word only.”

Richardson Wright
Gather ye, old friends, while ye may . . .

Clear and cold—Fish House Punch. Wonderful for a holiday party, wonderful in this antique opaline bowl guarded by gilt-winged plastic angels. For the properly festive note, drape around it a pine swag clustered with minuscule apples. Use smallish punch cups, keep a wary eye on the proceedings—this is potent brew.

For twenty-five people: dissolve together ½ cup sugar syrup and ½ cup lemon juice. Add ½ bottle Jamaica rum, ½ bottle of brandy, 4 oz. peach liqueur (to taste), and 2 qts. champagne. Ice and serve.

Spiced and hot—Swedish Glog. Legendary for Christmas Eve or any Wintry night. Serve it informally by the fire on your coffee table—perhaps in a Lowestoft bowl, on a silver punch rack. Wreathe your mantel in greens with a panel of carved wood fruits.

For fifteen people: heat together (just enough to mix) ¾ cup sugar, 1 oz. bitters, 8 or 10 cloves, a few raisins, almonds, a cinnamon stick; 1 pint each California claret and sherry, 1 full cup brandy. Ladle into old-fashioned glasses—a raisin, an almond, a spoon (to prevent cracking) in each.
Rich and thoroughly chilled—Eggnog.
Cornerstone of the Christmas tradition, this calls for your best foot forward—Monteith bowl, lace-edged napkins, Georgian candelabra. Above your buffet, huge garlands of pine, caught with angels and cherubim. Mix early—it should chill 3 hours.
For fifteen people: beat 5 tsps. sugar into the yolks of 15 eggs, add slowly 1 bottle of good rye, 1½ qts. of milk, 1 cup of West Indies (gold) rum. Finally fold in 1¼ qts. lightly whipped cream and the egg whites beaten stiff. When ready to serve, dust liberally with nutmeg.

Warm and hearty—Tom & Jerry. You'll find it delicious on any snowy afternoon, gay and expedient for New Year's Day. A tier table holds the mixings—a huge holly ball (boxwood, holly, mistletoe, little ribbon bows) hangs festively above. To serve, ladle a generous tablespoonful of batter into each mug, add 1 jigger apple brandy (rum, bourbon, or plain brandy), fill with hot milk, top with nutmeg.
Batter for fifteen: 15 eggs beaten separately, 1 cup sugar, 1½ cups Jamaica rum. For further details of these settings, see notes on page 85.

...Round the wassail bowl on Christmas day
Four ways to make the entrance and

How to get more space if your hall is stingly proportioned

Nor infrequently a front door is so close to the stair-case that there is no room for the comfortable welcoming of guests. If the entrance occupies a central position in the façade of the house it may be possible to build an entrance bay which will not only make an attractive and more spacious downstairs hall but will also afford an opportunity to build a little writing room or study upstairs. The arched opening gives a feeling of separation, yet does not exclude light from the hall.

An improvement on the usual enclosed-stair type of hall

When space is very limited an enclosed stair is the customary solution. On the first floor the stairs in this design are allowed to project a little way into the hall, avoiding the stiff tunnel-like appearance which is too often characteristic of the enclosed stair. The available space in the second-floor hall might be used for any of a variety of purposes but our design here suggests converting it into a small upstairs sitting room especially useful if elderly people must be considered.
stair hall more useful and more attractive

A modern stair hall with some unusual features

The first half of this staircase, as far as the landing, is open; the upper half is enclosed by the wall. Thus, although the stairs are a feature of the entrance hall, they are not so cumbersome as to dominate it. The designer has worked out another interesting feature shown in the drawing at right by taking advantage of the break in the wall formed by the living room fireplace. A niche is formed which may be attractively furnished, leaving the hall free of projecting furniture.

An attractive and practical scheme for the small home

If you would like to make a feature of your stairway, yet realize the importance of keeping it in proportion to the rest of your home, here is an idea. No space has been wasted and yet there is ample room to avoid a cramped feeling. As you enter the house, the straight run of the stair is directly before you. The graceful curve of the wall and the first few risers are little details which mean much. Upstairs, a sewing alcove is planned with storage closets on either side.
Moved twenty-five miles after two centuries

The Woodbridge, Connecticut, home of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Beetz was built originally in the town of Guilford in 1706.

Nathaniel Parks, a native of Guilford, Connecticut, in the year 1707 loaded all his worldly goods into an ox-cart, and with his wife Abigail trekked northward some eight miles to a place then known as Cohabit, and now called North Guilford. Two years previously he had acquired a “home lot” there, on which he had built the house that is illustrated at the left.

This house—probably built in 1706—was typical of the period, and the region in which it stood. It had, in the beginning, a two-room plan, with two full stories and a garret above. On either side of the massive central chimney, built of stone laid with clay as mortar, was a single large room; that on the southern side being the “hall” or living room, and that on the northern side the parlor. Between these rooms, and in front of the chimney, was a small “porch” or entry, containing an enclosed flight of stairs to the second floor, where two chambers corresponded in size and position to the rooms below.

The framework was all of hewn oak; ponderous timbers mortised and tenoned together, and beautifully chamfered along the angle wherever the latter projected into the rooms. Chamfering of this sort is of great interest, not only because it is an essentially Gothic decorative treatment applied directly to structural forms, but also because it was the first form of ornamentation employed by the early Connecticut builders in constructing their houses. Over the framework, and fastened to it by (Continued on page 82)
HEAVY WOOD LINTELS, NEVER USED IN MODERN CONSTRUCTION, SPAN THE HUGE FIREPLACES.

THE ORIGINAL MASSIVE BEAMS ARE VISIBLE IN THE CEILINGS.

BEAUTIFUL AND AUTHENTIC FURNITURE IS PART OF THE CHARM OF THIS HOME.
Rescued from the modernizers of 1870

The home of Dr. Robert H. P. Morris, in Rollinsford, N. H., has been restored to its original beauty after some vicissitudes

When purchased in 1933, the old house was so disguised by decay and 1870 alterations and additions that the beauty and great distinction of the original, built about 1750 by the architect of the Sarah Orne Jewett house in South Berwick, just across the Piscataqua River, could hardly be distinguished. It had the same generous central stairway, fortunately intact, but the four small corner rooms on each floor and the two chimneys had nothing left in them of the original house. Most of the windows had been modernized in the 'seventies, with the usual increase in "function" and total loss of beauty—four lights instead of fifteen. The front had been "improved" by the addition of two heavy bay-windows.

At some time the roof must have leaked, a condition which was remedied by the vigorous method of putting on another complete roof over the old with a somewhat steeper pitch and (for good measure) a foot extra projection, completely hiding, but luckily helping to preserve, the elaborate and very beautiful old cornice with its dentil-course and modillions breaking around every window.

The owners were wise enough to recognize the inherent beauty in what remained of the house, and commissioned architect Gordon Allen to do it over, not as an "authentic" restoration, but as a livable house suited to modern life.
Important changes were made in the plans

A comparison of the before and after plans of Dr. Morris's home shows the very considerable changes made by architect Gordon Allen in the course of restoring and modernizing the old house. The two rooms on the south side were joined together by removing the partition, thus forming a very comfortable living room. On the opposite side of the hall the space was transformed into a square library, coat closets, and powder room. The service area was completely modernized.
How to give pictures new life by skillful

For a boudoir (left) small, delicately tinted water colors are charming in off-white carved frames hung on a piece of ribbon one above the other with a big bow.

For an alcove (left) a European scenic poster framed in a simple molding attached directly to the wall and painted to match. This is often a satisfactory way of fitting large canvases (inherited perhaps) into a small apartment.

For a boudoir (left) small, delicately tinted water colors are charming in off-white carved frames hung on a piece of ribbon one above the other with a big bow.

For an alcove (left) a European scenic poster framed in a simple molding attached directly to the wall and painted to match. This is often a satisfactory way of fitting large canvases (inherited perhaps) into a small apartment.

For the powder room (left) a charming arrangement of ovals within ovals which flatters your family silhouettes and makes a quaint border for your mirror.

Over the fireplace (above) a painting is recessed in the wall with the veneered wall surfacing carried smoothly back to picture level. This would look especially well in a Modern room or library.

The scrolls painted on this mat (left) match that on the bed and unify a collection of odd-sized pictures. This idea could be as successful using a frame of wallpaper.

Above the bookcases (right) at eye level, movable glass panels enable you to alternate your picture displays before familiarity has had time to breed indifference. The panels slide easily in grooved moldings at top and bottom.

Select a frame with care to complement the picture.

Frames of every style, size, color and price are now available in such bewildering variety that the inexperienced will be well advised to go to a good dealer for advice. In framing there is but one rule which must not be broken: the frame should always complement, never dominate, the picture. After this there is no rule but good taste. You may be able to give an Old Master added zest with a modern frame. A small picture's good points may be emphasized by a deeply recessed frame. (Frames from the F.A.R. Gallery)
arrangement, framing and lighting

How to key pictures into your room decoration, and still display them to best advantage

Even your favorite picture can hardly survive an inappropriate frame, tasteless surroundings and bad lighting. Conversely even the cheapest lithograph, used with skill and good taste, can give life to the decoration of a whole room. Good pictures never "go out of style"; but don't be ashamed to admit that many of the pictures declared good are not to your taste. Never hang a picture which you don't like. Put it up in the attic for a few years. You may find when you see it again that your taste has changed. And remember always that a picture worth hanging is worth hanging well. These two pages will give you ideas for combining originality with taste in your treatment of pictures, singly and in groups.

1. Lit from below by fluorescent tubes, these pictures are evenly illuminated. The trough has polished metal back, opal glass top

2. Lit from above, these pictures are not marred by reflections on the glass. Floodlights are hidden behind a dropped ceiling section

3. A shadow box, lit by fluorescent tubes, can be used as effectively for pictures as for hobbies, flower arrangements, or similar exhibits

4. Spotlights, with an adjustable beam which can be shaped to fit the picture, may be concealed in a cornice or a central light fixture

If you want to do your own mounting and framing

1. Inexpensive mount. Stick your picture to a piece of wallboard. A coat of shellac may be added to give it a glazed, protective finish.


3. Picture hangers. For light pictures a pin at an angle or tenterhooks (3a). For heavier loads use angle hooks (3b). Soft pencil rubbed on frame eyes before positioning picture on wall will mark right place for hooks.


5. Removable-back frame for easy changes
A clearing in a forest of firs (above) forms a setting for this white clapboard house with gray roof and pale blue shutters, designed by Courtland E. Smith for Mr. and Mrs. Allen on Long Island. Vistas have been cut through the trees to provide glimpses of the Sound. T. H. Rohejohn-Gibbings has brought a fresh note of Chinese modern to the decorating of the traditional Colonial interiors.

Definitely 18th Century is the architectural background of the dining room. Just as typically contemporary are the color scheme and furnishings. Walls, carpet, and leather-covered chairs are star sapphire blue. The sideboard of crackle lacquer is a deeper shade of blue; the table is of bleached walnut. Exotic coral, brought from the South Seas by the owner, fills the china cupboard and mantelpiece.

The children's room occupies the second floor of the wing on the right, above. It presents an uncluttered appearance since furniture is kept to a minimum by building in chests of drawers under the eaves on the wall opposite the beds. The essential pieces are of sturdy modern bleached walnut. Walls are white; floor, blue linoleum; spreads a bold red, white and blue plaid.
The Chinese influence, so marked elsewhere in the house, is expressed on the sun porch in bleached bamboo furniture with ash gray cushions piped in red. The floor here is of gray, random-size flagstones; windows to the floor give an outdoor feeling to this protected lounging spot. For al fresco dining, a glass-topped, wrought-iron table has matching chairs with rope seats and backs.

A striking Tibetan fresco painting of the Ming period hangs opposite the fireplace in the living room. It shows a god mounted on a blue horse. The sofa beneath it is in rose red with pillows of antique Chinese fabric; hand-woven material in ash gray covers the armless chairs. The coffee table is a modern interpretation of the Ming type in pale gray crackle lacquer with a pagoda top.

The Chinese modern influence (below) is nowhere more apparent than in the colors of the living room: gray ash fireplace wall and woodwork, star sapphire blue walls and carpet, ash gray upholstery. The one accented color is in the fabric at the windows, striped in blue and American beauty red which repeats the color of the sofa. Star sapphire blue appears again on the fireside easy chair.
A simple plan for making a bog garden of

Some of our most beautiful wildflowers are found in low, marshy ground. Here's how to induce them to grow in your garden

By WALTER E. THWING

Many are the miracles worked on our minds and hearts as we follow the trail of the wild flowers, and one of the most delightful is the opening of our eyes to things that until now we could not see. What was before but a dismal swamp takes on a sweet secluded beauty, and the once uninviting bog becomes a land of smiling promise.

In these wet, spongy, hummocky places live some of our most interesting and beautiful wild flowers. Irresistibly they suggest the unique possibilities of a little bog garden of our own. Those of you who are so fortunate as to have a bog plants and can create one only if it may be done easily and inexpensively. I offer you the simple plan which I have followed and which proved efficient enough to grow fringed orchids, white bog orchids, white lady's-sippers, nodding ladies' tresses, wild calla, grass-pink orchids, turtlehead, monkey flower, sweet flag, wild hyacinths and many others despite the extraordinary drought of last Spring.

The essential condition for the bog plants seems to be unfailing moisture under the surface. We are not considering now the aquatics or those species that actually grow in the water, but rather the plants whose roots can reach down to a sub-surface reservoir. Our problem is to maintain this wet foundation so that it is within reach of the roots and may be absorbed upwards to keep the top soil pleasantly damp. Here is a simple construction plan that seems to do the trick.

Stake out the garden plot and remove all soil to a depth of eighteen inches. Fill in ten inches with a mixture that is 75% peat moss and 25% leaf mold or good humus. Saturate this mixture with water. Set hollow tiles, three inches in diameter and ten inches long, vertically in the peat at intervals of about four feet and fill in the remaining eight inches with a mixture of peat moss (one-third) and good, rich humus (two-thirds). The tiles should be pushed about an inch into the peat moss and will extend to a little above the surface of the upper mixture. They can be held in position while the top soil is heaped around them to keep them vertical.

By hosing water through these tiles at weekly intervals the bottom mixture can be kept cool and wet even in hot, dry weather, and the upper mixture will be kept in good condition by absorption. This sub-surface watering should be continued through Spring, Summer, and Fall and omitted only during extended periods of rain. Short-lived showers, even if heavy, are not an adequate substitute. Thus we may, fairly easily, create a little bog of our own and maintain it in exactly the condition that bog plants find congenial.

Now for the layout of the planting. In view of the preparatory work required we cannot make it too large or too meandering and we don't want to waste any space. So the plan proposed is a simple rectangle nine feet wide and eighteen feet long. If the original trench is dug an additional four inches deep the surface can be kept four inches below grade. If this edge is supported by a casual stone border the effect is rather pleasing. Generally the bog plants have the company of native shrubs or trees which give them protection from the wind and some shade during part of the day. We can use some of this material for these purposes and it will at the same time serve to close in our garden and give it seclusion.

A small red maple (Acer rubrum) centered at the back of the garden will supply a burst of bright color when it flowers in Spring and when its leaves turn in the Fall. Witherod (Viburnum cassinoides) is suggested for one of the far corners. Its white flowers in June, colorful berries in the Fall, and handsome foliage all Summer are of great decorative value. A couple of sweet pepper-bushes (Clethra alnifolia) at the opposite end will contribute spicy, fragrant flowers in July and August. In the front corners pussy willows (Salix discolor) will be appropriate. Their pussies are a delightful signal of Spring.

Twenty natives of the moist lands are included in our plan (see opposite page) representing a succession of flowering from April to September:

1. Boneset or thoroughwort (Eupatorium perfoliatum) is an old-time herb growing two to four feet high. Its heavy clusters of tiny white blossoms are a feature of the late Summer and Fall meadows. Foliage is particularly attractive.

2. Blue flag (Iris versicolor) is one of our most graceful swamp natives holding its violet-blue flowers two to three feet high. It blooms from May to July.

3. Blue vervain (Verbena hastata) is often a companion of boneset and its spikes of dark blue flowers combine effectively with boneset's white. The vervain sometimes exceeds six feet in height, blossoming from July to September.

4. Cardinal flower (Lobelia cardinalis). One of the most gloriously colored natives, with large spikes of cardinal-red flowers in August. It grows two to four feet tall. It is usually found in semi-shade or deep in the rank Fall growth of the wet meadow so we place it in our plan, where it has a little protection from both sun and wind. The great blue lobelia (L. siphilitica) is also interesting but not nearly so showy as the market variety.

5. Forget-me-not (Myosotis scorpioides). This little beauty is the true forget-me-not which originated in Europe but has become naturalized here. Its dainty light blue flowers with tiny yellow eyes are supposed to last from May to July, but as I write this in late September my plants are still in blossom. It is especially nice as a border plant, growing six to twelve inches high, and may be set off by a half-buried log or occasional rocks as indicated on our plan.

6. Grass-pink orchid (Calopogon pulchellus). A gem among the bog orchids. Its twelve to eighteen inch stem carries several exquisite magenta-

(Continued on page 69)
native swamp plants
Cape Ann cottage near New York

Use of materials salvaged from an old Gloucester cottage give this house its genuine charm

It is an authentic tang of the sea which still clings to Mrs. Gordon Seagrove's trim red house in Yonkers, N. Y.; for much of the material used in its building comes from a weatherbeaten Cape Ann cottage which Mrs. Seagrove acquired while on vacation in Gloucester, Massachusetts.

The richly handsome wood paneling of the living room, for example, spent its first 200 years as the cottage floor. By the removal of five coats of paint the finely seasoned texture of these old planks is now displayed to advantage. The old window glass has been given new sash, the old doors (each a different size) have been housed in new frames.

All these old pieces, under the direction of Architect Oscar A. de Bogdan, have been fitted into a new plan designed to satisfy the needs of present-day living. The study, with its adjoining lavatory, may serve as a guest room if necessary. And the garage may at some future date be converted into a maid's room.
Modern adaptation of Connecticut Colonial

Mr. Wm. R. Webster Jr.'s home blends old-fashioned charm with convenient modern planning.

In all of Connecticut there are few places with more of the flavor of Colonial days than the village of Greenfield Hill near Fairfield. Appropriately enough, the architect of Mr. Webster's home, Mr. Cameron Clark, retained as much as possible of the traditional residential character of the vicinity.

An exterior of smooth boarding affords a perfectly plain surface upon which the contrasting lights and shadows of the overhanging moldings play with excellent effect. Usable blinds are painted yellow in contrast with the white of the walls. The entrance feature is a flat-roofed shelter with graceful supporting members just sufficient for their function.

The plan is so arranged that it opens up to the most attractive views. Modeled on the light curving designs of earlier homes, the stairway nevertheless has practical chrome-plated balusters more typical of our modern age. The kitchen and pantry layout is modern throughout and carefully arranged for convenience.
Although the year 1828 may not be recorded in history books it proved to be tremendously eventful for the florists and plant lovers of the world.

In that year the Bartram Botanic Gardens of Philadelphia came into possession of a collection of plants belonging to the Spurge family. A statesman named Joel Roberts Poinsett had sent them from Mexico, where he was United States Minister plenipotentiary—the first such representative the United States had ever sent to that revolution-torn country.

In this collection was a plant which bore at the top, in addition to its green foliage, a group of bright red leaves, or bracts. Still not classified as to botanic individuality, this interesting plant appeared for the first time in history at the first exhibition of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, held in Masonic Hall, Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, on June 6, 1829, shown by Colonel Robert Carr, proprietor of the Bartram Gardens.

After it had distinguished itself by its outstanding characteristic of brilliance, stock was given to Robert Buist, then the leading florist and nurseryman of Philadelphia, who disseminated it and sent a plant to Professor Graham of the Royal Botanic Garden in Edinburgh, Scotland. It was Professor Graham who suggested naming this plant “poinsettia,” in honor of its discoverer. Designated as a euphorbia, it was later exhibited as E. poinsettii and finally as Poinsettia (or Euphorbia) pulcherrima.

From such a small beginning the poinsettia has attained popularity throughout America. In the southern United States it grows out-of-doors the year around, often to the height of a small tree. The brightest plant to be seen in winter, this lobster flower, or Mexican flame-leaf, or poinsettia, has come to be as much of a decorative Christmas plant as holly, ground-pine and mistletoe.

In the South it is easily propagated, from April on, by sticking three-foot canes into the ground, where (Cont'd on page 78)
Suns and Stars

Two flower forms to plant and enjoy when making a perennial garden or a bed of annuals

In making a flower border, whether of perennials or annuals, we depend for effects on (1) variety of flower and foliage forms and (2) the use of these plants in masses. So we group spires of delphinium and rounded masses of phlox that mount impressively along the lower reaches as thunderheads pile up in an August sky.

Such planting for effects is necessary and to the casual observer the general effect is all that is to be had from a border. On the other hand, a border should warrant close inspection. Not alone the general mass, but the individual flower also should be appreciated. As soon as this is grasped, flower forms become an exciting study and especially the many kinds that give the effects of suns and stars. Consider some of them, out of an abundance.

Of the bulbous plants the ranunculus, French anemones and even single dahlias assume the sun shape and the ismene lily flowers to a huge star. Single roses give the same effect, none more interestingly so than the Irish singles and some of the species, *Rosa alba* and the Scotch roses, the reddish *Rosa gallica* and the pale yellow sun of that exquisite and slightly tender climber, Mermaid.

Among the annuals are many kinds of compositae, as botanists call the sun-like flowers: calendulas, marigolds, the sunflowers themselves, single chrysanthemums, single asters, gaillardia in bronze and mahogany and the African daisies—dimorphotheca in white or crimson rose and *Arctotis grandis* with its bi-colored petals. Both calliopsis and cosmos give us suns of varying sizes and colors and *Argemone grandis*, the prickly poppy, its own particular sun shape. And, if you examine it closely, didiscus, the blue lace flower, is like a bursting blue meteor. Then, among the star-like annuals we have two low growers, suitable for edgings—the glittering dahlgarn daisy and *Nemophila insignis*, with blue stars, and, if you wish, white and purple stars as well.

The families of perennials contribute many a sun to border (Cont’d on page 84)
This month should see the ground well frozen and ready to receive the last of the Winter covering. Material should be heavy enough to keep the ground frozen.

Undesirable trees that are dead or half dead should be taken care of now. Chop them down and cut up into firewood. This is good outdoor exercise.

Look over your trees carefully and remove the honey-brown collars that partially or entirely surround twigs. These are eggs of tent caterpillars and should be destroyed.

Cut away cleanly dead or broken tree branches for if they are left there is danger of their tearing loose during a storm and causing an untold amount of damage.

Assuming you have a well-made, well-drained coldframe, this is a good time to sow seeds of a wide variety of rock garden plants and of many standard perennials.

Evergreens of the more slender branched types such as junipers, hemlocks and some of the pines are benefited by support for their longer branches if snowfalls are heavy.

Hardy deciduous shrubs can still be planted if the ground can be worked without too much trouble. Pack the soil firmly about the roots and apply adequate mulch.

Most varieties of English ivy will make satisfactory house plants and can be grown in water. Change water often enough to keep roots and stems free of slime.

House plants require fresh air as an essential to their good health. Whenever the weather is mild enough to do so without chilling let in lots of fresh air.

Caution and most of the succulents that are usually grown with them do best in sandy soil and require a hot, dry condition like the climate where they naturally grow.

Garden tools, if not already taken care of, should be cleaned and put away for Winter. Cover metal parts with oil or paint to prevent their rusting during storage.

Drive to the nursery and select your Christmas tree. Have it tubbed, roots, soil and all, and it will serve its purpose as a Christmas tree and can be planted in your garden later.

Woody plants that are subject to attack by scale insects should be sprayed, if infected, during the dormant Winter season when there is no tender growth to injure.

Neatness and garden sanitation both call for a thorough clean-up campaign at this time. Gather and burn all dead plant stalks that are untidy and contain insects and disease.

Look over your trees carefully and remove the honey-brown collars that partially or entirely surround twigs. These are eggs of tent caterpillars and should be destroyed.

Ventilate frames in which biennials and perennials are stored. When the ground has frozen, cover with a light mulch of leaves, close frames and cover with straw mats.

Guard poinsettias against chill which causes leaves to yellow overnight. Give plant a sunny window where temperature is 70° in the day and 60° at night.

Fruit tree pruning is really a science, and no one should attempt it without a clear knowledge of what is to be done. If informed, now is the time for this work.

Be careful of any fires you may light to burn garden brush. Fires spread fast when out of control. Better wait till after a rain or when the ground is snow-covered.

Before Winter storms set in, you'd better check on outside drains to see they are open. Otherwise you are apt to have trouble when it is more difficult to correct.

Coldframes used to winter hardy seeds sown for Spring germination should be kept shaded with slats so they will not heat too much on warm, sunny days.

Evergreens that were planted during the past season will be benefited by some kind of windbreak if they are in exposed locations. Any protective wind barrier will do.

It is interesting and informative to visit a nursery and look up the various evergreen shrubs. You get a clear picture of their Winter effects at this time.

Watch out these cold days for berried shrubs. When you see one that you like make a written note of it as a future addition for a spot in your own garden.

If you haven't already finished it, complete pruning those climbing roses that need attention. They should be tied in place to prevent winds from whipping them around.

No gardening tasks today—church, attractively wrapped packages that are soon in shambles, a much too large dinner and then a nap before the open fire.

Ventilate frames in which biennials and perennials are stored. When the ground has frozen, cover with a light mulch of leaves, close frames and cover with straw mats.

Guard poinsettias against chill which causes leaves to yellow overnight. Give plant a sunny window where temperature is 70° in the day and 60° at night.

We are glad of last year's resolution to buy nothing but the best for the garden. It has certainly saved money in the end.
MAKING A BOG GARDEN

(Continued from page 62)

tose blossoms with long crested lips. Other beautiful small orchids that are frequently companions of the grass-pink orchid are the rose pogonia or snake-mouth (Pogonia ophioglossoides) and the arctotis (A. bulbosa). They are equally lovely but, in my limited experience, more difficult to grow.

7. Jack-in-the-pulpit (Arisaema triphyllum). Perky little Jack in his canopied pulpit is always a welcome Spring sight. The glossy green fruit in midsummer is most attractive, and when it turns red in early Fall it is striking indeed.

8. Ladies' tresses (Spiranthes cernua). This is the nodding ladies' tresses which prefers moist meadows where deep grass can protect it. Its bracted spike of white blossoms is produced in late Summer, August and September, and varies in height from six to eighteen inches. It is one of the easiest to grow of our native orchids.

9. Leopard lily (Lilium pardalinum). A magnificent native lily from the West Coast, six feet tall or even more, with showy red and yellow blossoms in July. It is base-rooting and should not be planted too deep—four or five inches is enough. If you have difficulty getting bulbs, you may substitute the Turk's cap lily (L. superbum) which we used in last month's plan. This lily is stem-rooting and therefore requires about ten-inch depth in planting. If you use the Turk's cap, the depth of the soil in our plan will be insufficient, so in planting the lily corner space up about six inches of the peat moss layer and add enough top soil to make a mixture similar to the upper layer.

10. Marsh marigold (Caltha palustris). This is the incomparable plant that brightens the Spring swamps and brook-sides with its glossy leaves and profusion of rich yellow flowers. Although usually found in very wet spots or even on submerged rocks in midstream, it is not difficult to establish in the moist soil of our artificial bog. It is about two feet tall.

11. Monkey flower (Mimulus ringens). One to three foot stems with several blue or violet flowers, each one like a little smiling face. Blossoms mostly in July and August.

12. Pitcher plant (Sarracenia purpurea). Here's a touch of grotesque to add interest to our garden. A cluster of short, fat, hollow leaves are so many traps for the unwary insects that form part of the diet of this strange plant. Stout twelve to eighteen inch stalks hold up the odd, gloular flowers with their dark purple or brown overhanging sepals and dull red pendant petals.

13. Rose loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria). A rose variety is sometimes listed as roseum. It is two to three feet high with lovely spikes of rose flowers in June and July.

14. Showy lady's-slipper (Cypripedium reginae). One of the handsomest of our native orchids. Each stem bears one to three white blossoms whose pouches are touched with purple or magenta. Once established it will form large clumps of exceptional beauty. June-July flowering. Also called, and appropriately, the queen lady's-slipper (C. reginae).

15. Swamp milkweed (Asclepias incarnata). Almost as handsome as its cousin the butterfly weed. Panicles of red or bright purple flowers from July to September. Stout plants about three feet tall.

16. Trout lily (Erythronium americanum). These miniature lilies are denizens of the open woods but will be content with the partial shade of our shrubs. Six to eight inches tall, their yellow flowers are an important feature of the Spring parade. There is a white species (E. albidum) that can be combined nicely with the yellow.

17. Turtlehead (Chelone glabra). The interesting blossoms really do look like turtle heads. They are white, sometimes tinged pink and are borne in spikes and in the axils of the upper leaves. Two to three feet tall, flowering in July and August. There is a rose species, even lovelier (C. Lyoni) native to the mountains of the South which thrives in New England.

18. White bog orchid (Habenaria dilatata). This handsome native produces a heavy spike of closely set pure white blossoms that is decidedly striking. One to two feet tall, flowering in June and July. I suggest this representative of the habenaria group because it has grown more vigorously for me than some of the others. Perhaps a little more difficult but also certainly more beautiful are the white fringed orchid (H. flagellaris) and the yellow fringed orchid (H. ciliaris) whose deeply fringed lips and more loosely placed flowers create a lacy effect.

19. Wild calla (Calla palustris). Much like a miniature calla lily is this little June-flowering member of the arum family. The graceful spathe is white or greenish white and the prominent spadix yellow. Bright red berries are produced in late Summer. The plant is five inches to a foot in height. Wild calla grows from a creeping, fleshy root which should be planted horizontally about two inches deep, with the ends curving up to the surface.

20. Wild hyacinth (Camassia esculenta). Slender stems, one to two feet tall, bear airy spikes of delicate light-blue flowers in early Summer. This member of our group likes a little shade and dislikes wind. So we place it in a sheltered corner. C. leichtlinii is similar but somewhat taller, with white or purple blossoms.

All of the species listed are hardy perennials and should increase once they are established. The number of plants required to carry out our plan will be approximately six of each species except in the cases of forget-me-not, grass-pink orchid, showy lady's-slipper, and trout lily, where twelve will be more effective.

A scattering of ferns, as indicated on the plan, will add interest to the garden and also help to prevent drying out of the surface. In the background, interrupted fern and cinnamon fern will be good choices with their height of about four feet. In other spots the shorter lady fern will be attractive. All are partial to damp soil and not averse to a measure of sunlight.

To See Steuben Glass

Is To See Why—

Why you want it, both for yourself and to give — Why it is the outstanding American Glass. ... The clearest crystal known is fashioned entirely by hand into finely simple forms that accent the natural grace and brilliance of the crystal itself. Every Steuben piece, even the least expensive, has this satisfying design and clarity. ... Shown: an olive dish by hand into finely simple forms that accent the natural grace and clarity.

Christmas booklet sent on request Examples of Steuben Glass (made in Steuben County, N. Y.) are in the Metropolitan Museum, New York, the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, and others.

FIFTH AVE. AND FIFTY-SIXTH ST., NEW YORK
"WE BOUGHT OUR HOME BY"

(Continued from page 43)

with narrow velvet ribbon, caught up by two very silly stuffed white doves with roses and forget-me-nots in their bills. The doves do attract moths and dust, and stuffed birds aren't my favorite form of decoration, but these are really pretty—besides, nobody but me sees them and I don't have to bother to explain why they're there.

**Happy ending**

So our house came to life by correspondence and we had a lot of fun collecting what other people had thrown away all over the country.

What's more we found out that maids don't mind stairs (at least ours don't), that a wisteria vine five stories high can be as much fun and trouble as a baby—that plumbers are nice people and come when you call them (some of the time anyhow) and that one's friends love to come to a house and sit casually on the stairs talking far into the night.

We love having a house and we find that entertaining is delightfully easy, because people wander around—and that's important to us who loathe formal dinner parties. The very notion that he has to sit in one chair through four courses can send my husband into a terror—and it's nice for him to have desks to lean on, stairs to sit on, and room to walk around in, carrying a plate in an offhand manner.

An actor's dressing table found by Mr. Massey in Victoria, B. C. looks like a kneehole desk. Top drawers are false and act as lids covering basin and compartments for actor's paraphernalia.
DECEMBER, 1941

LONG DISTANCE PHONE"

The blue mirror top of the dining table reflects the brilliant contrasting shade of tangerine used in the carpet, the valances and lampshades. Everything else in the room is finished in white.

Shaving mugs, mustache cups
Mrs. Massey collected make unusual decorative accents

Love balls—glass globes decorated with valentines and favors—Victorian from the West

Mrs. Massey's bedroom is a bower of giant pink morning glories on a silver ground. Clouds of pink tulle drape windows and chimney breast. Carpet, satin chairs and spread repeat shades of pink.

This Christmas give your home something of beauty and real worth. The Drexel pieces shown here are ideal gifts—they're the lovely practical pieces that make a home complete. Every bedroom needs a good dresser with roomy drawers. Every woman wants a dainty poudre. And a set of chairs like the one above—for dining or cards—would be a wonderful gift. Drexel pieces are exquisitely proportioned, carefully made, rubbed to a softly-glowing patina. Later, you can get more Drexel furniture to harmonize with what you already own. Ask to see it at your dealer's.

(Above)
Dresser in beautifully-polished plum-pudding mahogany banded with acacia burl. 46" x 21". Note the fine mirror.

(Below)
Louis XVI commode server in mellow walnut-and-beech, for dining room, foyer or living room. 19" x 36" top.

(Left)
Curves from a Regency chairback inspired this charming bed, in plum pudding mahogany. Double or twin sizes.

(Below)
Dainty poudre in plum pudding mahogany. It becomes a desk when the mirror-lid is dropped. 42" x 17".

DREXEL FURNITURE COMPANY
DREXEL, NORTH CAROLINA
You are invited through the courtesy of your merchant, to visit our display rooms in the following cities, where America's most distinctive furniture is on permanent exhibition.

NORTHERN FURNITURE Co.
MAKERS OF FINE DINING ROOM AND BEDROOM SUITES FOR OVER 60 YEARS.
BOSTON • CLEVELAND • CHICAGO • CINCINNATI
DETROIT • KANSAS CITY • MILWAUKEE • MINNEAPOLIS • NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA • PITTSBURGH • SHEBOYGAN • ST LOUIS

Spode THE FINE ENGLISH DINNERWARE

ROSE BRIAR
Service for 4 people
20 pieces $28.01

ROMNEY
Service for 4 people
20 pieces $36.01

This Christmas, give yourself and your family years of joy and satisfaction by buying fine Spode dinnerware for your table. Select your pattern from the display at nearby stores or write for Booklet 32.

Wholesale distributors
COPELAND & THOMPSON, INC., 206 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
Prices are subject to change

BRITISH CRAFTSMANSHIP AT ITS BEST

DECORATORS ARE PEOPLE

(Continued from page 44)

When we were married we both had a great many laces and penates. Imagine my widely consternation when I found that my husband had a house completely furnished; without a single place for my beloved but timid possessions. So to storage they went, to stay with many of my husband's things that were already there, until a place could be found for them again.

Now in this new home of ours we felt that there must be an expression of our individual personalities. We both wanted mahogany pieces with the fine old patina only acquired through the careful polishing of many years. We wanted sofas and chairs in which our friends could relax without uttering the disconcerting comment, "Who would ever have thought of making a chair like that? No one but a decorator?" And then that peculiar expression would spread over their faces which showed only too plainly that they felt decorators were different from ordinary mortals and so their homes must inevitably be a magician's bag of tricks.

(Continued on page 79)

We love comfort so we added another sofa in reseda green, gold and lime handblocked linen to the drawing room. The crotch mahogany screen came from an old house, furniture here is mahogany

An enormous white breakfront cabinet lined in coral holds old china in the dining room. Chair seats are yellow leather, curtains are antique yellow damask against the yellow walls and brick red carpet

The thread of gold which is woven through every room starts in the hall with its gold and white striped paper, topaz rug, gilt barometer and brass wine coolers and lamp. Furniture is 18th Century
A warm gift for a glamorous lady with my love

Look for this matching housecoat, made by Gem, in the same glazed chintz.

LOVELY CHATHAM BLANKETS IN LUXURIOUS CLOSET BOXES

Magnificent gift for a lady who deserves the best—a quilted-satin closet box (with sachet), containing a beautiful 100% wool blanket of Chatham's finest quality. Blue in Royal, White in Ivory, or Rose in Wine "Lido" Boxes. $21 complete.

Chatham's sparkling-white blanket is magically made of 25% wool, 50% rayon and 25% cotton—packed in this adorable closet box covered in smart, washable glazed chintz (with a rose sachet). Extra long size, too, and only $10 complete. Ask for "Snowhite".

TWO-CHRISTMAS-GIFTS-IN-ONE!

Quilted-satin housecoats, too, match the Lido Box. At good stores everywhere.

Write for the nearest store showing Chatham closet boxes to Chatham Mfg. Co., 37 Worth Street, New York City.
WHAT'S IN A FLOWER'S NAME

Marion Brownfield discovers romance and glamour behind the name of many a common flower

The original meaning of the name first given many flowers is a short story, often full of romance, adventure, or surprise! The next time you see a fascinating picture in a seed catalogue, or some beauty in a garden with two names, investigate further. If you've not had a course in botany, the dictionary will tell you a great deal about the names of flowers. Many blossoms still have descriptive names given by the Greeks. Even translations of the Greek and Latin names tell us much about "all the flowers of love and memory".

For example, many Greek names describe the habitat, or favorite growing place of the flower. Thus azalea is from the Greek, meaning dry, hence, growing in dry ground. While ranunculus, that gay red, orange and lemon colored member of the buttercup family, means "little frog". So here we get the clue that the ranunculus thrives in moist places beloved of frogs. Lily of the Valley by its English name suggests its favorite haunt, just as water lilies do. Lily of the Valley, however, is called "Magpie's Robin" by the Germans, who thus denote its blooming season and bell-like shape.

A great many of our favorite flowers have a name that suggests a special characteristic. The crimson phlox is named from the Greek word "flame" that means "to burn". Chrysanthemum, the queen of our autumn flowers, though many-colored nowadays, is a translation from the Greek, meaning "golden flower".

Two flowers that the Creeks named for their attraction toward the sun are heliotrope, and helianthus, or sunflower—"helio" being the Greek word for sun, and "anthus" for flower. Two other quaint names for the fragrant heliotrope which suggest its love for the sun are "turnsole" and "girasole".

A water-loving name is hydrangea, for this shrub translated from the Greek means "water vessel". Surely a suggestion for its planting and care!

Some flowers actually got their names from a description of their leaves! Thus gladiolus, the lovely lily from South Africa, has a streamlined leaf like the sword. The name comes from the same classic root as gladiator. Jonquilly, the golden lily of Spring, has a French name "jonquille" that was derived, it is thought, from the Latin word "jonca" or rush. Certainly the leaf is slender and rush-like. Oxalis has a name that describes the acid taste of the leaves. This tiny yellow flower, incidentally, is a member of the sorrel family, so the flavor of the foliage doesn't surprise you, does it? Cineraria hardly deserves to be thought of as "lady", but the name describes the ash-gray foliage, rather than the thick clusters of starry flowers in brilliant blues and dainty pink.

Morning glories belong to the convolvulus family and get their Latin name from the characteristic twining stem. Larkspur is supposed by its English name to describe the feet of the lark. But the early Greek name for delphinium meant "dolphin" as the necessary or honey sack is shaped like the head of a dolphin. The name is as well known now as vivid blue that it must not be forgotten that there are pink, rose, white and lavender blossoms of this lovely member of the ranunculus family.

Many flowers were given names that simply described their general appearance. Thus daisy was called "the day's eye", while campaspe was a Latin name meaning "little bell", that covered blue bells, hare bells and our English Canterbury bell. Astrantia, that lovely lavender brown-eyed daisy which hails from Africa, means "ear" and is an allusion to the ear-like scales under the flower head. Digitalis, better known as foxglove, comes from a Latin root meaning "finger of a glove", and refers to the shape of the flowers. A poet relevantly wrote:

"To keep her slender fingers from the sun Pan through the pastures oftentimes doth run... to pluck the speckled foxgloves from their stem And on her fingers neatly places them"

Minimus, or monkey flower, has a Latin name that means "comedian". This described the resemblance of the flower's corolla to a mask.

Both the Turks and Persians described the tulip as a "turban", hence the name is a translation of "tulip", the Turkish headgear.

The pungent perfume of the nasturtium gives this popular flower its name which is composed of two Latin words, which translated mean "to twist the nose"!

Notice the seed of other flowers and you will have a clue to their names. Coriopsis is from the Greek, meaning "bag-like". Nigella, or fennel flower, more romantically called love-in-a-mist, is derived from "siger", thus describing the black seed. The geranium is called crane's bill in Germany to describe the seed.

A great many flowers by their names are perpetual memorials to famous botanists, scientists or patrons of horticulture. Among these are the begonia, named for Michael Begon, Governor of Santo Domingo, the gerbera (daisy) after Theodore de Gaa, a translator of Theophrastus and a Greek naturalist, and the ionicera, or familiar sweet rocket. There are also perpetual memories to illustrious persons. Atropurpurea, for example, is the name of Atropos, the last of the Fates, and marks the final stage of the flower's life. The dahlia is named for Traugott Gerber, a German botanist.

A great many flowers by their names are perpetual memorials to famous botanists, scientists or patrons of horticulture. Among these are the begonia, named for Michael Begon, Governor of Santo Domingo, the gerbera (daisy) after Theodore de Gaa, a translator of Theophrastus and a Greek naturalist, and the ionicera, or familiar sweet rocket. There are also perpetual memories to illustrious persons. Atropurpurea, for example, is the name of Atropos, the last of the Fates, and marks the final stage of the flower's life. The dahlia is named for Traugott Gerber, a German botanist.

The pungent perfume of the nasturtium gives this popular flower its name which is composed of two Latin words, which translated mean "to twist the nose"!

Notice the seed of other flowers and you will have a clue to their names. Coriopsis is from the Greek, meaning "bag-like". Nigella, or fennel flower, more romantically called love-in-a-mist, is derived from "siger", thus describing the black seed. The geranium is called crane's bill in Germany to describe the seed.

A great many flowers by their names are perpetual memorials to famous botanists, scientists or patrons of horticulture. Among these are the begonia, named for Michael Begon, Governor of Santo Domingo, the gerbera (daisy) after Theodore de Gaa, a translator of Theophrastus and a Greek naturalist, and the ionicera, or familiar sweet rocket, named for Adam L. Loeri, a German naturalist.

The dahila, while a Mexican flower, honors the Swedish botanist Dahl. A French director of a Botanic Garden, Pierre Magnol, is remembered by the creping blossoms of the magnolia tree. The bright orange flower, often called the "California poppy" because it grows wild in that Pacific state, is namedescholtzia in honor of J. F. Eschsholtz, leader of a scientific expedition. The beautiful white camellia, so charming...
A GIRL NEEDS A BACKGROUND

(Continued from page 46)

Sydney, Australia, and Hannibal, Missouri, that the true test of a successful house is wanting to get back to it.

And that is why, perhaps in the midst of a brilliant party or ball, I get a far-away look in my eye and long for the quiet blue living room where I sit and spend so many happy, peaceful hours. I must admit that when Lester told me we were going to move away from the Park I was quite unhappy. I loved our little apartment there (although it didn't seem little then), and until Lester carried me over the threshold into the new house I felt that I would never forgive him for taking me away from the only home I had ever known. But from the moment we approached our new home and entered the front door, Gramercy Park began to recede in my affections, and while I shall always remember it fondly I shall also do so without regret.

When I first heard that I was to live in a duplex apartment I was worried about the matter of going up and down the steps, but I have really had very little trouble in that respect as I am always carried with great care.

The living room

My room is definitely the living room, which is on the second floor, and there I spend most of my hours. I sit at the piano and greet Lester's friends as they come in. Everyone comes over and speaks to me but I notice that they soon drift away to other parts of the room and become absorbed in conversation. Sometimes I wish I were a brilliant conversationalist as well as a beautiful mannequin, but one can't be everything, I suppose.

The room I live in is very lovely with its pale blue-green walls and mural of tropical trees which Lester painted himself. The ceiling is arched and groined like an old church. The room indeed has quite a past. In the days of the old Beaux Arts restaurant it used to be one of the extra special dining rooms for the very special members. (Continued on page 84)

Rosie's room is the bathroom, named after a charming china cat given to Mr. Gaba by his friends. The walls of the room are cluttered with portraits of Rosie whimsically painted by Mr. Gaba.

Mr. Gaba's bedroom is gay and informal. Both the draperies and bedspreads are of red and green tartan plaids. And over the mantel (background) hang a sparkling pair of old hunting horns.

...insures against costly re-finishing!

Unaffected by water, and easy to clean, walls and floors of Tile are a sound investment for small homes as well as large. Either at the outset or later on, the tub can be converted, easily, to a combination shower-and-tub if walls are Tile. Many people, of course, prefer a separate shower with three sides of Tile, with a shower-curtained entrance or a glass door. In the kitchen, drainboards and sinks of Tile are every bit as practical and permanent as Tiled floors, walls and window-sills. You will be agreeably surprised when you get estimates from a Tile contractor, because Tilework is not expensive. We believe you will decide that the satisfaction and luxury of Tile in your home is worth an additional 15¢ or 20¢ a month on a twenty-year plan. It is smart to use Tile because it is the visible evidence of quality and a sure sign of careful, thrifty planning.

SEND FOR FREE COPY OF "FACTS ABOUT TILE"
24 pages of helpful information ... new designs and rooms in full color ... full of ideas ... useful and inspiring ... just send the coupon.

THE TILE MANUFACTURERS' ASS'N., INC.
50 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Please send me a copy of your free book: "Facts About Tile."

NAME...

ADDRESS...

CITY.............................................STATE...
NEW LIGHT ON

Dorothy Kelly tells of the out-of-the-ordinary, all-year-round vacation sports at Sun Valley

SPORTSMAN Ernest Hemingway declares there is no better pheasant shooting than that around Sun Valley. And he should know! Two Sun Valley chefs went out one day last Fall and came back in a very short time with mule deer that won first and second prizes in the James L. Clark trophy competition. Fourteen varieties of duck stop over in their thousands on Wood River and the marshes near Silver Creek. Elk, bear, mountain lion-these, too, lure the late Fall and early Winter sportsman.

So if you want to see a "different" Sun Valley, get out your favorite guns, pack the old shooting jacket and board the sleeper for Ketchum, Idaho.

For birdshooting, stay at the Challenger Inn and drive south to the Silver Creek or Shoshone regions-only about thirty miles at most. Until November 23rd you can combine pleasant and duck shooting in one day. After that, ducks—jump shooting from blinds or boats—until December 14th. The Inn provides excellent guides and well-trained Labrador retrievers. All you have to do is bring the birds down.

For big game there is the Mormon Ranch—a hunting lodge run by the Sun Valley people. It's about 140 miles away on the Middle Fork of the Salmon River, in wild mountain country-excellent, too, for antelope in season. An auto road goes part way, after which you go in by saddle and pack horse. No effete luxuries here, but simple comfort, congenial companions, good food cooked by an expert and sound sleep to top off the day.

Winter hunting for jack rabbits and coyotes is popular, especially when done on skis or snowshoes.

Notes for next year: Check on special hunts for deer and elk during Octo-

WAITING AT BALDY RUN

SNOWSCAPES AND SWIMMING
AN OLD FAVORITE

DECEMBER, 1941

TIME OUT IN THE VILLAGE

SKATING AND SCULPTURE (NOTE ICE CAMEL)

TIME OUT IN THE VILLAGE

SNOW SPRAY AND SLALOMS

her; they're to be found in the nearby Soldier Mountain Game Preserve.

Consider a trip into the remote Selway Forest region to hunt elk in their natural habitat—no artificial feeding by the State. The headquarters camp is one day's drive from Sun Valley. Season, October 5th to November 10th if it's the same as this year—and the earlier in the season you go the better the sport you'll get as a rule.

For those who do their shooting with a telescopic lens rather than (or in addition to) a telescope sight—the photographic staff are all expert hunters and fishermen who can and will give you all kinds of help with your picture taking. Wild life photography is a hobby of theirs—and it may quite well be a hobby of yours by the time you leave.

An All-Year-Round Resort

Sun Valley's Winter and Summer charms are well known. Its Spring and Fall attractions are perhaps not so well known to non-habitues.

Did you realize, for instance, that there is fine trout fishing there from early Spring until November 1st? In March and April there is skiing on the upper slopes—outdoor tennis on hard surface courts—and of course sunbathing and swimming in the heated outdoor pools. Fall, as indicated, brings out the dogs and the guns. Ice skating goes on all year round, for one open air rink is kept frozen even in Summer.

(Continued on page 85)
**that this GOOD HOPE BRANDY** is the perfect answer to your search for a fine imported brandy. It’s the equal, we believe, both in flavor and bouquet to the best of Old World Cognacs . . . and costs less than you are accustomed to pay for many of these.

84 proof Produced by the Cooperative Wine Growers’ Association under the full supervision and control of the British Colonial Government, Suider-Paarl, Union of South Africa.

---

**PLANTS**

(Continued from page 66)

it will bloom the first season. Grown in the North as greenhouse plants, poinsettias are the florists’ principal stock in trade at Christmas.

There has been, to be sure, a great step from this introduction and early culture to the poinsettias we have today. Former varieties, St. Louis and Hollywood, bore smaller bracts and were so fragile that it was almost impossible to maintain the green foliage for Christmas. The subsequent Oakleaf variety had more vitality. New varieties are now introduced almost every year. Mrs. Paul Ecke, with broader bracts of deeper color, and a shorter, thicker stem, is second only to Oakleaf in quantity grown. Novelty types with variegated foliage or pink or white bracts are also available, but are all considerably less rugged than the more popular red standby.

---

**Poinsettias**

Poinsettias, if kept fairly cool, will remain in fine condition indoors for two or three weeks at least, after which they achept, at last, to drop their yellow leaves, from the bottom of the stalk upward, until only the red bracts and tiny yellow flowers in the center are left. When the bracts finally fall, give poinsettias very little water and, after a while, cut away the stalk, leaving two or three inches at the base. Following a rest period of a month or two, the stalk will often sprout a new branch.
FOR CHRISTMAS

(Continued from page 78)

PLANTS

shoot which will grow throughout the Summer and Autumn. Unfortunately, however, the top leaves seldom, if ever, turn red on the home-grown plant (except in the Southern states), as conditions after the furnace is turned on are seldom satisfactory. In addition, it is the shorter day that brings about the coloring, and most house plants receive artificial light which, in the case of poineittias, discourages pigmentation in the upper leaves.

But what about the other kinds of Christmas plants? Related to the poineittia, we have *Euphorbia fulgens*, with its small orange-scarlet fronds and slender, drooping habit. There are the very popular azaleas—large-flowered, tender *indica* varieties, and small-flowered, hardier *kalmia* types. Cyclamens are popular, as are begonias and African violets. And primroses, genistas, heathers, Jerusalem cherries, red peppers, ardisias, as are begonias and African violets, as they have remarkable lasting qualities and flower longer than most flowering plants we've always wanted

*Euphorbia fulgens* is not often used as a pot plant, since its flowering stalks make striking cut-flower arrangements and corsages, but when grown in a roomy pot where the roots are free to grow, it does remarkably well.

Azaleas for Christmas

Azaleas are now so well grown and are so satisfactory that they have gained a place of Yuletide importance second only to poineittias. Formerly propagated almost entirely in Europe, American growers have now well learned the vital secrets and produce outstanding azaleas in abundance. Mme. Patrick (semi-doublo, deep pink), Mme. Petrick Superba (variegated) and Paul Scharme (salmon) are fine varieties of the *indica* type. Of the smaller *kalmia* type there are over two hundred varieties, but Coral Bells (delicate pink), Salmon Beauty, Christmas Cheer (red), and Snow (white) are among the best. It is easy to succeed in keeping azaleas, as they have remarkable lasting qualities and flower longer than most other Christmas plants. There is one important fact, however, to remember—they consume a great amount of water and usually like a drink twice a day. The new self-watering flower pots will take care of this for you.

Because of a mine which attacked them, cyclamens were scarce for a few years, but growers have had success in combating this pest and are now growing many of these lovely plants with the butterfly-like flowers. Good drainage and temperate atmospheric conditions are important, and enough water must be applied to keep the soil from ever becoming thoroughly dry. Be careful to apply the water to the soil and not on the center of the bulbous corn whence springs the plant.

The Lorraine type of begonias, of which Lady Macks and Marmy Gibbs are important varieties, are delightfully floriferous. Lucile, a recent red introduction, is beautiful, but has too strong a tendency to drop its blossoms. Place the plants on saucers containing pebbles and a little water and they will do very nicely.

African violets, or *Saintpaulias*, are rather tender, but if carefully watered so that moisture does not touch the leaves and kept in a place where the light is neither too weak nor too strong, they will reward you well for your pains. They appreciate a saucer of moist pebbles beneath them, too.

*Primula obconica, P. sinensis, and P. malacoides* poison the skins of some people, but they are beautiful and will bloom for a long and satisfactory time if given the same care that cyclamens require.

Genistas and heathers need a moderate atmosphere and only enough water to prevent their soil from drying out. Japanese cherries and red peppers must be kept especially free from gas and are susceptible to a dry atmosphere. Syringe the foliage with cold water daily to remedy this.

Ardisias, with their shiny, dark green leaves and scarlet berries, are today seldom seen, but when available make a long-lived, lovely plant.

*Kalanche coccinea*, with its brick-red blooms, and the pink-red-flowered Christmas cactus make good year "round house plants, although they usually bear blossoms only during the Winter season. They have the advantage of requiring little water and no special care, so that you can leave home for a few days and find them in good shape upon your return.

And now that Christmas is just around the corner, let's close our eyes and make a wish—a wish that everyone should send us for Christmas all the flowering plants we've always wanted and that all these charming plants will thrive like orchids in the tropics.

**FOR CHRISTMAS**

(Continued from page 72)

After the main plan had been conceived by our combined efforts we had many discussions of how to get the real feeling of home into the room. Here is where the fun began! First we had everything brought from storage to go over carefully. Not everything could be used but there were many which fitted beautifully into our new home.

Ornaments which we had either chosen or which had been given by our families and friends on various occasions were all considered carefully. Each one had a story for us, either tender or amusing. It was very hard to choose some we decided to keep on the tables and in the cabinets only the things we could really use. A tiny silver box we had found together in the Caledonia Market served as well as a stamp box on the desk; a jeweled box made of blond wood was filled with cigarettes at once.

Perhaps our friends were a little disappointed at first to find that we had no "decorating tricks" to show them, but now they seem to like it even better than we do—they feel at home too.

**THE LOWESTOFF**

The LOWESTOFF—mark of an heirloom china. The Lowestoff distinguishes the widest possible range of tableware, figurines, animal subjects, miniatures and incidental pieces.

The Lowestoff—in the best tradition of the 1750's—is available in lustrous, durable Royal Doulton Bone China. The Gossamer features a formal English pastel border—with a center of bright, enamelled underglaze colorings—on the popular Gadroon shape. In Royal Doulton Earthware.

Write for the name of your nearest Royal Doulton dealer. Enclose 10c if you want a fully illustrated booklet—including correct table services.
North by East

If you prefer the vicinity of the Mason-Dixon line, Tidewater, Virginia, has planned an active hunting and Christmas season. Weekly drag hunts during December will start at the Princess Anne Hunt Club, with a live fox hunt over Christmas week. December 6 and 7 is tournament-time for golfers at the Cavalier Country Club, and an old-fashioned Christmas with carolers and egg-nogs will high-light December's fun.

For those of you who like your snow on snow, and thrill at the curve of a ski slope, Hanover, New Hampshire, offers its ski school, opening December 26. Well-known Jack Durrance heads instruction, which includes special classes for children from eight to twelve, from thirteen to seventeen, and a complete adult program. So the whole family can swap ski stories! Mountain trips, skiing sessions, sleigh-rides, Christmas parties, and tea-dances are scheduled for off-hours.

Florida

ST. PETERSBURG

Stuart Hotel, on 5th Corna Bay Quay. Quiet, refined, rental hot, close to all activity. 30 rooms, each with bath, A/C, phone, P.W. 8 & A. Sleep.近


Tides Hotel


ST. PETERSBURG

The Vineyard Park Hotel

Facing glorious Tampa Bay ... The largest frequent hotel on Florida's West Coast ... 372 rooms, all with bath ... Every recreational feature ... The best in service and cuisine ... Luxurious and comfortable accommodations ... Open from December 20 until April ... Booklet, Aynor Vineyard Laughter, President.
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evidence of incipient decay. In that year it was purchased by Mr. and Mrs. Paul Beet of New Haven, and the writer was commissioned to see it taken down, moved to a new site and set up again, with the addition of a modern ell.

**Interior changes**

After the death of its builder, the house, through inheritance and sale, passed through many hands. The interior arrangement was changed at different times, principally through the introduction of board partitions which subdivided the principal rooms. One small room thus carved out of the parlor chamber has an interesting connection. This little room was used for years as a shoemaker’s shop; bowls, soles were pegged and boots mended. Two deeply worn spots in the floor, formed by his own feet, showed where the shoemaker sat at his long hours of labor.

Before its demolition, the old structure was carefully surveyed, and all its material marked and numbered. Stone by stone the tremendous chimney was dismantled, one of the chimney stacks was removed, and the ponderous timbers of the frame taken apart and carefully lowered to the ground. Even the old hand-woven nails were drawn with care and saved for use again. What would Nathaniel Parks have had to say to all this, had he been told in 1706 that two and a quarter centuries later his home would be taken down, its material loaded onto motor trucks (convinences of the Devil, he probably would have thought them), and transported some twenty-five miles to a new location for re-erection! There, among the gently rolling hills of Woodbridge, west of New Haven, a house new and fresh was to be taken possession of by the present owners.

Upon the previously prepared foundation, the old frame was re-erected; mortises and tenons fitted together, and oakens pins driven through the joints in the original fashion. To protect the frame from insect ravages, all parts of it hidden by construction or finish were thoroughly treated with a preparation of creosote.

**Insulating the old house**

In the reconstruction of the house, several interesting problems arose, but these were solved after some study. The first of these was the question of how to insulate the outside walls of the old house, with, being of solid planks, how to insulate the outside walls of the old house, with, being of solid planks, how to insulate the outside walls of the old house, with, being of solid planks, how to insulate the outside walls of the old house, with, being of solid planks, how to insulate the outside walls of the old house, with, being of solid planks, how to insulate the outside walls of the old house, with...
new central chimney a large vertical core of round, glazed tile, which ex­ tended from the basement to the ceiling, and the overmantel in the garret floor. At the latter point connection was made with a series of horizontal metal ducts which led to grills in the ceiling and to the various rooms of the second floor. As the warm air was circulated by a blower and driven through the ceiling in the cellar, no difficulty was experienced in making the system function satisfactorily.

That modern necessity, the automo­ bile, made the provision of garage room a must; more space than the old house contained was needed for kitchen, pantry, and servants’ rooms. To contain these, therefore, an ell was built on at the rear, with its second floor rooms within its gambrel roof.

Refinishing surfaces

In the old part of the house, the original floor boards, wainscot and other woodwork were scoured and scoured until spotlessly clean, and then given several coats of wax, rubbed in by hand. No other finish was given, nor was it needed, for the rich old color of the wood, freshened and brought out by this treatment, left nothing to be desired. Several room-ends of raised paneling, previously salvaged by the owners from other ancient houses, were installed against the fireplace walls. As this involved some cutting down and piecing out, it was thought wiser to paint them, particularly as painted woodwork harmonized best with the proposed decorative treatment.

Reproduction wall-papers were used in some of the chambers; elsewhere the walls, where plastered, were painted in soft tints. Old patterns of chintz were used for window curtains, braided or hooked rugs for the floors, and old sconces, lamps and lanterns, collected by the owners, were wired for use as electric fixtures. These accessories, together with the mellow beauty of the old interior as finally restored, formed an ideal background for the owners’ remarkably fine collection of early American furniture, which had been gathered with taste and discrimination over a period of years.

Thus it stands today, the ancient house of Nathaniel Parks, rescued from the decay into which it was inevitably slipping, and given a new lease of life.

CENTURIES-OLD

In the South, old in some of its aspects and parts, it is now a happy combination of the old and the new. Its heating, lighting and plumbing represent the best that man has so far devised for his use and comfort; its immaculate pantries and kitchen, linoleum-covered counters and shelves, gleaming sinks of stainless steel, electric range and refrigerator are the latest thing in housekeeping efficiency and equipment. One thinks instinctively of poor Abigail Parks, the first and only housewife of Nallianiel Parks, rescued from despair by the owners before they arrived in the Dutch oven, spinning her flax and making her candles by hand, carrying water from the well instead of seeing it flow at will from chromium faucets! With what astonishment would she have viewed all these marvels of modern domestic equipment—including the electric pea-sheller—could they have been made visible to her astonished eyes!

Rich garden heritage

But Abigail’s two white lilacs, moved along with the old house and now veri­ table trees, grow as of yore in the door­ yard, and cast their shadows on the trim, white clapboarded walls. Old­ fashioned flowers such as Abigail loved—fragrant phlox, the stately lark­ spurt, the lovely fox-glove, the brilli­ ant poppy and many others—grow luxuriantly in the carefully planned gardens that surround the house. In the angle formed by the ell of the old part, a flagged terrace makes a sheltered spot for enjoying the sun on warm days in spring and fall; while across the front another terrace affords a pleasant view of the well-kept lawns that slope to a little brook which runs across the front of the property. Taking advantage of this natural flow of water, the owners have enlarged the brook at a point where it passes beneath a spreading elm, to form a circular pool which has been stocked with aquatic plants. The low land along the brook is to be developed into a marsh garden, with flowering plants suited to such a habitat. In the midst of such a delight­ ful setting the old house stands, staunch and sturdy for generations to come, a joy to its owners and all who see it.

J. Frederick Kelly A. I. A.
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NEW GARDEN BOOK

How to Landscape Your Grounds
by Loyal R. Johnson. Illustrated. 221 pages. De La Mare, N. Y. C. $2.75

Nowadays the emphasis in landscap­ ing seems to be on practical advice for the suburban or rural home owner of moderate means. The new De La Mare book is a notable contribution to this healthful phase of landscape art.

The text, written by one who has studied the subject both in this country and abroad, covers all stages of plan­ ning: the location of drives and paths, grading, lawn-making, gardens, border­ ers and other plantings. Some ma­ terial is also retained from a former book, Practical Landscape Gardening, written by Robert Cridland and pub­ lished also by De La Mare, N. Y. C.

Alfred C. Hottes has edited the work and contributed valuable lists of shrubs, evergreens, hedges, vines and trees for all sorts of landscape uses and for every part of the United States.

How to Landscape Your Grounds is of special value because it is not re­ gional. One of the outstanding features of the book is a group of detailed planting plans with keys, contributed by eight leading landscape architects from various parts of this country, Lloyd F. Hughes covers the Middle At­ lantic States, together with Edmund E. Schubert. Henry L. Thompson submits plans for the South (Texas, Louisiana, (Continued on page 28)
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The left-hand corner by the window has been pointed out to us as the seat where Commodore Vanderbilt used to be regularly placed. I sometimes go and sit in that corner myself just to commune with the ghosts of the past. Lester, I can see, is much less conscious of these ghosts as he has so definitely made the room express his own personality.

The first thing you notice when you come into the room is the beautiful old stripped pine mantel which stands opposite the door with sofas on either side. On the opposite side of the room is one of the decorative paintings of Nubians which Lester painted, framed in beautiful carved striped wood frames. The whole feeling of the room is one of contrast with light blue-green walls accented by dark wood, dark accessories and a highly polished black wooden floor. I have told you so much about this room because it is after all my own special domain.

Once in a while I go into the dining room which I love. It has rich green walls, dark mahogany furniture and accents of white. Lester has his table set with very beautiful white milk glass and the room is always lighted by old-fashioned red candles. The chandelier is very amusing. It is made in the shape of an early ascension balloon—a big brass ball draped with yellow silk ropes and a brass basket hanging beneath. Lester usually has ivy or flowers in the basket and the candles are set in brackets that flare out all around. I am fascinated by the wax decorations under each of the Victorian glass bells which stand on either end of the sideboard. They are made of two milk glass opaques heaped high, one with wax fruits and one with wax vegetables, looking for all the world like very lush 18th Century prints come to life. In between these two is an American primitive portrait of a fossil and very self-contained Lester, and on the back of the painting is a poem written in old-fashioned script telling the color of her eyes and how she died.

Dinner in wax

At one end of the dining room is a niche with a Mexican blackamoor against a hand-painted background and at the other end is an elaborate built-in buffet lined with mirror and topped by shelves holding Lester’s collection of colored American glass. But the decoration on the cast wall is the one that touches me most. It is an eight-course dinner in wax, each course mounted on a square white milk glass plate. I feel that it is my dinner because, I too, am made of wax.

I am not at all a domestic girl though I love my home, and I never go into the kitchen as Lester has warned me that the then hot kitchen temperature would be bad for me. But I have caught glimpses of it through the door. It is done in red and white and on the ceiling Lester has painted the name of his cook, "Estelle."}

In the room. I have never been in it either—

though they once talked of giving me a bath in there—but Rosie, I know, is a very attractive china cat covered with pink roses. I am slightly jealous of her because she seems to hold so high a place in Lester’s affections. Fourteen of his friends contributed one dollar each to buy her for him as a Christmas present. I have glimpsed her ensnared high on a shelf in this room. On the walls Lester has painted hundreds of pictures of her, each one with a different expression; each with a rose on her back.

Lester’s own bed room is off the reception room downstairs and although I have never been in that room either, I have seen the red and green tartan draperies and bedspreads and the French hunting horns over the mantel.

Downstairs also is that realm of Lester’s which I know is his studio. He spends a great deal of time there and once in a while he brings me down there himself. I am usually frightened by the odd things I see, such as the tremendous figure atop the file cabinet. Lester tells me it is a “Superman” and I can well believe it. Sometimes Lester is modeling on a huge and sometimes creating other mannequins. I do not worry about the other mannequins for I feel that I am a unique creation and that none of those new girls will ever take my place.

GREAT WESTERN American Champagne assures a distinctive, gracious atmosphere whether you are guest or host.

Great Western American Champagnes, Table Wines and Vermouths are produced by American vintners whose artistry, thru three generations, has made wines of superb quality, uniformity, and dependable.

- CHOICE AMERICAN TABLE WINES
- SAUTERNES PORT* CLARET
- RHINE "TOKAY" BURGUNDY
- SWEET CATAWA*B
- MUSCATEL* PALE DRY
- SHEERST* SHERRYST
- 19 to 22° ABO. by Volume

The name “Great Western” is a reliable guide in selecting fine wines. Enjoy their luxury at moderate cost.

Made, bottled and sealed in the 81-year-old cellars of the Pleasant Valley Wine Co., Rheims, New York.

For over 5 years, Great Western American Vermouth has given subtle flavor and individuality to cocktails and mixed drinks. People who know, prefer “Great Western”.

*SPS, All. by Vol.

Corporation

Charles Lamb said: "It’s better not to know so much, than to know so much that’s not so." That statement applies directly to present day heating.

Say what you will, it’s a much misguided and misunderstood subject. To prove it to yourself read and for a copy of this new "Heating Helps" book.

Butmen Boiler

CORPORATION

Irvington, N. Y.

Dept. B

Zanesville, Ohio

Dept. B

SPACE SAVERS

End your closet worries. You can easily increase the capacity of any clothes closet by installing X-Venience hangers. These keep apparel in better press, easy to get at, and ordered. Yes, but, shoe and Lower racks, trouser-skirt hangers, etc. Attach easily to back of closet doors or walls. Chrome finish, in gilt boxes. At dept. & лече. Store, on order direct, ideal gift.

Free Card: "How to Double Closet Capacity"—shows complete line. Write today.

OF SUNS AND STARS

(Continued from page 67)

beauty—the radiations of Aquilegia clementisflora, the crown-centered ox-eye daisy or buphthalmum, coreopsis, Oriental poppies at their fullest, chrysanthemums single and semi-double, the early flowering yellow of doronicum, gaillardia, helianthemums, helianthus, helenium, Shasta daisies, pyrethrum, Gaillardia, helianthemums, helianthus, helenium, Shasta daisies, pyrethrum, helianthus, helianthemums. The disc-like yellow suns of Aci-

nemesis squarrosa, blooming late at 6' high in the rear ranks of the border. I would speak, too, of erigeron, with its little suns in multitudes, purple cone flowers, geums and heleniums or sneezeweed in golden yellow or orange yellow. One of the most robust suns of all is shown by rudbeckia and one of the loveliest stars by gerbera.

Whereas both large and small flowered clematis produce large or small stars, according to their kind, I consider the clustered plants of Boltonia in white or lavender pink, of hardy asters, both the tall and the lowly sorts, and the very white stars of Acremnia montana that twinkle along an edging. Study the flowering of that worthy shrub, Hydrangea opaloides mariei and behold its suns surrounded by shooting stars.

The list could run on indefinitely with names familiar and some unfamiliar. My purpose in classifying them into these celestial body forms is to make people appreciate the beauty of the individual flower; to suggest that, whether planting a border of perennials or one-seasont drifts of annuals, provision for these types in sizable groups—but always let us remember to enjoy them for themselves alone.

Richardson Wright
Music and dancing at night at both Lodge and Inn if you can keep awake! It's a good bet for anyone who wants to combine Winter vacation trip with learning a new sport.

Special Events

The fourth annual Intercollegiate Ski Meet will be held this year from December 29th to January 1st, inclusive. College and university students from all over the United States and Canada will compete in the four events—downhill racing, cross-country racing, slalom and jumping. For the benefit of readers who want to compete—entries close on December 27th.

Whether intercollegiate contestants or not, undergraduate students who like to ski can have themselves a fine time at Sun Valley during the Christmas and Spring vacation periods. Special rates are made for them much like those for the "Learn to Ski Weeks" mentioned above.

Other special events this Winter (dates subject to weather) are likely to include:

Christmas: Skating carnival.
February (latter part of month): Sun Valley Ski Club Meet and Ice Carnival.
March (middle of month): Sun Valley Skating Club Carnival.
March (latter part of month): Sun Valley Open Ski Meet for men and women, including the sixth annual competition for the Harriman Trophy.

THE WASSAIL BOWL

(Continued from page 51)

Fish house punch. Ingredients: Myers's Jamaica rum, $3.35; Christian Bros.' brandy, $2.99; Great Western bourbon, $2.39. Don Q 's Habana rum, $2.69 for the fifth. Food: Rolled water cress sandwiches; Hors d'oeuvres, Inc. Blum's fruit cake, hoping a new or old home. It is the high quality, automatic, electric home elevator operating from the lighting circuit for less than a cent a day. Designed by experts who have been handling commercial passenger elevators for years.

The HomcLIFT is a fixture. It is safe and foolproof. Hayward in use in many sections of the nation.

HomcLIFT is the most beautiful, the most desirable of all dinette tops—offered by leading manufacturers of dinette furniture. If a dealer does not have tables equipped with them write for information.

THE FORMICA INSULATION CO.

4656 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

FORMICA

For furniture and fixtures

HEART PATIENTS

...STAIR CLIMBING IS DANGEROUS!!!

STOP taking unnecessary risks in installing SHEPARD HOME LIFTS—recommended by many doctors for use of those who cannot walk. Press the button—nothing happens or down without effort.

The HomeLIFT is safe and expensive. It is automatically installed in almost any new or old home. It is the high quality, automatic, electric home elevator operating from the lighting circuit for less than a cent a day. Designed by experts who have been handling commercial passenger elevators for years. It is safe and foolproof. Hayward in use in many sections of the nation.

In this home the HomcLIFT makes it possible for you to roam the whole house just as in livelier days while your architect-builder was making the Broadway Run in four minutes flat you'll have a wonderful time at Sun Valley. But you'll also have a wonderful time if you have never looked at the ski in the eye in your life. Take a peep some morning at the classes lined up behind the Inn and see how many beginners there are. Special instructors take you to special slopes whether you're a novice, an intermediate or an expert. Help in picking them out.

Both the Lodge and the Inn are run just as keen and the food tastes just as good. In the evening you're a novice, an intermediate or an expert—your appetite is just as keen as if you had earned it the hard way!

Informal Hospitality

Both the Lodge and the Inn are run on the European plan—which means that you eat when and where you please. Luncheons are served in the lounge bars of the nation's leading trains.

Nor do you have to be a sportsman or an athlete to enjoy your visit at any time of the year. Explore the country by automobile or carriage—by sleigh, cutter or dog sled according to the weather. Chair lifts, installed originally for skiers, take you thousands of feet up the mountain sides, unfolding views unbelievably lovely. Cabins on Baldy, Dollar, Proctor and the rest welcome the spectator as warmly as the sports enthusiasts.

You don't even have to take your own skis or skates, for you can buy or rent them on the spot—and have the expert's help in picking them out.

And, speaking of experts—if you can make the Broadway Run in four minutes flat you'll have a wonderful time at Sun Valley. But you'll also have a wonderful time if you have never looked at the ski in the eye in your life. Take a peep some morning at the classes lined up behind the Inn and see how many beginners there are. Special instructors take you to special slopes whether you're a novice, an intermediate or an advanced pupil. And the same applies to other sports.

"Learn to Ski Weeks"

For the coming January the Sun Valley people have arranged "Learn to Ski Weeks". A flat rate includes accommodations at the skiers' chalets, meals at the skiers' cafeteria and six all-day ski lessons (or skiing lessons if you prefer) plus free use of the chair lifts, skiing rinks and swimming pools. Music and dancing at night at both Lodge and Inn if you can keep awake! It's a good bet for anyone who wants to combine Winter vacation trip with learning a new sport.
Anekdote
an unpublished tale

EVEN among the ancient Greeks there were two kinds of stories—which given out publicly and those known only privately. The latter kind those given out publicly and those anecdote which originally by combining a, an, "not," and

logatory cigarette box, $7.50; Ernestine Troler.

YOUR KID BROTHER (Page 44)

WALLPAPER: Red, white and blue plaid wallpaper, $1.25 roll; The Birge Co. FLOOR: Plain light wood, waxed.

DRAPERIES: "Meadowbrook" spun rayon
tweed, $22.50 yd.; Atkinson Wade & Co. PRINTS: Mahogany solid maple modern desk in "Bisque" finish, $55; matching wood side chair with sand-colored nubby weave uphol-

hanger box, $3.95; hat box, $2.95; handker-

shaped woman's barometer, $60; Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.

PETER AND PAULA (Page 52, Attached Section)

WALLPAPER: "Rustic Ivy," latex design in green on white ground, $1.80 roll; Imperial Paper & Color Corp., Glens Falls, N. Y. FLOORCOVERING: Super-capital broadloom in Cathedral Green, $9.95 sq. yd.; Mohawk Carpet Mills, Amsterdam, N. Y. CURTAINS: "Gossamer" stripe and dot pattern in shell color, $10.95 pr.; Queen Co. Shark Cloth: "Paddington" chair, $65.75, and hossack, $45.50, in tile colored nubby textured fabric; Heritage Furni-

ure Co., High Point, N. C.

ACCESSORIES: White wire plant stand, $7.75; Mollici Boysonn Couture, Inc. "Ballet" dress bag, $6.95; Hall House, French floor engravings, $25 pr.; Old Print Shop, Mary Ryan. Ivory ear engravings, $25 pr.; Old Print Shop, Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.

PEGGY AND BILL (Page 52, Attached Section)

WALLPAPER: "Bournemouth," fruit clus- ters in soft natural colors on pale green ground, $2.50 roll; Imperial Paper & Color Corp., Glens Falls, N. Y. FLOORCOVERING: "Allegro," deep pile broadloom in warm peach color, $11.50 sq. yd.; Bidgood-Sanford Carpet Co. DRAPERIES: Chiffonene blush crepe, $1 yd.; Celanese Corp. of America. FURNITURE: Modern walnut "Extensive" table in natural finish, $95; and "Extensive." City Art Craft, Co., Sparta, N. J.

ACCESSORIES: Water colors, $5 ea.; prints similar to above, but smaller, $3 ea.; Lillian Boehme, "Williamsburg" luncheon cloth, $2.95; Ellision & Spring, Inc. Francescan ware pottery in dusty pink, $18.75 a 45-pc. set; Gladling, McBean & Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

McBean & Co., Los Angeles, Calif. Porcelain basket, $17.50; Borgeois figures, $12.50 pr.; Hall House Inter-

national. Candle holder and crystal hurricane globe, $16.50; Mag-

nold Mapeldens. French engravings on fruit subjects, $14.75; Old Print Shop, "Seals." Women's $10 pr.; Mittel-

dorf-Straus.

AUNT KATE IS A TIDY SOUL (Page 49, Attached Section)

WALLS: "Cherokee" apricot paint, from The Martin-Senour Company, Chicago, Ill. FLOORCOVERING: "Seals" Imoleum in Ivy Green; Congoleum Nain, Kear-

ny, N. J. Round white fur rug, South American broadskill, $6.95; Geo. E. Mallinson Importing Co. CLOSET ACCESSORIES: Striped Celanese satchel, $6.95; tissue box, $1.50; stockin boxes, $1.50 and $2.50; shoe bag, $3.95; hat box, $2.95; handker-

chibot box, $1.50; hangers, 6 for $1.50; padded hangers, 6 for $1.50; bed blanket box, $5.95; sewing box in bright floral print, $2.95; shoe cupboard in quilted blue satin, $14.75; "Seals" Children's blanket, $10.95; Kirk Guild, Inc. Combination hat holder in chromium, $2.60; Knap & Voge Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. Lucite coat stand, $6.75; Lucite hanger, $2.95; "Seals" circle for fans, $2.95; Swell-

low-Lehman, Inc.

ACCESSORIES: Perfume bottles, pow-

der jar, $11 set; H. S. Bailey, Ivory floor scale with chromium trim, $45.70; Detecto Scales, Inc. Fielder's blanket "Celanese" in soft green, $6.95; Mar-

shall Field & Co. Mfg. Division. Bench hamper, $2.98; Pearl-Wick Corp., As-

toria, L. I.

MOTHER LOVES TO REST (Page 49, Attached Section)

WALLPAPER: Green, white striped pa-

per, 70 c. per roll; Wilcox Wall Paper fac-

tories, Chicago, Ill. FLOORCOVERING: "Autumn Roses", pale green ground with all-over floral in soft tones, 9 x 12', $85; Chas. P. Cochrane Co., Bridgeport, Pa. FURNITURE: Chaise longue in rose patterned print, $36.95; Custom & Modern Upholstery Co., Gardner, Mass. Plastic end table, $35; Swell-Lehman.

LAMP AND ACCESSORIES: Cream pot-

tery individual tea set, $13; Fondelle & Co. Reproduction of Renoir, $18; Ru-

(Continued on page 83)

NEW GARDEN BOOK (Continued from page 83)

etc.) while John W. Watkins has plans and keys for Central and Southern Florida and the Deep South. M. E. Bot-

tomley is the landscape architect for the Middle West with Harold L. Curtis for Utah, Nevada and Wyoming, and Er-

nest Braunton for California.

The many illustrations, as well as the plans, cover all the major horticultural regions of the United States. The 330 illustrations are drawings and diagrams of all sorts to clarify the text. The chapters are freely sub-headed to facilitate ready reference and there is a cross index.
Light your mantelpiece with two kneeling angels, all in white with gold halos and blue wings, holding tiny Christmas trees; $9.60 a pair in gift box; at Macy's

Fat white candles in holiday-day garnish with holy, mis- tiletoe and pine cones in gay colors; 63/4" high, 3" in dia., $1.50 each at Marshall Field, Chicago

The January Issue of House & Garden

A DOUBLE NUMBER featuring in The General Section
Design Trend of the American Trophies

The Special Section

Gardener's Guide
will be on sale at your dealer's on December 19th
ERECT IT NOW— IN SELF "DEFENSE"

That cabin by the lake—or in the woods—or at the seaside—which you've promised yourself next spring... . . Better make sure—erect it now, before national defense or other demands send lumber costs skyward.

Prefabricated Hodgson Camp Cottages come to you in sound, weather-tight oiled-cedar sections—ready to be

ing or nailing; no expert carpentry skill required. For a

V/S; T ££THE HODGSON

INDOOR EXHIBITS IN NEW YORK OR BOSTON

To Save These Losses!

Prefabricated Hodgson Camp Cottages come to you in 18.2% of heat loss

1339 LaBROSSE DETROIT, MICH.

CHAMBERLIN METAL WEATHER STRIP CO.

How can I Save Fuel and get year-round comfort with

- Weather Strips and Calking
- Rock Wool Insulation
- All-Metal Storm Windows

Name
Address
City... State

What ELDID THE DOCTOR SAY?

If the over-exertion of
hair climbing should be
avoided, a Sedgwick Elevator or
Stair-Traveler provides safe, conven-
ient, effortless travel. Specially de-
sign for economical home use. Attrac-
tive in appearance. Ready installed. Fully
guaranteed. Interestingly priced. Recom-
mended by physicians. Write for new booklet.

SEDWICK MACHINE WORKS, 146 West 15th St., New York

FOR YOUR HEALTH AND COMFORT

PRINTED BY THE CONNOISSEUR PRESS, GREENWICH, CONN. D. S. A.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harrer, Robert</td>
<td>July (1) 33, Aug. (1) 45, Nov. (1) 34, 35, Dec. (1) 46, 47, 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hennessey, William</td>
<td>Dec. (1) 52, 53, 54, 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hofmann, Tugendreich</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horsecle, Henry</td>
<td>Dec. (1) 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payne, David</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 23, Nov. (1) 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snyder, Seymour</td>
<td>Sept. (1) 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stahlhut, Henry</td>
<td>Dec. (1) 58, 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weis, Urban</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 34, Dec. (1) 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood, Harrie</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barmann, Phepa</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrett, Frank</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boomer, Bert</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brewster, George</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, Samuel</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruno, Harry</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Cameron</td>
<td>Dec. (1) 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colcord, Gerald</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 71, 23, 26, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colman, V. W.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper, M. W.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creilie, Theodore</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahl &amp; Conrad</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel, Gardner</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davidson, J. R.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dadministr</td>
<td>de Bogdan, Oscar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinhwalde, John</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 5, Nov. (1) 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditchev, Fairley</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drosy, W. H.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fenn, Harold</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fink, John</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fyfe, W. B.</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 18, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilman, Alfred T.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green, Robert</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant, Carl</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamby, William</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardy &amp; Goudt</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill, Albert</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 5, Nov. (1) 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitchings, George</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 22, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hornbostl &amp; Bemutty</td>
<td>July (1) 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoyt, Burnham</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudson, Keith</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ives, Albert E.</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 30, 39, 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly, R.</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimball, Arthur</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimball, &amp; Bowes</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knight, Howard B.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosnak, George</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levin, Paul</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lippincott, J. Gordon</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loeb &amp; Schlossman</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May, Cliff</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayyer, Albert</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayhew, Clarence</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonnell, Heather</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutra, Richard</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newhall, Paul</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pettie, J. L.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 17, Nov. (1) 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwihrker, Paul</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott &amp; Tegnag</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith-Carroll &amp; Johnson</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Cotesdale</td>
<td>Dec. (1) 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Margaret</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 9, 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanton, Glenn</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone, Edward D.</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thiry, Paul</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valtz, John</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 25, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Beest, G. J.</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadler, Leon F.</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wills, Roy Barry</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winkler, Otto</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodward, A. P.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Henry</td>
<td>July (1) 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wurster, W. W.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 11, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Linton H.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fliee, Ernest</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabjohn-Gibbings, T. H.</td>
<td>Dec. (1) 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanger, Brothers</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smyth, Urrut &amp; Marekwald</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoody, Aug. (1) 61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thite-Goertgenburg</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treat, Jessica</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolffs, S. Lee</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brey, Paul</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 37, Oct. (1) 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colcord, Gerald</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conway, Allan</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawford, Wm.</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis, Ben</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank, Paul</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 21, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guba, Lesler</td>
<td>July (1) 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald, John</td>
<td>Dec. (1) 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewin, Paul</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liebes, Dohm</td>
<td>Dec. (1) 17, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pahlmann, Wm.</td>
<td>Dec. (1) 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parzinger, Tommi</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge, Bryman</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robjohn-Gibbings</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saurin &amp; Eames</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weidhaus, Ted</td>
<td>Dec. (1) 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church, Thomas</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eebbe, Garrett</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harkbeck, Marie M.</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 22, Aug. (1) 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaughn, H. L.</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiley, Cynthia</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alderman, S. P.</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, Ivan</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, J. Stuart</td>
<td>Dec. (1) 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, House</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 44, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, John H.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arlow, Edwin</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bain, Wm. J.</td>
<td>July (1) 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnum, W. H.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrows, John</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bates, C. H.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baxter, Jere</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 30, 32, 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beetz, Paul</td>
<td>Dec. (1) 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch-Huntington</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beem, Frederick</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bromberg, Paul</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, F. E.</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullock, J. E.</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byrd, Francis O.</td>
<td>July (1) 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calman, James A.</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassolli, Frank</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherr, Samuel</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corbus, William</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crow, Mrs. Richard</td>
<td>July (1) 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crutchfield, Mrs. E. Mulfod</td>
<td>July (1) 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis, Greely</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis, Sam K.</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derwin, Oscar John</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastman, S. F.</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerson, Margaret</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eurch, Dr. Alvin C.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 16, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferris, Raymond W.</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forman, Robert W.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fowlcr, Earl C.</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank, R. C.</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freestone, Robert</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett, Paul</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green, Robert A.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 12, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groesfeld, Hertwig</td>
<td>Oct. (1) 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guild, Lurelie</td>
<td>July (1) 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwynne, C. S.</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackett, Mrs. E.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall, J. C.</td>
<td>Aug. (1) 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamby, Wm.</td>
<td>Nov. (1) 34, 35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To every family whose interest centers in the home, a subscription to House & Garden is at the top of the "We-want-for-Christmas" list. To you, House & Garden's unique program of 12 Double Numbers a year offers more for your gift dollar than any other home magazine. It's the smart and easy way to do your Christmas shopping.

In House & Garden, you give a year-round claim on the expert advice and original ideas of America's foremost architects, decorators, and gardeners. You give a year of knowing how to have a home that's up-to-date . . . how to plan smart color schemes and room arrangements . . . how to give parties and dinners that are fun and different. Each issue is a Double Number—two companion magazines brimful of beautiful illustrations and graphic drawings. One section discusses a wide variety of topics which concern home-makers; the other is a practical manual on some timely phase of home activity.

Sign up with House & Garden today, and be certain that your gift will score a success!

**SPECIAL GIFT RATES FOR HOUSE & GARDEN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Subscription (12 Double Numbers)</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Subscriptions, each</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

YOU MAY RENEW YOUR OWN SUBSCRIPTION AT THESE RATES.

**SPECIAL GIFT SERVICES**

To announce each of your gift subscriptions to House & Garden, we'll send a beautiful Christmas card in your name, and we'll mail the January Double Number in a festive holiday wrapping in time to take its place under the tree.

**USE THE CONVENIENT POSTAGE-PAID ENVELOPE ENCLOSED IN THIS ISSUE**
In this happy season, when the joy of giving is ever imbued with new meaning, "George Washington's Choice" will be an always-treasured gift. With this exquisite heirloom bedspread, Bates has revived a weaving art lost since the Eighteenth Century.

George Washington chose the original for his bride. Recaptured by Bates is the timeless artistry of this famous museum piece exhibited at Mt. Vernon. So painstakingly woven are these spreads that only a few can be offered. Every bedspread will be registered by number to guarantee its authenticity . . . Like the original, "George Washington's Choice" will be treasured and loved down through the years, by the grandchildren and great-grandchildren of her to whom you do honor by giving this registered heirloom.

"George Washington's Choice" is all white, reversible, completely preshrunk. Comes in twin and double bed sizes, with or without fringe. Woven of American cotton. Sizes: 76x106, 90x106. With fringe, 82x110 and 96x110.

BATES FABRICS INC., 80 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.